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FEEDING STEERS. 
Experiment Conducted'by the Texas Station a t  the Request 
of the Texas Live Stock Association. 
BY 
J. H. Connell, 
and 
H. C. Kyle. 
The rangas of Texas have long been recognized as +he most groductivk 
and economic breeding grounds for the supply of cattle and horses, and 
with the coming of better beef breeds the "feeding business" has been 
added to the range interest, until now tihe fat cattle exported from this 
State annually represent an importnnt proportion of the stock placed upon 
' 
the marli-et from this State. The numbers of cattle fattened for local and 
foreign markets in this State range from 100,000 to  some 300,000 head 
per annum, and these animals furnish markets for vast qnantities of feed 
stuffs that are produced upon our farms and ranches. As the blood of our 
ranch cattle continues to improve, because of the breeding ancl'importation 
of the best clalss of males, the stoeltrnan is forced to depend more upon 
feeding and less upon the natural rustling capacity of his stock; and, 
therefore, tihe feeding problem grows in importance from year to year as 
the native long horn d~sappeara from our ranges. 
The plan of the experiment herein reported was, briefly, as follows: 
'Forty-two steers were divided into six pens, the odd numbered pens (one, 
I three, and five) are fed entirely different rations, while pen two is fed 
I nearly the same ration as pen one; pen four nearly the same ration as 
pen three; and pen six nearly the same as pen five-thus dividing the six 
pens into three distinct ration groups with fourteen steers in each group. 
The questions asked of the steers are: (1) "Can corn meal, or hay, 
be added profitably €0 a cottonseed meal and hull ration?" (2)  "In 
what proportions should corn meal, cottonseed meal, and hulls be fed for 
best results?" (3) "Can oats be profitably used as companion food 
for meal and hulls?" (4) "What is the best proportion of oats, meal, 
and hulls to be fed in fattening steers?" ( 5 )  "Whicli of the three 
groups that are fed different rations will give the best finish in 100 to 
140 days?" (6)  "T4That profit may be expected in feeding well bred 
Texas cattle until they are thoroughly ripe ?" 
I (in) 
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WHAT THE EXPERIMENT SEIOWS. 
I. S o r g h u m  hay  i s  more t h a n  equal to  cottonseed hulls,  w h e n  fed wi th  
hu l l s  and  cottonseed meal.  
II. T h e  c o m m o n  practice of "topping outJJ  t h e  hul l  and meal ration 
w i t h  corn chops is not  so profitable, as -Lo feed t h e  same a m o u n t  of w r n  
chops f r o m  t h e  beginning. 
III .  Steers  fed 100 days only  will  m a k e  rapid g a i w  o n  th,e several 
rations used. 
I .  TV1zen corn c7zops i s  combined wit72 7zulls and  meal, a feed of two 
pounds of chops made  more gain a t  less co.st t k a n  w h e n  four pounds of 
chops were used. 
V .  Equal  p a d s  of oats, corn chops, and cottonseed meal, combined 
w i t h  hulls,  m a k e  a n  excellent ration. 
I .  C o r n  chops and shelled 0a.l.s are of equal value for fattening s t e e u  
w h e n  fed wit72 hul ls  and  meal.  
V I I .  Steers  eating corn. c7zops shrink lnrgcly in live weight,  w h e n  
shipped, i f  t h e  chops is combined w i t h  hul ls  and  meal.  
ORIGIN OF THE EXPERIMENT. 
Since the asitablishment of the oil mill interest in ifhe SoutCn, fattening 
cattle upon hulls and meal has become so much the practice that we may 
safely consider the ''hull anld meal ration" to be the sltandard among the 
feed stuffs ufsed by those who fatten cattle in the South for market, and 
w'hen the committee of the Texas Live Stock Association, appointed a t  
its January, 1898, meeting, requested the Station authorities to conduct 
a feeding experiment, it is but natural that hulls and meal were chosen to 
form the basis of the rations suggested by the m m i t t e e ,  and that such 
other materials should be added bo the hulls and meal as were thought 
most important. 
The committee, consisting of Mr. M. Sansom of' Alvarado, Mr. Jos. 
Green of Encinal, and Mr. Vor'hies P. Brown of SanlAntonio, Texas, 
visited the Station in July, 1898, and the following plan (of experiment 
was agreed upon and carried out during the next fall and winter season: 
PLAN OF THE EXPERIMENT. 
PART I. 'The first part of the experiment was planned rto test SORG- 
HUM HAY against COTTONSEED HULLS, CORN and COB CHOPS againat 
COTTONSEED MEAL, and OATS against COTTONSEED MEAL. These last 
feeds replaced a part of the cottonseed meal, while in all pens some hulls 
was f2d continuously. In Pens 4 and B the rations were changed at the 
end of 100 days, to finish off these steers wibh corn chops. 
100 Days. 140Dnys. * 
PEN A ............ Hulls a n d  Meal .............................................. Hulls, Mehl, a n d  Chops. 
PEN R ............. Hulls, Men1, a n d  Sorghum Hay ................... nulls, Meal, Sorghum Hay. Chops. 
.............................. PEN C .............. TTull~ &Teal a n d  Chops ( A s  before.) 
PEN D ............. H U ~ ~ S :  &leal: Chops, and Oats ...................... (As before.) 
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While one pen was fed a ration of HULLS and MEAL, 'another was fed 
HULLS, MEAL, and SORGHUM HAY. Another was fed HULLS, MEAL, an'd 
CORN CHOPS, and the fourth pen was fed HULLS, MEAL, CORN CHOPS, 
and SHELLED OATS. I n  the pens where corn and oats were fed contin- 
uously there were fourteen steers to the pen, while in the first bwo peas, 
only seven steers were used. 
Topping Out t7~e Hulls nnd 3feal.-After feeding Pen A on hulls and 
meal for 100 days, corn chops was added to finish off the steers, and the 
cottonseed meal was correspondingly decreased. The results were not 
entirely favorable  to^ t'his plan of feeding corn chops. 1, 
PART 11. 'The purpose of this feature of the experiment was to deter: 
mine the proper amount ,of CORN CI-IOPS or CORN and OATS when feeding 
hulls and meal. 
100 Days. 140 Days. 
Pen A. Hull and Meal. Hulls, Meal. and Chops. 1 Pen R. Hulls. Meal. and Sorghum Hag. Hulls. Meal, Sorghum, and Chops. 
[ Pen A. Hulls, Ttlea.1, and small amount (As before.) 
of Chops. 
IT. < Pen B. Hulls. Ileal, and lnrge amount (As before.) 
I of Chops. 
Pen A. Hulls Mezl and small amounts (As before.) 
of <:hops knd Oats. 
''I.~ Pen B. Hulls, Meal, and lawe amounts (As before.) i of Ol~ops and Oats. 
I n  feeding corn chops a portion of "Pen C" of Part  I was fed a small 
amount of chops, while the other !half of the pen was fed freely upon 
this material. I n  a similar manner a lcombination of oats and corn chops 
was tested in varying amounts with the steers of Pen D, in order to 
determine the best proportion in which to use these, when fed in combina- 
tion with hulls and cottonseed meal. 
It was thought that this manner of varying the amounts of feed would ' 
also serve as ,z check upon all divisions of the experiment. 
THE STEERS USED. 
'The cattle fed in this experilment consisted of forty-eight head of short 
two-year-olds, principally of high grade, Short horn breeding, raised in 
Nueces county on the ranch of the Kennedy Pasture Company. They 
were bought of N. R. Powell of Petus, and arrived at College Station 
November 4, very much drawn because of the hard conditions to whicb 
they had been subjected for twelve days before their arrival. Tbey were 
run on good grass until November 15, to allow them to regain their normal 
weights, and were then weighed up and tagged before beginning the pre- 
liminary feeding. I t  was found, during the preliminary feeding, which 
began November 16, that nearly all of the steers were accustomed to eat- 
ing, and promised to gain regularly and stay in goocl health while under 
experiment. 'The same ration was given all of the steers during this pre- 
liminary feeding in order t,hat they might a.11 be brought to the same basis 
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of comparison. 'They were fed six days in an open lot upon a ration of 
- 1 2  pounds of hulls and 3 pounds of meal per day; then the amount waa 
changed to 44 pounds of meal and IS pounds of hulls for four days, and 
again changed to 4 pounds of meal and 20 pounds of hulls, which mas fed 
for ten days. Thus the preliminary feeding embraced 20 days of light 
feeding. 
DISTRIBUTION OF STEERS. 
On December 4 all of the steers used mere weighed and distributed into 
three "groups" of six pens, with 14 steers per group and '7 steers in each 
pen. Care was used to distribute fairlr, so that individual original weights 
might not impair the accuracy of the experinlent. 
(1) The six hca.viest s t ee~s  were firist selected and distributed accord- 
ing to weight throughout the pens, frolni nnmbers one to six. (2) The 
six steers that had made the largest gains during the preliminary period 
were next distributed through lthe pens, from pens numbers six to one, 
reversing the first order of distribution. ( 3 )  The six steers that had 
made the lecist gnins during the preliminary period were next selected 
and were distributed from pens numbers six to one. (4) 'The six steers 
weighing the leasit and in poorest general conclition were then selected 
from the remaining bun& and were thrown out of the experiment. ( 5 )  
A selection was then )made of the six lig1zte.st steers, and these were dis- 
tributed according to weight in pens one to six. (6 )  The average weights 
of the eighteen remaining steers (indifferent) were then taken, and these 
were distributed in sl~cli a manner as to make the average weight for all 
pens practically the same in all respects. 
'The rations agreed upon were prepared by mixing the grain ration with 
the hulls in each case for all of the steers of a given pen. The feed was 
put in early in the morning, once a day, and all of the cattle were fed 
what i t  was t'hought they would eat up clean. If any waste occurred, it 
was removed from t'he trough every other day, weighed, and t'he amount 
deducted from the gross weight fed. 
The "corn chops" referred to here, consislted of corn and cob ground 
together moderately fine; better results1 might have been secured had this 
grain been more finely ground, but the burr stones of the Station mill 
would not grind fine without greatly increasing the cost of (the work. 
The shelled oats were fed dry and unground, but were mixed with the 
other grains before feeding., 
The feeding troughs were located in a low shed, and in cold, wet weather 
each pen of cattle mas kept shut up and were thus largely prevented from 
exposing  themselves to the weather. The shed space for each pen was 
20x15 feet square, while adjoining t'he shed there were pens for the use 
of these cattle, 25x25 feet. There was but one severe spell of weather 
experienced during the period-February-when the thermometer went 
below zero, and for several days was below 20" F. During this time, the 
cattle in all of the pens suffered from the extreme cold, but some of the 
pens felt the severe weather much more keenly than did others. 
A large open lot, connected with the feeding pens, contained fresh ' 
artesian water, and the steers were given access to this water from 8 o'clock 
a. m. until 2 p. m., at which time they were pat into pens and returned 
to their feed. 
The weights mentioned in this report were secured as the average of 
separate weighings, taken upon three consecutive days, m d  are, therefore, 
considered more reliable than if a single weighing had been ldepended 
upon. We recognize the fact that t'he live weight of the animal is easily 
influenced by such factors as gain flesh, amount of food eaten, quantity 
of water drunk, the daily passage of food through the digestive tract, and 
the action of the kidneys. 'These conditions are so active and variable that 
animals often vary as much as forty to sixty pounds per day, without con- 
sidering the two or three pounds live weight gain in flesh, for which the 
feeder anxiously watches. 
The steers were weighed regularly upon every 20th day, and the day 
preceding and following that day, and the three weights averaged, accord- 
ing to these 20 day "periods," may be found by referring to page 138. 
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PART I. 
WEIGH'TS AND GAINS. 
FEEDING 100 DAYS. 
For the convenience of the reader, the experiment with the four pens 
was broken up into a 100-day and a 140-day experiment, and the results 
are here shown at the end of 100 days (March 14, 1899), because a large 
number 'of steers fattened on meal and hulls in this State are now fed less 
than 100 days. Tables marked "la" or "2a," refer to the 100-day test, 
while those markeld "lb" or "2b," refer to the 140-day trial. 
Table l a  shows the weights of steers at the beginning of the experiment, 
Che-actual gain in pounds according to pens, and the gain per thousand 
pounds live weight during the 100 days. The rate of gains for all of the 
steers was rapid and was quite satisfactory up to the weights1 of February 
22, when the rate suddenly fell off about fifty per cent in all pens. This 
was due to the excessive cold weather of February. 
A study of the table shows that the steers gained steadily, but that those 
receiving the corn chops in addition to the hulls and meal gained at  a 
greater rate per thousand pounds during the 100 days than ,did pen "C." 
This pen made gains at the rate of something more than three pounds per 
day on the original thousand pounds live weight, while pen "A," fed plain 
hulls and cottonseed meal, gained but 271 pounds during the entire hun- 
dred days, or at  the rate of 2.7 pounds per day. All other rations pro- 
duced better gains than did simple hull and meal ration during the first 
100 days. 
TABLE NO. 
Weights and Gains by Periods-100 Days. 
( S t a t e d  per S t e e r  a n d  by Pens.) 
PEB D. a 
.A 
2 
a Hulls and Meal. Hulls, M e a l  a n d  Hulls, M e a l  a n d  Hulls, Meal. Chops Hay. Chops. and Oats. 
I-r 
I 
(2) 
(3) 
(4, 
(5 )  
PEW 8. 
vi 
PEX C. PEN A. 
J a n . 1 3 .  
Fob. 2. 
Feb. 22. 
Mar.14. 
Total gains 
100 days. 
791.85 
828.57 
838.57 
868.92 
........ *.. 
46.35 
36.71 
10.00 
30.33 
213.89 
67.81 
5Y71 
14.63 
44.39. 
271.01 
850.36 
864.55 
878.81 
9'22.33 
---- 
........... 
72.83 
14.18 
14.26 
43.51 
198.23 
100.61 
19.59 
18.70 
60.10 
273.79 
814.28 
844.24 
863.35 
902.43 
..... : ..... 
64.93 
?!).!Hi 
19.11 
39.07 
210.39 
93.84 
43.:?3 
27.67 
56.41 
303.96 
791.35 
825.47 
845.88 
879.14 
----- 
........... 
5'2.90 
34.1'2 
20.21 
33.46 
79.16 
50.34 . 
29.68 
50.64 
198.40 294.90 
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FEEDING 140 DAYS: 
I n  arranging the experiment for feeding steers 140 days, it was the 
opinion of the committee and the Station authorities that in all probability 
the steers that were fattened in our feed lots were too generally shipped 
out before they were thoroughly ripe, anld it  was thought advisable to con- 
tinue the experiment for forty or fifty days longer, after having checked 
up the result of the 100-day fattening period. 
The data here presented include that already shown, and is a continu- 
ation for forty additional days, the same cattle being used and divided 
up into the same pens, but a change, was made in the rations fed to pens 
I( 9 ,  A and "B" by adding corn and cob chops to the rations of both pens 
for the purpose of "topping out" these cattle and giving them a finish, 
such as was thought could not be done with the hulls and meal alone. 
Table "lb," presented below, indicates the weight of the cattle at the be- 
ginning of the experiment and for every twenty days through the 140 days 
feeding. The manner of distributing the feed to the pens, taking the 
weights of the cattle and management in all respects, was the same as has 
been described for the 100-day experiment. 
The weights of April 3 and April 23, for pens "A" and "B," show the 
results of adding the corn meal to these pens, and the use of.this material 
seems to be fully justified by the fact that the steers in both of these pens 
continued to gain rapidly after having passe& the one hundredth day. 
The amount of corn meal ad'ded to these rations amounted to 6.47 ~ o u n d s  
per head per day for pen "A," and 6.40 pounds per head per d'ay for 
pen "B." 
By referring to page 138 it will be noticed that pen "A" and "B" gained 
practically the same in weight to the end of the first 100 days, but during 
the following forty days the steers in pen "B" gained 103.3 pounds, while 
the steers of pen "A" gained but 88.7' pounds, showing that the corn meal, 
when added to the ration of hulls, meal, and sorghum hay, was more fully 
appreciated by'the steers than when added to pen "A," fed upon hulls.and 
meal alone during the first 100 days. 
I t  will be noticed that the ration to which hulls, meal, and corn chops 
was fed regularly. throughout the 140 days (Pen "C"), and the steers in 
pen 'ID" receiving oats in addition to these feeds, gained practically the 
same amount 395 and 397 pounds, respectively, per thousand pounds live 
weight. 
The history of the gains made during these 140 days shows that. for 
the first twenty days to be enormousl-y large, amounting to as much as 
nine per cent. of the original live weight in the case of the 'hull and meal 
fed group. These gains tend to gradually decrease as the steers approach 
the fat stage, because the proportional increase towards the latter part 
of the feeding experiment consists more largely of flesh and less of 
paunch gains. 
I t  will be noticed that the steers in three of the pens gained during the 
last twenty days at the rate of about two pounds per day per thousand 
d 
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pounds weight in two of tlie pens ("C" and "D"), indicating thst con- 
tinued feeding mould have probably provecl profitable had not warm 
weather interfered. I t  is not sufficient for us to know that the steers 
 old for the top price upon the St. Louis market tlie day they mere 
slaughtered, for i t  is probable that had they been fed longer they would 
have sold for relatively a higher price, but, in this connection, it mould 
be well to bear in mind that :he steers were only three years old and did 
not carry the same per cent. of carcass fat that older steers mould 
have shown for 140 days feeding. This is because these immature steers 8 
botl~ g ~ c w  awl fattened upon tlie ration fed. Their inimnturity supplies 
a reason for tlie rapid daily gains of these steers, and also partly explains 
the small amount of "waste fat" Ponnd in the slaughter tect. 
TABLE NO. lb. 
Weights and Gains by Periods-140 Days. 
( S t a t e d  p e r  S t e e r  a n d  by P e n s . )  
Total gains 
140 days. 
(1) (2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(.5) 
(6) ('7) 
I PEW*. PEBa. 
I 
1 PEX C. 1  P E W  D. 
Dec. 21. 
J a n .  13. 
E'eb. 2. 
Feb. 2'2. 
h1:ir. 14. 
Apr. 3. 
Apr. Td. 
Hulls, Meal  and j IIulls, Ble:11, Hay Hulls, Men1 :tnd 1 Hulls. Meal,  Chops 
Chops.* I ancl Chops.* Chops. I and Oats. 
*Chops fed after t h e  100th day. 
- 
.- 
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'745.49 
'79l.S.i 
828.57 
839.57 
8ti8nJ 
890.21 
7 . 0  
........... 
RESULTS FOR 100 DAYS. 
As indicated in the table below, the appetites of the steers in all pens 
were quite uniform throughout the first 100 days. The amount of feed 
consumed by the several pens is conveniently shown in Table 2a, where the 
amount eaten by each steer during each twenty days of this 100-day experi- 
ment, may be found. 
I n  the line showing the t o ta l s  of fee17 con.cumed and the gain per thou- 
-- 
61.85 
46.35 
36.71 
---I 90.47 777.51 
pp 
t3.43 
1285  
11.19 
67.81 
RY.71 
10.00 14.63 
30.36 44.89 
21.28 31.13 
3 7 . 4  54 .54  
2 u . M  3 x . m  
19.70 
(i0.10 
49.9; 
fjjl 
-pp---p----- 
Jir.14 
8.50.36 
86435 
87X.hl 11.26 
I)lZ.:Id 43.51 
958.50 Yti.16 
6 . 1  37.66 
.......... 1 a i l m  
73.79 
100.fil 
19.59 
S(i3.;$5 
9W2.42 
931.28 
t i .  
. . . . .  
'749.35 
814.3X 
844.24 
19.11 
311.04 
FH.86 
$4.21 
an.46 
5'7.32 
64.93 
29.9lj 
27.62 
56.41 
41.56 
49.54 
395.m 
----- 
82.81 
9J.84 
4:3.2.l 
b45ti8 
879.14 
896.7'7 
943.2 
.......... 
737.45 
'7111.33 
W?5.47 
20.21 
33.46 
1'7.6.3 
46.46 
263.4 
29.68 
50.64 
24.28 
68.38 
397.35 
5771 
53.90 
34.12 
- 
85.08 
'79.16 
50.34 
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sand pounds for each pen, i t  will be noticed that during the first 100 days 
pen "B" ate 596 pouncls of sorghum hay, 1439 pounds of cottbnseed hulls, 
as opposed to 2225 pounds of hulls consumed by pen ",4." 'The cotton- 
seed meal fed both pens was practically the same, and the gains in  live 
weight are about equal. I t  is, therefore, fair to assume that the sorghum 
hay used (596 pounds) replacecl, and proved eclual to, some 800 pounds 
of hulls. While this is a diflference of some twenty-five per cent. in favor 
of a ton-of hay, as compared to c~ ton of h~tlla, it is not necessarily true 
that sorghum as a sole ration, fed in combination with cottonseed meal, 
will prove equal to hulls fed in combination with cottonseed meal. Fur- 
ther investigation is needed to establish the best proportions in which to 
feed sorghum hay in combination with l111lIs7 cottonseed meal, and other 
feeding stuffs; simibar to the experiments on ratio* of feeds reported in 
these pages in the trials with corn chops ancl oats. 
I t  will be noted that the steers in pen "C," .receiving hulls, meal and 
chops, gained more rapidly than those receiving 'hulls, meal, chops, and 
oats, but there was not a wide difference unfavorable to the use of oats. 
I n  the second part of this experiment, a report is made upon the best 
proportion to (be used in combining chops with hulls and meal, and the 
reader is referred to page 151 for a farther discu!sion of this subject. 'The 
best method to combine oats ancl chops with a hull and meal ration, is 
also discussed, and will be found upon page 151. 
FEEDING 140 D14YS. 
The change in the ration of pen "A" consisted of an ad,dition of corn 
clzops at the rate of 6.64 pounds per head. I t  will be noticed that when 
the corn chops was added, the ration of h ~ ~ l l s  was decreased corre~~pond- 
ingly by 6.09 pounds per day, because the steers would not eat all of the 
old ration and the chops in addition. i l s  before stated, the rate of gain 
continued to be ~ ~ n i f o r m  and satisfactory; therefore, i t  would seem that 
the ration of 6.64 pounds chops per day proved a substitute for only 6.09 
pounds of hulls. 
I n  pens "C" ancl "D" the daily ration continued without material 
change other than a slight reduction in the amount consumed per day as 
compared with the fifth period of twenty days, extending from February 
22 to March 14, but i t  will be noted that they ,ate rather more during the 
last twenty days than during 'the second period of feeding. 
TABLE NO. 2a. 
Feed Eaten and Grains-100 Days. 
(Stated by Periods of 20 Days for 1 Fteer in Each Pen.) 
~~~~~" I%&. Hay. Meal. pounds. pounds. pounds. iods. 
_ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ . _ _ _ - _  _ ______--- 
1st ...... Dec. 24 .... 443.8 82.68 90.47 
2nd ..... Jan. 13 ..... 4.27.0 80.8.2 67.81 
3rd ...... Feby. 2 .... 443.3 77.23 53.71 
_ _ 
--_________- - _ -_ - -_ - - _  _ .- _ - - 
- -- 
Pen D .  Pen a. Pen C. 
-- -- 
Ration: H ~ l l ,  Hay. Ration: Hulls, Meal 1 
a n d  Afcnl. anti Chops. 
-- pp 
Gain 
per1000 
 en A. 
Ration: Hulls, Meal. Chops 
and Oats. 
20 
Day 
Per- chops. 
"- End of 
Periods. 
-- 
. Gain 
Oats. 
Gain 
". " per 1000 
Ration : Hulls. 
and. Meal, 
Gain 
8:; &zi. C. S. Bulls. Chops. C. S. Meal. 
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TABLE NO 4a. 
Cost of Feeds at  Varying Prices-140 Days. 
(1.) llledium Prices per ZOO Pounds. 1 ,''.I High ppfw per I@j pounds. / (3.) very niuk Grnz?z. and Ha~-LOw 
1 (4.) LOW Hulls and Hay, Verll Hiffh I (5.1 T e y ~  LOW prices pn. 100 Pounds. 
Graitl. 
............. Pen A 
............. Pen B 
........... Pen C. 
............. Pen D 
a 
......... .................. .................. 2.706 4.931 2.350 
.................. .................. 5.4'24 3.726 
......... ......... ........ ......... !).3J3 1.4'23 1.936 2.Hb5 301 5.39,5 2.659 
......... ......... 4.lti7 1.162 1.956 0.135 4.580 l .b l9  ?.:L'O .4t3 .5Kd 5 312 2.664 
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I n  some sections of the State, where oats are largely grown and must 
be hauled a long distance before reaching market, this crop can be success- 
fully and cheaply used in fattening steers, if fed freely in combination 
with corn chops and some cottonseed meal, using sorghum hay, or hulls 
and hay, for the ro~ghne~ss. By referring to the "3d case" supposed, 
under Table 4a, i t  will be found that where oats was largely used and all 
of the grains were counted at low cost, the steers fed a ration containing 
oats produced gains almost as cheaply as any of the rations fed. 
COST FOR 140 DAYS. 
The financial results of the experiment running for 140 days are 
materially changed -from those obtained in feeding 100 days, since the 
cheapest pound gain changes from pen "9" to the steers in pen "C," 
using the cheapest prices, as quoted on page 144. The gains per hun- 
dred pounds for pen "C" were made at a cost of $3.63, while for pen 
"A" the same gain was made at a cost of $4.00. Pen "D," fed the- oat 
ration, ranks second to pen "C.", I n  feeding the 100 days, i t  was noted 
that the cost per 100 pounds gain for pen*"A" was $2.98 ; when feeding 
for 140 days, the figures change to $4.00, because of the addition of corn 
and cob chops as a finishing ration. The cost per hundred pounds gain 
for pen "C," during 100 days, was $3.48, whille for 140 days the cost 
per day was only slightly increased43.63. I t  is, therefore, evident that 
for long term feeding rations (such as that given to pen "C7');a small 
amount of corn and cob chops fed continuously in combination with meal, 
is to be preferred to one of hulls and cottonseed meal,"topped out" with 
-an addition of corn chops. It is worthy of notice that the amount of corn 
chops fed per day in topping out this bunch of cattle was not sufficiently 
great to sour during digestion, or to cause any degree of scouring*. 
'Throughout the entire experiment, the steers of pens "C" and '9" 
seemed to be more thrifty and more uniform eaters, and showed lbss dispo- 
tion to go off feed than did the steers of any other pen. Next to these 
in appetite were the steers of pen "B," where sorghum hay mas fed. 
TABLE NO. 3b. 
Cost of Feed and  Gain-140 Days. 
I (Stated for average steer per pen.) 
I 
"The same statement is also applicable to the steers of Pen "11" B where sorghum 
hay was fed. 
2-Rnl. 55. 
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VARYING THE PRICES O F  FEED S T U F F S . 1 4 0  DAYS. 
As in the case of the 100-day ratioos, five supposed cases of feeds, talicn 
at various prices, are presented to show how the results of the experiment 
would vary from a financial standpoint, according to the local prices of 
feed stuffs. lSee page 144. 
I n  a8 of t h e  cases here stated, the steers in pen "C" (fed a uniform 
ration of hulls, meal, and corn chops), producecl gains at  least cost, and 
since the actual gains were equal to the best made by any of the pens, this 
ration seems to recommend itself, especially to those who wish to fattell 
for a long time. On account of the large amount of grain consumefd, 
i t  might be supposed that in cases where grain is -high priced, that the 
ration fed pen "C" would prove so expensive as to render the gains more 
costly than in other pens, but investigation of the data presented, showing 
the cost of each item of feed, proves this supposition to be untrue, because 
of the very uniform and rapid gains resulting from this ration. 
It may be noticed in the "5th case" what may appear to some as un- 
usually low prices for hay, etc., but in many cases coming under our 
oibservation all of the feeding materials mentioned are bought and fed, at 
times, a t  prices fully as low as those mentioned in the "5th case." 
I n  some portions of the State, sorghum hay is produced upon farms at 
a cost of less than $1.50 per ton, while within the last two or three seasons 
mttonseed hulls have been contracted for by feeders at $2.00 per ton, 
throughout the season. Two years ago, good bright cottonseed meal sold 
for less than $12.00 per ton at  a number of 'mills in the State. Upon 
many of the grain growing farms, where cattle can be fed, corn and cob 
chops have a value not exceeding $5.54 per ton, and the same can be said 
of oats at  $9.32 per ton. 
These facts only serve to indicate the very large amounts of cheap and 
valuable feeds that are available in  our State for beef production, and 
that these should be utilized to tlie fullest possible extent. 
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TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATIONS. I 
SHIPPING THE STEERS. 1 
Having been fed 140 days, in addition to twenty days preliminary 
feeding, all of the steers were shipped via the H. & T. C. R. R., after 
i 
driving them five miles to Bryan, where they were loaded on cars about 
dark of April 24. The two cars of cattle were shipped to 'St. Louis, con- 
signed to Strahorn, Hutton & Evans Commission Co., in charge of ;Mr. 
H. C. Kyle, Station Foreman, who took the necessary notes upon the 
cattle while on cars and after arriving at St. Louis. They reached Paris, 
I 
Texas, at 11 :30 a. m. April 25, where they were promptly unloaded and 
allowed to stand without eating or drinking, when they were reloaded at 1 
6 :30 p. m. The steers arrived in St. Louis April 26, at  5 a. m., and were , 
unloaded, fed, and watered. During the trip 11.1 pounds of prairie hay 
was fed per head. 
On arriving in St. Louis, i t  was noticed that the steers of pen "C" were 
drawn less because of their shipment than were the other lots; the next, as 
to condition, were the steers of pen "B." These two pens of steers ate : 
readily after unloading in St. Louie, and seemed to relish water and hay 
more than did the steers in,the other pens. The steers in  pen "D" were 
considerably drawn by the trip, but seemed quite hungry, while the steers 
of pen "A" were very badly drawn, and one of the animals seemed a little 
sick. It was noticed that steers of pen C',47' seemed to have scoured badly, 
while pen "B," receiving sorghum hay, did not show any evidence of this 
trouble. The steers in all other pens appeared to scour slightly, but no ' 
marked results were noted. Having been fed 140 days, all of the steers 
had shed off clean and looked much smoother and in  better condition than , 
did any other cattle seen upon the market that day. 
The steers were offered for sale to several buyers, by pens as fed, grouped 
C and "D." The prices offered by the according to pens "A," "B," " " 
first bidder were for pen "A,"4.15&; for "B," "C" and "D," 4.256. Sec- 
ond bid : "A," 4.15& ; "B," "C," and "D," 4.30$. At 11 a. m. the steers 
were sold to the St. Louis Dressed Beef and Provision Co., as a bunch, @ 1 
4.356 all rounid, which firm agreed to give us the dressed weights of the I 
steers, together with St. Louis live weights, and such other data as were 1 
wanted. 'The data thus secured are presented in the table below 'and are 
valuable, because they show that wherever hulls and meal alone were fed 
100 days the per cent. of "waste fat" mas excessive, whereas this fat did 
not show upon the carcass. 
'The waste fat. reported for the individual steers would indicate that 
none of them were ripe and well fattened, unless we consider the imma- I. 
turity of the steers. The live weight gains secured in feeding these steers 
were quite satisfactory, and probablv consisted of both growth and fat. 
A much larger proportion of the gain going into the t issues of the car- 
casses than would be the case if older and better matured steers are fed, 
hence the comparatively small amount of waste fat reported. 
YEEDIX U'C; STEERS. 
d TABLE NO. 5. 
Dressed Weights and Summary of Results-140 Days. 
(Stated per Steer and by Pens.) 
I 
Pen A. ................................ 
Pen B ................................... 
I Pen C .................................... 
Pen D ..................................... 
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FEEDIN(+ STEERS. 
TABLE NO. 5. 
Dressed Weights and Summary of Results-140 Days. 
(Stated per Steer and by Pens.) 
Pen A. ................................ 
Pen B ................................... 
Pen C .................................... 
Pen D .................................... 
- - -- - - 
4 
2.512 927.50 867.1 497.1 6.5 57.19 37.0 
:?.(iRO !IRti.lG 938.3 528.(i 5.9 56.20 37.5 
?.hl!) lbti.5.49 S9S.4 316.9 6.7 57.48 33.3 
?.?(if3 943.23 881.3 501.4 6.6 56.73 3J.8 
T E X A S  AGRICULTURAL EXPERIi\lENT STATIONS. 
PART 11. I 
VARYING THE AMOUNTS OF GRAIN USEID. 1 
FEBDING 100 DAYS. 
The custom of feeding corn meal, or corn and cob chops to finish fatten- 
ing steers that have been fed a hull and meal ration for 80 or 100 days 
has become well established among the feeders of the cotton oil mill dis- 
The following system of feeding was agreed upon for the first 100 days: 
Chalit I shows the actual arrangement of the pens, as grouped under the  
feeding shed. The two pens, "A" and "B," t'hat formed group I, are 
identical with pens "A" and "B" in the first part of this report. Thz 
fourteen steers of Group 11, pens "A" and "B," are identical with pen "C" 
in the first part of this report. 'These steers were fed upon the same mate- 
rials, but they ,were differently proportioned to determine the best results 
that might be secured. {The fourteen steers of Group 111, shown here as 
pens "A" and "B," composed pen "D" of the first part of this exlperiment. 
The same maberials were used in feeding both pens "A" and "B" of 
Group 111, but t ' e  feeds were differently proportioned. 
/The proportions of the several ingredients of each ration are hers 
stated. The average daily ration for 100 days is given in each case, 
together with the per cent. gained by each pen. The chart will enable the 
neader to understand the plan of the experiment in which arrangment 
pen "A," fed 1 pound of cottonsead meal t o  5.5 pounds cottonseed hulls, ; 
is the standard, or checlc pen, by which the others are measured. I 
tricts. I n  changing the ration in this manner, it is customary to use four 
to six pounds of corn meal or corn and cob chops per head for steers of 
800 to 1000 pounds, and the time of feeding is continued twenty to forty 
days, as permitted by weather, ripeness of cattle, market conditions, ete. 
FEEDING 140 DAYS. I 
a 
The most marked results obtained during the experiment were noted in  
feeding 140 days, using the grains in varying proportions to test their f 
Many oil mills have set up corn-crushing machinery to assist.the feeder in 
combining corn with oil mill feed. I t  was1 the opinion of the committee i appointed by the Live 'Stoclr Asociation that the chances for the profitable , 
feeding of a uniform ration of hulls, meal, and corn chops, and possibly 
with the addition of oats to the ration, were most favorable; but the ques- 
tion of just horn. much corn chops should be fed daily throughout the 
experiment, or just how much shelled oats should be used in combination 
with the meal and chops, as companion grains, were undetermined mat- 
ters, and it ~ l d s  agreed to test the proper proportion of t7~ese grains. 
i 
I 
FEEDIh-G STEERS. 
/ adaptability. The steers of Group 11, Pen A, gained faster than did any of lhe other pens. T h e y  were fed u rat ion 01 4.1 pounds cottonseed meal, 
2 pou~zcls of chops, 19.8 pounds 1~uZls peT day, and gained 404 pounds o?z 
the original thomund pounds S i ~ e  zve ig l~t ,  The other pen, fed a similar 
ration, but contained a larger amount of chops and smewhat less cotton- 
seed meal, gained 19 pounds less per thousand pounds weight during the 
, same time, and the ration proved more expensive. Pen B, Group 111, to 
which equal parts of cottonseed meal, chops, and oats were fed in  com- 
bination with 18.4 pounds hulls, gained almost as rapidly as the best pen, 
1 and the cost of the ration was not excessive. Chart 11, shown below, pre- 
' sents the results of the plan. 
CHABT I. . 
Group I. Group 11.' Group III.?' 
----------h--- 7 ---- -h_ --, /----- A-- 7 
PEN A. ' 
(7 steers.) 
1 Ib. C. 8. M.: 5.5 Ibs. Hulls. 
Daily j 4.06 lbs. C. S. M. I nation. I T2.26 lbs. Hulls. I 
PEN B. 
(7 steers.) 
1 lb. C. S. M.: 3.4 lbs. ITulls, 
1.6 lbs. S. Hay. . 
Daily 4.19 lbs. C. S. 11. 
Eation. 14.40 lbs. I-Iulls. 5.96 lbs. S. Hay. 
Gain 27.3 per cent. 
PEN A. 
( 7  steers.) 
1 lb. C. S. 31.: 4 lbs. Hulls, 
and 4 Ibs Chops. 
Daily 4.85 1 bs. C. 8. RI. 
Bation. { 1.98 lbs. Chops. 19.62 lbs. IIulls. 
Gcrin, 30.7 per cent. 
PEN B. 
(5 steers.) 
1 lb. C. S. M.: 5.1 Ibs. Hulls. 
and 1 lb. Chops. 
Daily 3.73 lbs. C. S. 31. 
Bation. 3.81 lbs. Chops. 19.10 Ibs. Ilulls. 
Gain, 30 per cent. 
Rations Fed for 100 ~ a i s .  
PEN A. 
(7  steers.) 
1 lb. C. S. M.: 4.2 lbs. Hulls, 
.25'lbs. Chops: .25 lbs. Oats; 
4.45 lbs. C. S, M. 
i Gain, 28.3 per cent. 
. PEN B. 
(7 steers.) 
1 Ib. C. S. M.: 8.2 Ibs. Aulls; 
1. Ib. Chops; 1 Ihs. Oats. 
2.21 Ibs. C. S. R2. 
14.20 lbs. IIulls. 
Gnirt. 30.13 per cent. 
* The two pens here shown formed Pen "C" of tlie first, part of this report. 
1. The two pens llore sllown fornlecl Pen "D" of thc first part of' this rel~ort. 
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156  TEXAS AC+ICICULTUHAL EXPERIJIENT STATIONS. 
THE GAINS RESULTING FROM VARYING T H E  GRAIN 
RATION. 
I11 the first experiment i t  waa reported that the greatest gain was 
secured from the pen fed hulls, cottonseed meal, and chops, and this 
second part of the experiment was planned to show just what ration of 
chops, hulls and cottonseecl meal should be fed. 
Rations Containing Chops. 
TO P E N  "A" WAS FED: 
4 lbs. hulls. 
1 lb. cotton seed meal. 
4 lbs. chops. 
TO PEN "B" WAS FED: 
3.1 lbs. hulls. 
1 lb. cotton seed meal. 
I lb chops. 
lThese rations were fed freely, with the result that during the first 100 
days pen "A," receiving 1-98 pounds chops per day, gained 213 pounds 
per steer, while pen "B," which received 3.81 pounds chops, gained 206 
pounds per head. The difference between the rate of gain, resulting from 
these two rations is not so marked when fed for 100 days, as when fed for 
140 days (see page -) . 
I n  the trials to determine the best proportcon of oats, chops, and cottpn- 
seed meal, in combination with hulls, the following proportions were 
tested : 
Rations Containing Oats. 
PEN "A" WAS FED: 
4.2 lbs. hulls. 
1 lb. cotton seed mea.1. 
2.2 lbs. chops. 
2.n lbs. oats. 
PEN "B" TTTAS FED: 
8.2 Ibs. hulls. 
1 lb. cotton seed meal. 
1 Ib. chops. 
1 Ib. 0at.s. . 
At the end of the 100 days feeding, i t  was shown that the steers in pen 
"B," receiving !equal parts of cottonseed meal, chops, and oats, gained 
more rapidly than did pen "A," which received 1 pound cott,onseed meal 
and the & pound each of oat,s and chops. The equal parts of the grains 
produced 306 pounds gain upon the original thousand pounds live weight, 
where the other ration gave but 283 pounds gain. 
By referring to. Table '(lb," i t  will be noted that the steers of Group 
111, Pen A, receiving the uniform ration of hulls, cottonseed meal, and 
chops, gained more rapidly and steadily than did the steers of the other 
pens, and that the food consumed during the last 40 days of the trial 
, indicates that the health of the cattle was excellent. The warm weather, 
occurring during the last period, resulted in a sflight decrease of appetite, 
but otherwise, the cattle were in a generally thriving condition. 
I n  the last line of the table, the total gains in the weight for the 140 
days by the average steer are shown, and the tables indicate clearly the 
actual rations throughout the feeding period. 
FJI:EDIK(: STEERS. 
TABLE la. 
Weights and Gains by Periods-1 00 Days. 
( S t a t e d  p e r  S t e e r  a n d  p e r  1000 lbs.  Weight . )  ' 
(1) ...... Dec. 24 ...I 
(2) ..... Jan. 13 ..... 
(3) ..... Feby. 2 ..... 
(4) ..... Febs. 22.. 
GROUP I-Xulls, Hay and C. S. M. 
5 5 l b s  H u l l s  t o  3.4 Ibs. H u l l s  t o  Pen A l ' lb.  C: S. Meal.  1.6 lbs .  S. Hay. 
W e i g h t .  I G a i n .  I yt&'lgE: V e t .  1 a n .  ?:El{:* 
---- 
," I I GROUP 11-Hulls, C. 5. M. and Chops. 
Total Days Gains1001 1 1 1 1 
213.89 271.01 .................. 1 198.23 .................................... 273.79 
4 Ibs. H u l l s  to 5.1 l b s  H'ulls t o  
1 Ib. Chops.  
(1) ..... Dec. 24 .... (2) ..... Jan. 13 ..... 
(3) ..... 
(4) ..... 
(5) ..... 
-- 
Days.. ................. 
Feb. 2 ...... 
Feb. 22 ..... 
Mar. 14 .... 
G a i n .  1000 lbs .  
750.71 64.92 78.94 748.00 59.71 86.70 
813.64 62.92 90.45 814.92 66.F2 97.24 
l / GROUP 111-Hulls, C. S. lU., Chops and Oats. a 
XF3.57 
864.64 
909.71 
4 1 1 b s  H u l l s  to  8.2 lbs .  H u l l s  t o  
Pen *J i ' lh.  6: S. hleal  
3 ) .%! bs.Chops, .<olbs.oats.  
FI k 1 1 i t .  1 Gain .  1 y$$lE: W e i g l ~ z .  1 Gain. 1 Gain p e r  loon ibs. 
39.92 
11.07 
45.07 
.... ...... 
Y C (1) 
..... 
Dec.24 (41.57 53.52 77.111 $27.33 
..... 
61.92 93.05 (2) Jan. 13 806.42 58.85 73.56 776.28 48.05 84.76 
(3) ..... Feb. 2 ...... 8.36.42 30.00 57.46 814.51 :18.23 43.22 
(4) ..... Feb. 22 ..... F(jti.57 1 30.34 834.80 3.34 29.02 
(5) .... Mar.14 .... 895.78 39.21 44.78 SG?.FiO 27.701 56.50 
- - -  
Total Days Gainsloo! 1 1 1 . I  1 
201.72 283.25 197.08 306.55 ................................... .................. 
57.40 
15.90 
64.77 
29.06 
39.44 
X34.92 
8(i2.07 20.00 27.14 
805.14 33.071 48.05 
T E X A S  AGRICULTURAL E X P E R I M E N T  STATIOX S. 
TABLE lb. 
Weights and Gains-140 Days. 
(Stated per Steer  a n d  pe r  1000 lbs. Weight.) 
d GROUP I--Hulls, Ray and C. S. M. and Chops. 
-- 
.45 lbs. Chops. .41b. Chops, 1.7 1b . s .H :~~ .  
Zi -- I I Weighb. i G a i n  I I i t .  I Gain. 1 Gain per  1000 1 bs. -- ---
..... .... 2nd Jan. 13 
.... ...... 3d Feby. 2 
.... 4th Feby. 22.. 
.... .... 5th Mch. 14 
9 th  .... Apr. 2 ....... 
7th  .... Apr. 23 ..... 
pppppp 
o t a ~ a i n s l 4 0  D ys ................................... 1 I 1 
243.86 356.70 .................. 272.08 377.14 
GROUP II-Hulls, C. S. M. and Chops. i I ,, l~ 
4.8 lbs. Hu l l s  t o  3:7 lbs. Hulls t o  
.5 lbs. Chops. , 1. Ib. Uliops. 
Weight.  1 Gain. 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ l f [ ~  1 Weight.  1 Gain. 1 Gain per  1000 lbs. 
ppppp 
.... .... 1st Dec. 24 
.... ... 2nd Jan. 13 1 
3rd .... Feb. #2 ...... 
..... .... 4th Feb. 22 
.... .... 5th  mar. 14 
6th ... : Apr. .3 ...... 
.... .... 7th .Apr. 23 
Total Gains 140 
Days ................. 
& 1 I GROUP 111-Hulls, C. S. Y., Chops and Oats. 2 I 
R" 
0 1 Weight. Gain. 1 Fg,{a: Weight. 1 Gain. 1 Gain per  
CY 1000 113s. 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .  pppp 
-Fl 
2 & .  
h 
1st .... Dec. 24 .... 
.... ... 2nd Jan. 13 
3rd .... Feb. 2 ...... 
4 th  .... Feb. 22 .... 
5th  .... Mar. 14 ... 
6th  .... Apr. 3 ...... 
9th  .... Apr. 23 .... 
4.2 lbs. Hulls t o  8.2 lbs. Hulls t o  
PenA 
2 5  lbs. Oats.  Chops, 1. 11~s. Oats. 
FEEDING STEERS. 
FEED EATEN AND GAINS. 
100 DAY RATIONS. 
I n  Table 2a, the amounts of feed consumed by the steers in each of the 
six pens is presented and the rate of gain is also shown, for the purpose 
of indicating just how the amount of food eaten influenced the rats of 
galns. 
It mill be found that in all cases the gains mere quite uniform and 
regular, with the exception of the twenty days ending February 22 
(during a part of which time the weather was severely cold and the . 
steers failed to gain normally, regardless of the food eaten). This fact 
emphasizes the advisability of placing steers upon feed as early as practi- 
calble in the fall, in order that they may be marketed before the severe 
temperatures occurring during the latter part of January and February 
occurs. In this respect, we have a great advantage over the feeders living 
far to the North, where cold weather usually occurs iiuring the months 
of October and December. If these cold snaps can be avoided, the rapid 
and steady gains of the cattle under feed will fully repay the foresight 
and care of the feeder. 
TEXAS AGRICULTURAL ESI'ERIJIEST STATIONS. 
TABLE NO. 2a. 
Feed Eaten Per Steer and Gains-100 Days. 
a 
End of 
Periods. 
Totals  for 100 
days ................ 
See Rations Below, 
Pens A. and 8. 
'.' lbs. Hulls to 3.4 Ibs. Hulls. 1.6 Ibs. 
Pen A 1 " 1 .' lb. C. S. AT. to 1 lb.  C. 8. RI. 
A 
n 
0 
El 
1st ..... 
2nd ... 
3 d  ...... 
4 t h  .... 
5 t h  .... 
. I I Hulls,  C. S. Meal ( and c. Chop.. 
4 lbs. Hulls 5 11bs Hulls to 1 " 
~ n d  0, 1 Pen A {to I lb. C. S. N. pen B (l'ih. C:S. M. 
Periods. and .4 lbs. Chops. ?and 1 lb. Chops 
I -  
- 
Dec. 2 4  ... 
Jan.  13 ... 
Feb. 2... 
Feb. 22 ... 
Mar. 14 ... 
'h iPer 
Gain. / Gain. 
I- 
-- -.. 
2nd ...  an; 13...1 
3 d  ...... Feb 2... 
4 t h  .... IFeb: 22 ...I 
5 t h  .... Mar. 14 ... 
Hulls. 
443.8 
427.0 
413.3 
Totals  for 100 
days .................. 
C. S. 
Meal. 
82.68 
80.22 
77.23 
I -- 
. I I Hulls,  C. S. Meal, 111( chops a, Oats. 
144.1 
Per 
Cent. 
Gain. 
9.04 
6.78 
5.37 
4.2 lbs. Hulls to 8.2 lbs. Hulls to 
1 lb. C. 8. M. .%lbs. Chops 1 lb. C. S. M., I lb. Chops 
Periods. and .25 lbs. Oats. and 1 lb. Oats. 
1.46 
4.43 
Per 
Hulls. S. Hay. Cent. 
Gt~in. 
-- 
n Per Per 
s 
--- 
..... 
... 4 t h  .... 
... 5 t h  .... Mar, 14 
Totals  for 100 
days .................. 
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140 DAY RATIONS. 
A full statement of the gains made during the 140 days resulting from 
the use of feeds divided among the six pens, is shown in the following 
table by period; oE twenty days and by totals. 
I t  will be noted that when the "topping out" plan began in pens "A" 
and "B," Group I, that the cottonseed meal was held up to the former 
amount (which was small), and the five or six pounds of chops was added. 
When this was done, the steers ate the grain clean, but began to refuse 
hulls, so that this part of the ration was reduced. This fact probably 
accounts for the scouring noticed in Pen "A" of this group on arrival a t  
St. Louis, as bdfore reported. I t  was unavoidable. I t  does not offer any 
explanation, however, for thle excellent condition in whioh the steers of 
Pen "B," receiving sorghum hay and the same corn chops, arrived i n  
market. 
Similar interesting facts are presented in this table when the exact 
amounts of the feed eaten are shown, together with the proportions of 
each feed used and the gain in  live weight. Steers eating the larger ration 
of corn chops, gained less than those eating one-half pound of chops to  
every pound of cottonseed meal fed. When oats was employed, it was 
necessary to reduce the amount of cottonseed meal and increase propor- 
tionally the chops and oats. 
L 
TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMEXT STATIONS. 
TABLE NO. 2b. 
Feed Eaten Per Steer and  Gains-140 Days. 
( S t a t e d  p e r  S t e e r  a n d  b y  Pens.)  7 
See Rations Below- GROUP I ) ens A and B. I 
1 
.ri H u l l s  a n d  C. S. nf. 1 ~ ~ f o ~ ~ .  I Pen A 1 ~ i n i s h e d  o n  Chops.  
1st .... IDec. 24 .... 443.8 82.61 .................. 
2nd ... Jan. 13 ..... .................. 
................. ...... ...... 
4:27.0 
pm .) 80.2  38 Feb. 2 443.3 11..,3 
.................. 4th .... Feb. 22 .... 444.1 80.23 
5th .... Mar. 14 .... 4ti7.7 Pti.03 .................. 
G t h  .... Apr. 3 ...... 345.9 87.54 132.fiP 
7th .... Apr. 23 .... 82.23 12fj.11 
312.3~ 
Total per Steer ! 
- 40 Days ...... 1 2884.11 576.181 258.991356.701 1882.2 1037.41 613.101 256.06 3'771 , 
i 
Ration: Hulls, GROUP I1 IC. S. Meal and Chops. 
0 
ca 
1st .... Dec. 24 .... 
2nd ... Jan. 13 ..... 
a 
.d ' Endof / Periods. 
38 ...... 
4th .... 
5th .... 
6th .... 
7th .... 
Hul ls .  
1 bs. 
365.4 
3Rd.0 
398.7 
383.7 
4.Z0.6 
413.3 
391.0 
-- 
2766.7 
Feb. 2 ...... 
Feb. 22 ..... 
Mar. 14.. 
Apr. 3 ...... 
Apr. 23 .... 
Eation: Hulls, C. S. Meal, GROUP I11 1 !, hops and Oats. i 
a 
.A I 4.2 lbs.  Hul l s .  1 Ib.  End of Pen A C. S. M., .25 Chops,  l b ~  HuIIs, I lb. C.S.31. Periods. 2 5  Oats .  Fen 1 ;.:be ei10p .j, 1 lb.  Oats.  
h 
n" H u l l s ,  C. S. 31., Chops .  O a t s ,  p ~ ~ ~ o O /  ?;:!S. C. 0 
C] 
lbs.  lbs.  lbs .  Ibs. lbs. 
... .... 
...... ...... 
4th .... Peb. 22 .... 
.... .... 
PenA { 4.81bs. H u l l s ,  1 Ib.  C.S.M. a n d  .4 lbs.  Chops .  
. S. . 
lbs.  
102.04 
Hl.fi3 
95.73 
9.5.08 
100.85 
98.38 
93.43 
577.14 
Total per Steer 
-140 Days ...... 
6th .... 
7th .... 
5.1 lbs.  Hulls ,  1 Ib. U.S.11. 
Pen 1 1 lb.  c h o p s .  
i 
62.55 
73.75 
76.11 
77.71 
83.85 
75.64 
76.43 
535.04 532.94 385.74h 
CFgl!s, 
36.66 
-18.41 
40.82 
39.44 
4.2..5.5 
40.27 
39.34 
277.49 
Apr. 3 ...... 
Apr.23 .... 
78.94 
90.45 
57.40 
15.90 
64.77 
53.14 
43.88 
404.48 
Total per Steer 
...... 
---
350.6 
369.2 
?84.4 
300.3 
415.6 
379.7 
3SJ.6 
ppppp-- 
2673.4 
500.2 
386.1 
)--- 
-- 
05.C)O 
68.23 
-140 Days 
-- 
?:!.a2 
22.0J 
I ! 2871.0 
-- 
F3.3.2 
22.08 
6328.26 
-- 
15.53 
69.76 
- pp - - - - -  - - - - - -- - 
157.57 
-- 
3!)1.4 
3til.l 
-- -- 
45.46 
44.93 
157.79 2573.2 384.48 
43.48 
40.90 
312.30 
45.4li 33.04 
44.!U 67.00, 
312.37 : I  311.49,390.65~ 
FEEL)IS(; STEERS. 
COST OF GAINS. 
FEEDING 100 DAYS. 
The cost of feeds and the gains per 100 days are presented in tabular 
form, in order that the items of cost may strike the eye of the reader 
more easily, and that the cost of feeds, the gains in pounds, the per cent. 
gained, and the cost of each pound so gained, may more readily be under- 
stood. 
Careful study of the table will show that the steers of Group 11, Pen 
"A," gained more rapidly than did the other lots, but that the cost per 
pound gain for this pen is not so low as for Yen "A," of Group I, which 
was fed the simple hull and meal ration, and it is assumed that the value 
of the steers, per 100 pounds upon the markets, would be about the same, 
since (there was no material difference in the degree of fat shown by the 
steers in the two pens. I n  other words, i t  seems impossible to so arrange 
a ration containing corn chops as to cause cheaper gains than thosle made 
from hulls and meal (at the price quoted) wl I&~n feeding only 100 days. 
A greater gain can be secured by addition of chops, and in many instances 
its use is advisable. For coat of *feeding 140 days, see page 165. 
VARYING PR,ICES AND VARYING RATE OF GAIN. 
CALCULATED FOR 100 DAYS. 
I n  applying the scale of variable prices to the feeding miaterials used, 
a study of results obtained i n  the four pens of Grops I1 and 111, 
the columns of cost per pound gained, shov that the simple hull and 
meal ration was the cheapest of tihose used at  all of the supposed 
price?. Next in point of economy was the pen of steers fed n ration 
of hulls and meal combined with sorghum hay. This statement applies 
t o  all of the cases during the IOO-du?y feeding. 'The prices at which both 
corn chops and oats are availa'ble in South Texas are merely relative, as 
compared with other points in the State, and the warning given with 
reference .to adapting the results to the prices that may prevail in any 
locality d~iring any season, as appearing in another part of this bulletin, 
should be constantly borne in mind by the practical feeder. 
A greater gain can be secured b~ an addition of chops and in many 
instances its use is advisable. For cost of feeding 140 days see page 166. 
TABLE NO 3a. 
Feed, Cost and Gains-100 Days. 
(Stated Per Steer a n d  Pen.) 
- 
' ' 
I S .  S. a n y .  chops. oats. ' 
$ lbs. / S Lbs. S Ibr. / S 
I A 2225.9 3.331 ............... 406.39 3.047 ................................... 6.385 213.89 27.10 2.983 B 1439.6 2.159 596. 1.788 1419.50 3.146 .................................... 7.093 198.?3 27.37 3.583 
II A 1962.4 2.943 ............... 485.33 3.639 197.88 .823 .................. 7.405 ?13.90 30.74 3.461 
B 1910.1 2.863 ............... 372.97 2.797 380.87 1.584 ................. 7.246 206.84 30.04 3.503 
111 A 1878.7 2.818 .............. 414.98 3.337 113.17 .470 113.39 .820 7.445 201.79 28.32 3.690 
B 18?0.7 2.731 ...... ..L ..... 221.91 1.664 251.9R .923 2?1.10 1.600 6.918 197.08 30.65 3.510 
TABLE NO. 4a. 
Cost of Feed at Varying Prices-100 Days. 
1 I (1.) Medium P ~ o m  (per 1W pounds).  / (2.) High Prices ( p e r  100 pounds). 1 ( 3 m )  High 
I G r a i n  ( p e r  ZOO puunds). 
I Pen A ....... 1 pen s.. .... /
Pen A ....... 
Pen B ....... I I 
Pen A ....... 
lpen B ....... 
-- 
1 (4') Low Huz's (per  100 and pounds).  Hall-HiUh GrailL 1 (5.) Very LO~LT Prices (per 100 pounds). 
PenA ....... 2.225 ......... 5.079 .................. 7 . 3 0 4  3 . 4 1 4  2.225 ......... 2.706 .................. 4 . 9 3 1  2.350 
PenB ....... 1.439 1.192 5.243 .................. 7 . 8 7 4  3 . 9 7 2  1.439 1.192 3.793 .................. 5 . 4 2 4  2 . 7 3 6  I  I I I I I I  I I l I I l i  I 
Pen A ....... 1.96'2 ......... ......... ......... ......... 
Pen B ....... 1.910 ......... ......... ......... ......... 
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.It the moderate, or fair, prices used in calculating the cost of gains 
in Table 3a, i t  will be noticed that the actual cost of the rations consumed 
was less for the steers of GToup "1I.A" and Group "III.B," while, at the 
same time, these pens gained most rapidly, red-ucing the cost of pound 
gain to a minimum in this instance-3.424 for Pen "11. A," and 3.80$ for 
"Pen 111. B." 
By referring to the data presented in Table "4b," it svill be noticed that 
the cost of feeding these two pens is lower than that of others at "'medium - 
rates," at "high prices," and at "very low prices," and also when hulls are 
rated as ?high and grain low." I n  one case only (where the estimates 
were made with low prices on hulls and hay, and 7zig7z prices on grain), 
were these pens ouklassed by the ration of hulls and meal, topped out with 
corn chops. The inference then, is clear, that in case the steers are to 
be fed longer than 100 days, i t  is well to begin feeding corn chops or oats 
in small amounts very early, in preference to waiting until about the one 
hundredth day befare adding the grain. Where chops, only, are to be 
a&ded to the hull and meal ration, but one-half as much chops as cotton- 
seed meal should be fed, and the total weight of grain to hulls should be 
as 1 to 4. 
If oats are to be included in combination with chops, cottonseed meal, 
and hulls, equal parts of the grain should be fed, and the total grain to 
h~ills should be proportioned as 1 to 3, since the sough coat of the oat 
is  a partial substitute for the hulls.' 
- TABLE NO. 3b. 
Feed, Cost a n d  Gains-140 Days. 
(Stated per Steer by Pens.) 
TABLE NO. 4b. 
Cost of Feeds at Varying Prices-140 Days. 
(St,ated per Pen and Steer.) 
-- 
I / (1) i l lcdism Prices (per 100 Ibs.). I (2) ~ i g h  Prices (pcr  100 lhs.). ( (3) Very Htgh Hu118 and Low G m i i ~  (per 100 lhs,). 
/ 1 (4) LOW ITulls and Hay-Hifib CrraZlts ( pe r  100 17)s.). 1 (5) Very  Low Prices (per 100 lbs.), 
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RESULTS OF THE SLAUGHTER TEST. 
ST. LOUIS DRESSED WEIGIZTS OF TEXAS EXPERIXENT CATTLE. 
Much of the steer feeding carried on in Texas and in other Southern 
States is li'mited to 80 or 100 days, while the fattening period in the West 
and North is prolonged for 120 to 150 days, and in  some instances the 
cattle are not considered "ripe" until they have been fed 180 days. During 
the early stages of fattening, a very large proportion of the gain in weight 
consists of additions to the blood and to the paunch, and when such half- 
fat cattle are shipped long distances the shrinkage is startling. Thousands 
of such cattle are bought up on our central ,markets, after shipment, and 
are again used as feeders for times varying in lengths from 60 to 100 days, 
when they are sold for immediate slaughter. 
Shrinkage in shipment mill vary .with such conditions as disiance, with 
water and feed enroute, with weather, with the degree of fatness, with the 
system of feeding and the nature of the feed given just prior to shipment. 
By securinq the average of three weighings for each steer just before 
shipment and then taking the live anld the dressed meights 'of the steers in 
St. Louis, some interesting facts have been developed with reference (1) 
to the per cent. of dressed weight when fed various rations; (2)  shrink- 
age in transit when so fed; and ( 3 )  waste fat produced when fed these 
rations. 
NET WEIGI-ITS. 
The best net weights were secured from the steers fed hulls, meal and 
corn ahops, regularly, and acording to the records of the live cattle, this 
ration also produced the greatest amount of fat per head. The breed of 
cattle is a recognized factor in determining dressing qualities, and great 
care has been exercised to secure equal advantages in this respect to all of 
the pens. The ration given consisted of 19.3 poulzds of hulls, 4.1 pounds 
cotton seed meal, and 2 pounds of corn chops per day, resulticg in a car- 
cass weighing 57.43 per cent. of the li-re weight of steer in St. Louis. 
mThen meal and hulls were used during the first 100 days, and corn chops 
was added for forty daxs, the steers dressed 57.19 per cent. of their St. 
Louis live weight. lFThen oats was fed, it had a tendency to reduce the per 
cent. of dressed weight. When sorghum hap mas used as a partial sub- 
~t-itute for hulls, the result m-as marked in a tendency to improve the 
"standing up" clua.lities of the cattle during shipment. Judged from the 
standpoint of Station shipping weights the least shrinkage was noticed in 
the pen fed a ration of sorghum h.ay, 72z~7ls, a?7d meal, topped out with corn 
chops. 
WASTE FAT. 
The steers receiving the largest amount of hulls yielded the largest 
amount of waste fat, except in the case of the pen 5ed hulls and sorghum 
hay. These rations proclnccci 37 and 31.5 pounds waste fat, respectively, 
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per head. When grain took the place of some of the hulls fed, the waste 
f i t  per steer fell to 33.3 pounds. 
The importance of selecting proper feeds and rightly combining them 
can be better appreciated by applying the results of this experiment to a 
bunch of 100 head of stock; weighing 1000 pounds-gaining 404.5 pounds 
per head during the feeding season. The gain in flesh when fed continu- 
ously upon hulls, meal and chops costs .57 cents less. per pound than when 
hulls and meal alone are used for the first 100 days. This makes a differ- 
ence of $2.26 per head, or $226 in  feeding 100 head, to say nothing of the 
higher butchers' value of beef so fed and carrying a smaller amount of 
waste fat. 
TABLE NO. 5. 
Dressed Weights and Summary of Results-140 Days. 
T H E  "DRY MA!TTER" AaD NUTRIENTS SUPPLIElD I N  
RATIONS. 
I t  will be remembered that all of the steers in all of the pens gained 
~t nearly the same rate during the first 100 days, and it is interesting t3 
note that the amounts oif "dry matter" consumed by the several pens Owere 
not widely different. 'The smallest "dry matter" eaten was by Pen "B," 
of Group 111-2197 pounds, while the largest amount of dried matter con- 
sumed was by Pen "B," of Group 11. By referring to the last column of 
the table, i t  will be seen that these cattle did not make any better progress 
than did the steers of Pen "A," Group I, and it  is suggested that the rea- 
son for this failure is that the amount of protein fed these cattle was 
too small. *The nutritive ratios are as 1 :7 and 1 :9, respectively, while the 
nutritive ratio of Pen "A" was 1 :6. 
All of the rations fed for 140 days supplied fairly uniform amounts of 
dry matter to the steers, and the nutritive ratios of the feed were not 
widely different, ranging from 1 5 . 6 1  to 1:8.95. 
The most rapid gains was secured from the steers in the peas receiving 
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a moderate amount of dry matter having a medium nutritive ratio of 
1 :6.29. 
THE XUTRIENTS SUPPLIED BY DIFFERENT FEEDS. 
The digestible nutrients contained in the cotton seed hulls fed are shown 
in the first part of the table, and then the nutrients found in the cotton- 
seed meal and (other feed stuffs are supplied in Table 6. I t  will be noticed 
that though the hulls supplied a much larger amount of carbohydrates 
than did any of the other materials used, a smaller proportion of protein 
was also furnished by this material. The carbohydrates were supplied in 
the form of crude fibre, which is not considered easily digestible, but when 
fed in cornbination with finely ground grains or oils (fats) has great value 
because of its tendency to clog the digestive track and prevent the laxa- 
tive conditions caused by such grains that we recognize by scouring. The 
digestibility of the hulls is increased by feeding them with cotton seed meal 
or other feeds rich in protein. 
The cottonseed meal furnished a larger amount of protein than of carbo- 
hydrates, and also supplied a larger amount of oil (ether extract). Since 
the cottonseed meal is rich in protein and the hulls are rich in carbohy- 
drates-the two combining well, if properly proportioned, in making an 
ideal beef ration. 
I t  will be noticed that the corn meal supplied furnished a large amount 
of carbohydrates and a correspondingly small amount of protein whenever 
i't was used in the rations. And in this respect it resembled sorghum hay, 
hence corn meal and sorghum hay do not combine well together, because 
of their similar and one-sided composition. ;They are not desirable com- 
panion foods, because they both lalck protein. Although a rather amall 
amount of oats mas fed thro~gho-LT~ this experiment, it will be noted that 
fair amounts of protein, carbohydrates, and ether extract were supplied 
from this feed. This indicates the well-balanced nature of the oat. 
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TABLE NO. 6. I 
Showing Amounts of Digestible Nutrients Derived from the 1 
Various Feeds. , 
-- 
COTTON S E E D  HULLS. 
Groups 
and 
Pens. 
Lbs. 
Fed. 
days. days. 
loo 1 140 100 100 1 110 ( days. 1 kf. 1 days. days. 
COTTON S E E D  MEAL. 
- --- 
Lbs. 
Ether 
Extract. 
CORN AND COB MEAL. 
- 
I A ............ 233.99 ............... 219.882 ........... 11.395 ............ 155.394 ............ 7.510 
I B ............ 256.06 ............... 217.394 ............ 11.366 ............ 133.ti:lli ........... 7.4'26 
P 
n 11 A E 1 9 7 .  380.87 2 7 7 . 4  532.9  im.A 323.33 5 . 5 8  452.466 16.758 8 . 7 0  23.44:) 2 0  1 .  f?'!S.5:?2 1 . 4 9  31!).764I 11.0l5 5 . 3  15.455 KO47 
1x1 I1 A B 113.17 . 8  157.57 3 1 3  1S8.451 9G 08" 265.32 133.7" 4.971 9 7ti7 13.744 6 933' l:jG3.1S8 67.902 187.?22 114,542 : 4.569 9 058 
100 
days. 
-- 
37.840 
24.4731 
33.360 
32.471 
31.937 
30.951 
OATS. 
140 
days. 
49.029 
31.997 
47.033 
45.417 
45.407 
43.744 
SORGHUM HAY. 
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DIGESTIBLE NUTRIENTS EATEN. 
I n  compounding the rations for this experiment, three matters were 
carefully provided for: (1) the rations were arranged in sucli manner 
as to render them palatable; (2) the feeds were so proportioned that a 
fair amount of each nutrient mould be supplied the steers of each group; 
and (3)  the physical conditions of the feeds were carefully noted, in order 
that scouring might be prevented. . 
The appetites of the steers seemed generally good throughout the feed- 
' 
ing period in all of the pens, and in no case did any of the rations prove 
too laxative. The nutritive elements were supplied the pens in the follow- 
ing proportions in the rations for 100 days and for 140 days: 
TABLE NO. 7. 
Showing Daily Rations; Dry Matter and  Nutritive Ratios. 
(Stated by Pens and per Steer.) 
The students of the graduating class, 1899, fed the steers and attended 
to all details of the worlr, under the direction of the Foreman and the 
Director. 
T I I : S A S  A G l ~ I C U I , T C - R A I ~  I ~ X P E R I , \ I R S T  STATIOSS.  
OUR GENERAL FEED SUPPLY. 
Tlle available supply of feeding materials in Texas consists principally 
of cotton seed and its by-products (hulls and meal), together with corn, 
oats, wheat bran, rice bran, rice polish, Kaffir corn, and the fodders com- 
mon to the State, such as sorghum hay, alfalfa, the several forms of 
prairie hay, Colorado or Concho hay, corn fodder, and Kaffir corn fodder. 
To this list might be added the root crops and a number of forage plants 
that are commonly used for pasturage purposes, but are not to be consid- 
ered in connection with the stall feeding system. Ensilage made of corn, 
sorghum, or alfalfa has been found very profitable by those who have used 
this system in feeding growing cattle, and also when used to a limited 
extent for fattening stock. 
Former publitcations by this Station give the results o~f experiments in 
feeding nearly all of the foregoing materisls for fattening cattle, and the 
results are included in the appendix matter embraced in this bulletin. 
These experiments have been conducted with a view of answering those 
questions which seemed most to press upon the attention of feeders at the 
time the experiment was instituted. Results of great practical value 
have been secured, but few of the experiments have been conducted upon 
such a scale 'as to render the investigation exhaustive or the conlclusions 
based thereon final. I t  will be noted that cotton seed in its several 
forms, and that its meal and hulls have appeared in nearly all of such 
investig a t '  ions. 
T h e  V a l u e  of Co t ton  Seed.-Our cotton seed crop is remarkable for the 
a ~ n o ~ ~ n t  of flesh-forming material that we may secure from it  annually. 
With cotton seed materials in hand, our fed cattle gain more rapidly than 
do the stock of other portions of the United States, as determined by 
actual experiment. I n  this connection, Prof. Henry, in his valuable book 
upon "Feeds and Feeding," after presenting a table showing the results 
of feeding cottonseed and its products, says, "This table shows the  h igh  
value of cot ton seed, whether  raw, masted,  or boiled, and  also of i t s  by- 
products, cottonseed meal,  for beef production. N o  grain raised a t  the  
N o r t h  equals it, pound for pound, for beef production. W h e n  we reflect 
t h a t  for every pound of cot ton @bre grown there are two  pounds of seed 
n o  a,rgz~ment  i s  needed t o  convince u s  t h a t  the  S o a t h  is capable of pro- 
ducing t h e  beef required f o ~  home  consumption." 
I f  the 1,500,000 tons of cotton seed produced by the State annually be 
estimated at one-half the value (per bushel) of corn vali~eld at 40&, it is 
worth for feeding purposes alone, $18,000,000, and for fertilizing pur- 
poses the feed can be utilized to the extent of $6,000,000, so that in the 
seed of the cotton crop alone the citizens of the State should receive $24,- 
000,000 per annum, if fully utilized. (See page 175.) 
Investigations by the Texas Station show that if properly combined with 
hay and corn, a pound of raw seed is worth more for beef production than 
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a pound of corn and cob meal (chops). Experiments (conducted by 
Prof. Gully) with steers fed hay and 5.07 pounds of chops, and 5.50 
pounds raw seed, gained more in the same length of time than did similar 
steers fed hay and 13.02 pounds of chops. I n  this case 5.50 pounds of 
cotton seed proved more than equal to '7.52 pounds of chops for steer feed- 
ing. In  this case, steers were fed for eighty-three days a daily ration of 
corn and hay (weighing 18.4 pounds), causing a gain of 1.89 pounds per 
day, while the ration of cottonseed, corn, and hay weighed only 14.8 
pounds, and caused a gain of 2.07 pounds. When fed corn and hay alone, 
an 800-pound steer may be expected to gain a t  the rate of two pounds per 
day under favorable conditions for a short fattening period. When cotton 
seed is judiciously combined with corn and hay, or corn and hulls, the 
gains run as high as 2.5 or 3 pounds every day for such steers. It is im- 
portant to note that these fast gains are secured from mations that in the 
Southwest cost less than a ration composed of hay and corn. Therefore, 
the presumption that 333 pounds of seed is equal to about 28 ponnds of 
corn appears entirely safe and conservative. The demoastrati'on of this 
fact has forced a recognition of the value of cotton seed and i t  is now 
worth commercially one-half as much per bushel as corn. 
Comparing the a.mount of available seed in the State for feeding pur- 
poses with the number of cattle to be fed a minter ration, annually (al- 
lowing 20,000,000 bushels of seed for planting seven million acres of 
cotton, estimating the number of cattle upon winter and partial winter 
rations, at 3,000,000 heald, which is more than half of the 5,200,000 head 
of cattle in 'Texas), we see that 23 bushels of seed are produced for every 
animal thus estimated upon, or a sufficient lamount of seed to feed 
2,000,000 head of 750--pound steers a full seed ration (12.5 pounds per 
day) for ninety days, when fed in combination with ordinary hay. I t  is 
a fact worthy of note that feeding value of the seed is not largely dimin- 
ished by cooking the meats and extracting the oil when sent to the oil mills. 
The Variety of Cotton Products.-To better appreciate the rich food 
, 
supply furnished by our cotton crop, the reader's attention is called to the 
following estimates, which show the approximate values of the cotton 
seed crop in Texas alone, basing the calculation upon a 3,000,000 bale crop 
annually: I n  producing 3,000,000 bales of lint, there is also available for 
use 3,000,000,000 pounds of cotton seed, which can be better appreciated if 
stated as 150,000 carloads of seed. Each bale of "seed cotton" is capable 
of producing many valuable commercial articles. 
TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATIONS. 
Products from a Bale of Seed Cotton. 
(Adapted from Grimshaw.) 
1.500 pounds seed cotton. 
I I 
I I 
Summer yellow. Soap stoclr. Fuel. 1 
1 I 1 (rvinter reltowcotton-seed steafin.) Soam I Ashes. 
l 
Lint. 500 pounds. 1 
Salad oil. 
Summer white. 
I 
Cotton seed, 1,000 pounds. 
- Miners' oil. 
)Not all of the cotton seed crop is fed upon the farm, sold to the mills, or 
used,as seed for planting. Much of i t  is applied to the land as a manure 
in those sections of the State where the soil has become worn and thin, 
but the amount of seed sent to our oil mills yields enough cottonseed me21 
to more than supply our domestic demand for meal to feed cattle. Large 
quantities of cotlo~lseed meal arei export cd througl~  Gnlo est on, and N e e  
Orleans ports, wlhile many train loads a w  shipped to Northern and West- 
ern marlcek, to be fed for beef and mi lk  production. Curiously emough, 
we also export from the State grass-fed and half-fat cattle in large wum- 
b e ~ s  that  should be brought into contact w i t l ~  t1~i.s but  little utilized and 
rich supply of Texas feed. Th i s  exported cottonseed meal represents soil 
fertility as well as waste stock food, nn,d it mus t  be ~eplaced wiifl~in the 
Meats, 544.5 pounds. 
I 
Linters, 10 pounds. 
Hulls 445.5 pounds. 
!L I Oake. 400 pounds. ! Meal. Fiber. I 
(Feeding stuff. Fertilizer.) 1 
crude oil, 141.5 pounds. (Hig11 grade paper. 1 ,Cat/e,oo,, I 
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neat  few years if zue longer cont inue the  waste ful  practice of slbipping o u t  
the t w o  forms of raw m a t e r k l  7zev.e 1.eferred to,  and  t7zat should be sent  t o  
the marke t  as zuell as fatted T e x a s  cattle. 
FERTILIZING VALUE OF Sm~.-'The seed from each bale of cotton con- 
tain fertilizing elements valued in the Eastern markets at $6.08 per ton 
merely for the plant food contained in such seed. 
1000 P o u n d s  of Co t ton  Seed Con ta in  
31.3 lbs. nitrogen, vaiued a t  15c. per pound.. . . . . . . .$4.69 
11.7 Ibs. potash, valued a t  O7c. per pound . . . . . . . . . . .82 
12.7 lbs. phosphoric acid, valued a t  04.5~ per pound. .57 
- -
Total pounds-55.7 Total value-$6.08 
This statement shows us that ordinarily seed sell for less than their 
fertilizing value. Nitrogen is the most valuable fertilizing element in the 
seed, and carefully conducted experiments have shown that w h e n  feeding 
fattening stoc7~ all b u t  four per cent.  of t h e  n i t rogen  in t h e  feed is recov- 
ered in t l ~ e  dung .  Much other manurial matter in the urine is also re- 
tained upon the farm where feecls are fed, but under ordinary conditio~ls 
not all of the manure can be saved and applied to the cultivated lands. 
Estimating the recovered manure a t  one-third of its total volume (this 
can be secured during the winter seaqon) the manurial value of an aver- 
age ton of seed useld in feeding is $4.00, or one-ihird of its full theoretical 
value ($12.16). Equal to $6,000,000 worth of fertilizing elements found 
in the annual 15,000 ton seed crop of this State, and that may be retained 
if seed are fed and manure applied to land. 
S o r g h u m  H a y  in Texas.-In addition to our very large supply of cotton- 
seed feeding materials, our State annually produces a large amount of hay 
that is fed upon our farms ancl ranches, but this is barely sufficient in 
amount to supply our domestic demands. Sorghum is probably the most 
popular and most extensively cultivated hay in the State, since this crop 
, thrives upon nearly all soils and our people are thoroughly familiar with its 
' production. The yield per acre, in many instances, is four and five tons per 
1 annum. Because of its popularity and wide distribution, i t  mas agreed i o  
uce some sorghum hay in these experiments as a partial subctitute for the 
cottonseed hulls fed, to note its effect and determine the comparative value 
of these two materials. T h e  resul ts  of t h e  trial were favorable t o  t h e  usc  
of sorghum hay,  and its consumption should be largely increased by those 
who live upon farms ancl have annually a few head of cattle that may be 
fattened ancl solcl at better prices than straight cattle can be expected to 
bring. 
The sorghum hay was grown upon the Station farm froni seed sown 
broadcast at the rate of 2+ bushels per acre, cut when the heads were just 
appearing throughout the crop. The hay was a well cured, bright grade 
of sorghum. The actual yield per acre over the field was 3.195 tons. 
A statement showing the very low cost of sorghum hay is presented 
from our accounts for 1898, 11-ith this crop on 46 acres. 
TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXPKRIRIENT STATIONS. 
Cost of Sorghum Hay-46 Acres, 1898. 
Sorghum hay, 46 acres. 
To preparation and seeding-2054 days, man and team. ............... @ 88.00 
2% days, man and team.. ............... @ 2.50 
2 days, one man sowing.. ................ 1.00 
.............. 3% days, man and team.. .((4 2.50 
1 day, two men and team.. ............ .@ 3.00 
day, man and team.. ............... .@ 2.50 
t5 bushels sorghum seed, @ $1.00 per bu.. ...... 
To cultivation-4 days, man and team.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .@ 2.00 
To harvesting--2% days, man and team.. .............. .@ 2.50 
8 days, man and team.. ................. ($4 2.00 
15 days, G men and team.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Total cost. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $:303.30 
Yield, 147 tons. 
Cost per ton (excluding rent), $8.05. 
The Value of EafiIlf;r Corn: Nany inquiries are received at the Station 
concerning the value of Kaffir corn for steer feeding, 'and, by reference 
to carefully conducted experiments of the Kansas Station, we find that 
for feeding 'steers, crushed Kaffir corn is nearly equal in value to corn 
meal, and that the red and white varieties have nearly the same feeding 
value, as shown by the following statement: 
FEEDING KAFFIR CORN MEAL AGAINST CORN MEAL TO STEERS.-17s DAYS. 
(Kansas Station.) 
a 
4'2% 
lbs. 
3'26 
20(3 
1 :  
- 
Feed. 
" L o t  I, corn meal ......................................... 
Lot 11, red Kaffir corn.mea1 ..................... 
............... Lot III, white Raffir corn meal 
. 
2s 2 Q LC.- 
$ , $$ bn 
lbs. 
1,036 
1.021 
1,0'25 
Wed Eaten. 
-- 
gz,"d',"&:E. 
G ~ ~ ~ ~ .  
lbs. 
16,271 
16,271 
16.271 
G ~ ~ ~ ~ .  
lbs. 
997 
1,081; 
1,011 
Rough- 
age. 
p--ppp 
lbs. 
9.297 
10,300 
10,828 
Rough. 
age. 
lbs. 
5tiS 
6% 
fjD.2 
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TEXAS AGRTCULTPRAL EXPERIMENT STATIOSS.  
The Feed Value of Cotton Seed and Its Products. 
3lanj- d ~ u b t ~ s  exist in the niincls of Southern feeder.; ancl farmers as to tl:e 
exact value of cotton seed and cotjton seed products for our several c1,zsses of lire 
~ t o c k .  Out  of a rnqt deal of mat ter  publihhed upon the r ight  use of these ma- 
terials inuch of i t  is now out of print ,  and cannot #be had  a t  any  price. I n  thi; 
report we sun~niarize n large pa r t  of the  work done upon this subject. 
JI I  t h e  preamble to the Act of Gongresq, under which the experiment statio11.j 
in the sel-era1 states wetre established, the  ren3oni for cl-eating these stations tare 
hriefly indicated in the following: " T h a t  i n  order t o  aid i n  acquiring and cliffus- 
ing n?no?zg t h e  people of t h e  C,tited States ?~sefz~Z and practical in/ormatiorz on 
subjects corzm.xterl fritll n g r i c u l t u ~ c ,  and to  proii~ote scientific investigation and 
experinlent respecting the principles and applica~tion of agricultural  science, there 
shall be established * * + a department t o  be knowll and designated a< an 
'-lgricultu~'al Esperim.ent S tation.' During December of lSOS we 1iiac1e *a state- 
ment through agricultural  papers of the Sta te  requesting t h a t  the  practicnl feecl- 
ers of Texas contribute ill a brief form the substance of their experience, as feeders 
of cotton seed, etc., with the promise thnt  such experiences woulcl be printed in 
-ubstantial form and distributecl throngbout the iStxte. free of cost. 
EXPERIENCE OF FEEIIEIIS AND FARAIERS: The suggestions presented in the form 
of letters, appearing in the following pages, bear hhe names of some of our well- 
lanomn stockmen and feeders, a s  \re11 a s  other3 who a r e  small farnierq, and  ~vho 
raise stock incidentally for the purpose of consunling the hay  and c ~ t t ~ o n  seed 
1.aisec1 up011 their farms. The facts and suggestion., presented a r e  not only idter- 
e<ting. bu t  many of them a re  intensely practical, and  will, we hope, prove of last- 
ing value. In view of the fact  t h a t  niaiiy of the  feed stuffs avai!able in ithe State 
a r e  comparatively new to  our feeders, we feel justified in sending out this rather 
informal statement of information and experiences of practical stockmen, and toe 
hope t h a t  prejudice existing agai?ist the  zrse of SOUND COTTOS SEED or SOUND 
XEAI, derived from sound seed for feecliftg CATTLE, HORSES, SHEEP -4SD POULTRY 
m a y  be set aside by  t h e  test imony of those zoho have fed these feecls safely. 
We a re  under obligation to  those who have exhibited a spiri t  of liberality and 
a clispositiorl t o  extend the  present bounds of our  infornlation upon feeding sub- 
jects and who have willingly contributed t h e  subjoined matter. Much liberty 
has been taken with these letters t o  " h i 1  then1 (1o11-11," and to reduce ithe cost 
of pnblication. Some valnable statements appearing in the agricultural press 
;Ire also presented, becauce of their clearness. 
I n  at tempting t o  present this  mat ter  in popular form, me appreciate i ts  diffi- 
c~nltieq, as facts must be stated in a cliscnrso1.p rabher than in :In exhaustive forni. 
It is hoped tha t  the subjeet will soon be developed beyond i t s  present stage, and 
t h a t  the few oonflicting statements here presented may result in agitation ancl 
a general s tudy of t.he feeding problems of our S ta te  tthrough the  agricultural 
papers, and otherwise, unti l  the  clouds surrounding the econoniic use of cotton 
seed and i t s  products for  various forms of live stock will be removed. 
STATION EXPERIMENTS : The experiment stations i n  the Uni tecl States and 
those of foreign countries have teslted carefully the  value of cotton seed meal in 
many respects. The stat ions of the  Southern States have also fed experimentally 
both the seed and the cotton seed hulls i n  nurneroruq instance5 under carefullr 
controlled conditions t h a t  have been faithfully reported. Other important  work 
yet  remnins to  be done, and !theye matters should receive early attention. 'SVe 
jummarize the results of a large number of these "station investigations" for t h e  
benefit of our readers. We a r e  better enabled t o  do this through the carefully 
conlpiled statements of I<il!gore appearing i n  "The Cotton- Plant," published by 
the U. S. Department of Agriculture i n  1896. Recent investigations by the Texas 
and other stations nre have specitally prepared for this report. 'ST-e have taken the 
liberty to  use only those results t ha t  appeared most applicable to Southwester11 
conditions. 
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The experience of feeders and i?zvestigations by the  statio?ts a r c  preseizted under 
the several forms ( 1 ) bcef feeding, ( 2 )  hog feeding, ( 3 )  feeding sheep, ( 4 )  feed- 
ing nzi11c cattle c~ncl young stock, (5)  horses, ( 6 )  poultry, ( 7 )  konv cotton seed 
?nay crffect the heallh of stock. 
I11 order to  receive complete and full information concerning the  experience of 
solne of the parties whose names appear i n  these letters, i t  may  be necessary to  
write to them, asking specific questions upon points t h a t  do not seem clear. 
I .-SEED SND MEAL FOR BEEF CATTLE. 
No. 1. FEEDIXG RAW SEED, HAY, AND BRAK: My own experience has  been i n  
feeding raw seed to catt le and goats. I have fed in self-feeding troughs, bu t  have 
cliscardecl them, and only feed what seed the stock will ea t  u p  clean. I also feed 
hay a t  same time. I had some trouble las t  winter in having Aberdeen Angus 
bulls, purchased in ICansa.;, to  ea t  seed. Had to  mix with bran. This winter 
they ea t  clear seed freely, and are  improving every clay. Where J am located, 
cotton seed is chealper tliar :11eal and hulls on account od freipht, hauling, etc. 
My seed costs from $6 to  $7 per ton at  gin. My  experience i n  feeding seed is 
t ha t  i t  is a valuable feed for catt le and goats, and  stock roughed through the 
winter on seed gain very rapidly when turned to pasture in the  spring." 
Colton bia. F. N. BULLOCK, 
Breeder -4berdeen Angus Cattle. 
No. 2. COTTON SEED AND  HAY^ FOLLOWED WITH COTTON SEED XEAL: "I have 
fed cattle in Texas every year for the last  twenty odcl years. This is n o ~ v  my 
method: Beginning the first of December, I p u t  ou t  cotton seed in trougtis in 
prairie pastures the  cattle a re  running in. and keep the cotton seecl in the troughs 
during the nlonth of Decmber.  F i rs t  of J anua ry  I p u t  the cattle i11 pen and 
feed pai;- ie hay  and coltton seed unti l  first of -4pril. The la t te r  pa r t  of March 
mix a l i t t le  cotton seed meal with the seed to learn the cattle to  ea t  it. F i r s t  of 
April turn  t h e  catt le on prairie pasture and give them half feed crf meal-feeding 
once a day  for two months, when they are  alwnys full fat." 
1T'kcr~ton C'ounf!~.  G. C. DUNCAX. 
No.-. 2. ~ 'ROFITAI~L~;  FEEDING: -In interesting ,record of feeding a lo t  of high 
yracle dehorned .;teel--; bought by -4. B. -2r lnon~ recently appexreci in  the "Drover<' 
1 Ielegrxm." The ra t t le  1rpl.e fed 9s near I ianGq City, the feeding directed by 
3Ir. \Tjlliam Ci~n~rning.;, "\vho feed twice a day a t  the sanle time each clay t o  ct'he 
~ninnie." The "Drover4' Telegram" give? the yeport a* follon7j: 
Bought 118 head, averagino 1,2324 R) @ $4.60; total, $fi,GSi.94. 
Sold 118 head, averaging l n i 3 1 ~  it, g? $5.49; total, $8.021.40. 
The gain in price pez- 100 pounds nVaq 89c. 
The cash gain in ,711 was 83,233.46, out of which all expenses had to be paid. 
.The average gain per heaicl p,er clay was 3 lb. 
ESPEYSE ACCOUNT, SHOWISQ IiATIOSS.  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Hay, average 24 'I% each per d a y . .  . $  !I8 8ii 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Chop, averaging 224 ib each per d a y . .  1,.53(i 72 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  Oil meal, averaging 2 1-23 ib each per d a y . .  .*. 254 08 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Wages, (ava~age  cost 1c. each per clxy. 100 00 
Sundries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 95 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Total cost. .$2,001 51 
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The total average alllount of feed per head per day vTas 263 lb. 
The total average cost of feed per head per day was 16hc. 
Total average cost per head per day, including all espenses, was 1 7 4 ~ .  
The total net gain and profit for the 118 head fed 98 days was $1,231.95. 
The net gnin during the period of feeding was $10.44 per head. 
Points to consider: Feeders were high-class and cost high average price. 
Cattle mere sold on a good market. Gain par day mas unusually good. Cost of 
feed would be different, and probably less, in other localities." 
Dallas. 7'exas Stoclc and Farm Jozcrrzul. 
No. 4. FIRST PRIZE STEERS: "When J4r. Marion Sansom, of Alvarado, Johnson 
county, sold his steers on the .Chicago market for Gc., all the people interested in 
feeding cattle opened tlheir eye3. I t  mas proof of what can be done in Texas, and 
what has been urged on the Texas farmer all along. All the agricultural and stock 
journals have referred to this sale, and Mr. Sansom has had requests for an 
explanation of his methods of feeding, but up  to this time he hias noit given i t  
to the public. To a representaltive of the "Farm and Ranch," Mr. Sansom stal(d 
that:  'Some of the  cattle I raised and some I bought. They were all from this 
and adjoining counties. They mere all high-grade Durbams, and aged three years 
when marlieted. Their siverage weight was 1,543 IB, and they sold for $6 per 100 
B, and dressed 63.84%. The cattle were put  on feed 'September lst, 1898. The 
first ration was cotton seed ?z?clZs and shelled oats, and this was kept up for 40 
dlays, a t  the end of which time the  oats toere left off and S pounds of cotton seed 
meal given. This meal ration was gradually inoreased until i t  reached 5 pounds 
by January ls t ,  1899, a t  ,which date I began giving 2 rpoun~ds corn meal, which 
was increased t#o 5 pounds, making 10 pouqtds daily, half of which was cotton, 
seed meal and the  other haZf corm meal. This last  ration was kept up until 
cattle went ouk, March 13th. The meal was mixed with cotton eeed $ulls fro111 
the beginning, giving them 311 of the hulls they \vould eat, generally ranging 
from 30 pounds to 38 pounds, Prairie hay was also fed during the last two 
months'. 
"Wr. Sansom said that  the  report that  the price paid for these steens was x 
record-breaker was a mistake. The price was 25% better ,bhan was paid for any 
native cattle that  day. As a matter of fact, old cattlemen remember that  belween 
1881 and 1884 prices for Texas cattle a t  Chicago were higher than Gc. The sale 
W~LS remarkable, however, because lit demonstrated tha t  blood and care in handling 
and raising oattle for market are two things necessary to success. 
"Mr. Sansom took first prize a t  the For t  Worth f a t  stock show with this same 
lot which was sold in  Chicago, and while a t  For t  Worth the animals were uni- 
versally admired." \ 
Dallas. Texas Farm a?tcl Ranclz. 
No. 5. CRUSHED SEED AND CORN MEAL: "I have had but little experience irl 
feeding ooltton seed in  any shape except raw, though I have used some ground and 
fed them to cattle, mixed with cotton meal, which is 'better than the raw seed. 
Have never fed them to hogs or horses." 
Centralia. R. A. WALTON. 
No. 6. 'COTTON SEED MEAL ASI, WHEAT BRAS IS WEST 'CESAS: "Our people 
of thlis section ltnlow nothing of eotton seed meal and hulls, more than learned 
a t  the different millts where they have a t  times taken cattle to  fatten. There are 
no oil mills in  this section, and hence the people have no chance to experiment. 
"But we have gins, and ours is one of the best hay pr.oducing countries in the 
State, and we have our mills !also. And our people are perfectly satisfied with 
the results they get from the whole cotton seed, with wheat bran mixed among 
them, and then plenty of hay or sofghum. Our seed we get for 10c. per bushel. 
land our  bran for 65c. to 80c. per 100. Ray generally six to eight dollars per ton. 
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"Parties who have taken cattle $40 oil mills to feed are  now feeding as above, 
and prefer i t  to meal and hulls. Cotton seed has not been tried here in any form 
, for horses, hogs nor poultry. But  for feeding cattle, we are  perfectly satisdied 
with the  &ove ration, and will never complain of anything so long as  we-get 
three cents for ,our cattle, ,after paying railroad freight and cornmisaion, even 
wit11 feeders a t  present prices." 
Ulrrnet. Gus GROVE. 
No. 7 .  COTTON SEED MEAL: ,If' experience is not very great in feeding meal 
to any kind of stock ( i t  being a new feed comparatively), but I do know that  if 
'the meal is fed in too large a quantity to any kind od stock i t  is injurious. The 
meal should in all cases be well mixed with the hulls in proportion of about a 
pint of the meal to  a heaping half a bushel of hulls. Too much meal will cause 
a n  kind of stock to scour, and frequently leave a cough, as if choked. Cattle 
and horses, both, genenally r'efuse to eat meal and hulls a t  first unless they are 
very hungry, but will soon prefer i t  to other feed." 
Near Bryan. WM. B.' ROYALL. 
No. S. -4m OIL MILL RATION OF HULLS ,QND MEAL: "Our experience in  feed- 
ing cotton seecl meal and hulls to cattle is that  i t  should be fed in the proportion 
of four pounds of hulls to one pound of meal as a maximum. When cattle first 
go on  feed, we usually feed about six pounds of hulls to one pound of meal, and 
graclu~ally increase the amount until the maximum is reached. We have never 
fed meal to horses, mulea, sheep, or poulbry. 
C ' O ~ R ~ C T ( I ~ ~ .  H.  L. SCALES, 
l S e c ' ~  and Gen. 34g'r Consicana Cotton Oil Go. 
So .  9. HULLS, MEAL AND EXSIL-~GE: " w e  have fed lbeef cattle, cows, and 
yearlings here for three years on ensilage and cotton seed hulls, and think our 
best results were from cotton seed hulls and meal." 
Sulphur Springs. ROGERS & RJRNEY. 
-- 
S o .  10. 9 R A T I O ~  FOR GROTVIXG CATTLE WANTED: "In all of your experi- 
ments, you have fed, I believe, aged steers. I am feeding some well bred steers, 
Hereford grades, pea~rlings past (calved in  '97). I have been feeding about 5 Ib 
hulls to  1 K meal, be t  they do not seem to fatten as  rapidly as they should- 
appear to be growing. I n  this case, do you not .think a large proportion of meal 
~voulcl be better. and n1ol.e espen~ire ,  of course, but causing more lrapicl fat- 
tening ?" 
TT701fe City. GEORGE WOLF HOLSTEIN, 
Pres. and Treas. Hunt Co. Oil Mill. 
REPLY: Doubtless CL larger proportio~b of cotton seed meal, fed i n  combina- 
t ion zoith lzulls, zc7ill prove beneficial t o  young cattle, becmse they  require mom 
bone m.aking and nzzcscle making material. Cotton seed meal supplies these, while 
they are largely lwlcifig i n  the hulls. 
Wheat  bran cam be profitably and safely employed in nearly all such cases, 
because the bran i s  more safely digested by t he  calf, or yearling, t han  i s  the  full 
g ~ a i n   ati ion consisting of cotton seed meal alone. Hqtuever, i f  bran i s  not  avail- 
able, cotton seed meal might be fed w i t h  hulls, conabined as one t o  three. 
J. H. C. 
So. 11. MEAL AND HULLS FOR W O R I ~  OXEN: "We are  not feeding any cotton 
seed meal now, and  have not done so for sevenal years. TYe used to feed our 
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work osen on it, but i t  seemed to make then1 too fak and unfit for the hot weather 
as work steers." 
Olive. OLIVE, XTERXBERG 4 CO., 
Jl'f'r-4 Long Leaf Yellobv Pine. 
So.  12. RATIO CSF HULLS TO MEAL: "11y experience is confirmecl by your paper 
(bulletin),  namely, tihe proper proporkion to feed hulls and meal is as 5 to I ,  
though I #begin a t  7 or 8 to 1 and wind up a t  4 to 1, so that  my average is as  
sta,tecl." 
C'1ebzu.n e. 11. 11. I'JTTMAS, 
Jl'f'g'r 'Cotton Seed Oil, Meal: Hulls and Lint. . 
No. 13. HT-LLS, /~\~EAL AS11 CORK MEAL: ''In regard to feeding cotton -eed 
nleal and hulls, feec1el.s differ as  to the amount of ]]leal to fe~ed, but all agree 
tliat steers should be given tall of the hulls tliey  ill eat. I have secured best 
rt.sult,s by f e e d i ~ ~ g  3 7T) cotton seed meal the Br-t 15 clays, then for the nest 1.5 
days 4 Tb; for the next 30 clays, 5 'Itj meal per daoy, and for the balance of tlie 
time give Ci 7T). Hay, corn .;bucks, or stra,\v (after tliejr have been on feed 50 or 
(iO clays) is a benefit to them. To carry ~11eni on long feed, hhould add t ~ r o  or 
three po~lncls corn men1 after they have been on feed (iO days.'' 
For t  TITortJ~. E. B. HARROLD. 
So .  14. CORN, OATS, AXI) COTTOS SEED 'RATIOS~S: "1 send you a brief jtate- 
ment of niy experience wit~h a small bunch of graded short horns, but I am 
anxious to secure information as to the value of corn ant1 oats as feed. 
"I thare watcheci the feed pens a t  ithis place where two to three thousand cattle 
are fed each year on cotton seed hulls ancl meal, and believe tliat this makes Illore 
fat  for tlie same cojt than anything else for feed, but I 1i;tve wintered calves that 
were well fed on thi-; ration and when they rvei-e reaclp to turn out  on grass tliey - 
were qeal fat-bnt one died during the smnmer, though the grass mas good. 
Another, fed a t  the sanle time, died the nest summer, and the other two did not 
thrive, and are clwarfs in the herd now. The tn-o that died ran in feed lots with 
the steerls some 100  to 110 days; tlie other two had pretty fair feed, and had 
the bay IAey wanted. The ~ T V Q  t'hat died, h~awever, had nobhing but meal and 
hullq as their ration. If tlze fact could be eetnblished that corn meal or  oats  are  
ciesivable feed?, ?ce co~ild then hope to clccrense the cc~tton ncrenge, as this mould 
be a t  least one step in that ciirection. 
Corsicctnw. <TOHN S. GIBSOX. 
So.  13. HULLS ASI) MEAT, TOPPED IIVITH CORS MEAL: Tlle following very 
clear financial statement has been received from Mr. G. E. King, of Taylor, Texas. 
with reference to 2,082 head of the Lucas and King cattle fed a t  the oil mill near 
Bryan, Texas, betlweeii Sore~nber  10th. 1898, and -2pril 23rc1, 1899. The cattle 
were not all placed on feed a t  once, nor were all shipped tat Ithe same time, but, 
tlie average time for \vhicli the steers were on feed \var 126 u1np.i: 
"Total \\.eight and cost of feed consunlerl per 5teer : 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  C. S. Ileal,  606 It) t, $15..  .$  1.546 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Cotton seed hulls, 3,190 rt, @ $3.  4.7S.5 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Corn meal, 140 lT) f, $15. 1.0.7 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Total cost of feet1 per s teer . .  .$10.38 
Length of feeding period, 126 days. 
Arerage daily ration per steer: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Cotton seecl meal. 4.80 TT) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Cotton seed hu119. .23.50 TI 
Corn meal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  l . lOtf ,  
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S. P,.-The co1.11 meal was fcd dul.ing the  l a r t  40 days only a t  ].ate of 3; It, 
per day. 
Gains ancl cost, 120 (laps: 
Average of original \vei$hts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 725  lb per steer. 
S e t  gain during 126 clays.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . .  .245 Ib per steel.. 
Market weight of steer,.;. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,970 IT) per steer. 
Gain per day per steel., 1.!)1 Tt). 
@oat per pound to fat ten,  4 .24~.  
The estimated cos,t for feeding espenses, ineludino such items a s  labor ancl camp 
 provision^, a re  $1 per hend for the feeding season. ,P 
Tnylor. GEO E. I<ISG. 
COTTON SEED MEAL USED BY KANSAS FEEDERS. 
The f o l l o ~ ~ i n g  intere.;ting qtatenlents bearing upon the  use made of COTTOS 
SEFD MEAL ancl of S O R ~ T I T J ~ ~  HAY in the 'State of Kahsas  is  taken from "The Beef 
Steer ancl His Sister" (I<an4ac, -1gricultural Depsrtment,  F. D.  cobu urn, Topeka, 
Secretary),  and \\-ill prove of m l u e  to some feeders. Not only is COTTOX SEED 
MEAL, now shipped to Westel-n ilncl Noi.thern markets anel fed freely, but r a s t  
quantities a re  exportod, as  shown in the  statement appearing a t  the  bottom of this  
page.+ I n  i~iltli Lion t o  the-e fact. the hulls a r e  now meeting ~viti11 a ready sale in  
ruaup Northern locnlitie,. I n  cities they a r e  largely usecl as a substi tute for h a p  
in feeding milk co~vs. ~vfl~ile tlirough the  importnnt  distilling districts the  hulls a r e  
misetl freely wit11 dii;tillery clop; (r ich in pro te in) ,  and  form a valuable rat ion f o ~ .  
thonsancls of ~vell  (bred steers. 
So. I .  SOAKI.:~ CORS. \YIIEAT MEAL AXI) C. S. MEAL: :'My best gain was made 
on a (1'1ily rartion of 12 pound? of soal.red corn, 4 pouncls whettt meal, and  4 pound.; 
rotton wed inenl,  wi tll timothy ancl prair ie grac,s pasture. The cattle--1 80 head 
of miser1 gl.a(les. three and four years olcl-averaged 1,300 pouncls a t  the  begin- 
ning. May I ,  and gained 3; pound.; per clay for the ne s t  two months." 
1:l DOI-ndo, lianstrc, .T. W. ROBINSON. 
*The bullt of the cobton seed products cxp?rted:from Texas arc sent through the port of 
Galreston. about 15 per cent zoing through New Orleans. Over 50 per cent of the C:LICF: :~ncl 
meal ancl ;tl>out, one-sixth of the cotton seed oil exported from the United States is sent' 
ria G;llrest,on. Following is i~ statc'ment of t,l~e xports of cotton seed products esportecl 
through G;~lvesto~l during the fisc:tl ye:tr ending June KO, 1899. which covers the  crushing 
seas011 of lS!)S-!)!I ccompnred with previous years): 
Cotton seed meal and cake- P o u ~ d s .  Value. 
Germa.ny .......................................................................................... : ... 341,185,411 S2,??5.647 
Ser,h.erl:r.ncls .................................................... ? ........................................ $@,(i:~S~:251 (I*?. $02 
I(e1mum ................................................................................................... 3.83S,fiOO :i1,569 
,~nce  ....................................................................................................... 9.20:3,720 4 :), v- ** .  
Eng1:tncl ............................................................................................... 3S,l!)4,7"4 311.S6iS 
Denm:trk ........................................................................................... 75,577,?1:! (i'77.001 
( ' ~ 1 1 %  ......................................................................................................... 16,000 145 
Ita1.y ....................................................................................................... 1,83(i,100  IS.',^?' 
Ire1:tnd.. .................................................................................................. 455.418 1.060 
P 1 
--- 
I. otal. 1898-99 .................................................................................. 4 5 4 4  3 4,650,591 
Tot:~l, 1897-!l# ....................................................... : ....................... ?96.4tii',l,U8 4.:2S4.0:39 
Tot i l l .  IF!)(i-$17 ... :. ............................................................................... i10.41)2,,D-I8 :2,8:24,948 
'I'otal, 1 X!'T,-,Dfi.. ................................................................................. :!0i'. i'!)O,(ifi7 3.OS6.7:?1 
Total. 1s!l4-!fi.. ................................................................................ 24t;,940.44:3 :2,2s 1,973 
-Gcrlueston Nett's. 
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No. 2. WHEAT STRAW AND C. IS. MEAL: "I prefer to grind the husk, cob, corn 
and all for starting, and $for finishing add one-half shelled co'm. I also find from 
1 to 4 pounds of linseed oil-cake meal very beneficial. Cotton seed meal is an 
excellent adjunct to other feed, used with care. I h~ave good results from feeding 
i t  and wheat straw alone, allowing about 8 pounds of meal to the steer. I do not 
keep grain constantly accessible, but give twice a clay just what they will clean 
up." 
Tl7ellsvi Ele, Kamsas. CAREY MCLAIN. 
No. 3. BRAK WORTH ONE-TIIIRD THE VATXE OF C. S. MEAL: "When ~ v h w t  
bran and corn sell for the  same price per pound, i t  is profiltable to use 4 or 5 
pounds of bran per day  for fattening. When corn is 25c., the feeder is justified 
in using 3 or 4 pounds a day of bran a t  $G a ton, or cotton seed or old-process 
linseed oil-cake meal a t  $18 a ton. The 'rough' feed given to fattening cattle 
on gnain should be rich, and of good. Wlell-made timothy and clover hay, prefer- 
able with a large proportion .of clover, should be given in abundance 'with corn." 
Newrnan, Kansas. L J. F. TRUE. 
No. 4. CORN MEAL AND C. S. MEAI, RATIOR: "On a car-load or motre of cattle, 
my gain has !been about 3 pounds a day in March, April and May, with 1,200 
pound four-years-olds, of range gradels crossed up from Texas. These were fed in 
open lots sheltered by bluff and tiimber, and given 28 pounds of corn meal and 
4 pounds of cotton seed meal night and morning. When ready for market, I 
lieep $the oattle from water on the day of shipment, bed the cars mith sand,, straw 
or  old hay (not cinders), and put  as many in n car as can comfortably stand 
side by side." 
Peabody, Kansas. THOS. H. POTTER. 
NO. 5. GROUND \ ~ I I E A T  AND CORN MEAL COI~BIXED WITH C. S. MEAL: "Tf 
corn is ground i t  should be with the cob; that  makes i t  more bulky than clear 
meal, land cattle do not scour on i t  so badly. Have fed snapped corn mith equal 
success when I had plenty of hogs to  follow the steers. I used wheat bran with 
corn, but i t  cost ,me more per hundred than the corn, and I did not think i t  paid. 
I also tried cotton seed meal wibh ground wheat, mixing them half and half, but 
the results were not satisfactory. I feed, however, 3 to 5 pounds a day, with 
corn, with good results. Linseed oil-cake did better, however; the cattle seemed 
to eat more regularly when I mixed this with their corn meal, and gaire larger 
gains and profits .than o,n any other feed.  have given ; ~ s  r).~uch as 14 pounrls 
claily, but found that  too expensive; 1 to  5 pounds of oil meal per steer it4 abont 
right when i t  is $20 per ton and corn is 25e. per bushel." 
Bucyrus, X ~ ~ S U S .  D. H. HEFLEROWER. 
No. 6. EQUAL PARTS LINSEED MEAL AND IC. S. MEAL: "I fed a bunoh of oattle 
on pasture 6 pounds of cobton  seed meal land G pounds of linseed oil-cake me,ll 
daily with excellent results. The last month I added 14 pounds of ground corn 
to the a4bove, and malde ripe, finished cabtle. I did this w'hen corn was worth 40c. 
per bushel, cotton seed meal $16, and linseed oil-cake $18 per ton." 
Baileycille, Kanscm. H. 177. BAILEY. 
Yo. 7. FEEUIKG 15,000 STEERS: "Our figures of gain have always been made 
on the entire number of cattle from the  average time received a t  the farm to 
the average time sold in Chicago. These oattle, as stated, have been principally 
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~t.este1.n~ and Texans, and have included a very considerable portion of cows of 
all ages, a s  we have n ~ a d e  a practice of taking our  thinnest and poorest old cow.; 
from the range. The following is a table of gains m~ade on our cattle, showill: 
a rerp  small net gain as colmpared with the gains made by feeders with select 
bunclies of steers : 
TABLE SHOWIWG THE COST OF KEEPING CATTLE, FOR FOOD AETD LABOR. 
Seasons of 1894-93, 1895-96 and 1896-97. - 
Items. I Quantity 1 Cost 1 Qoantity / Cost 1 Quantity I Cost 
per head per head per head 
........................ Total food 46.4 bus. ( Sesj 58 2 bus. ) 73.0 bus. 
~ o t i l l  hay and stover ...... / .li ton j I .a t o n )  $ 12.48/ 1.8 tons/ 1 ' le80 Labor ................................................. 1.71 .................. 2.55 ................... 1.67 
Coal and gasoline ............ I ................. l .24i .................. I .I61 .................. I -35 
pp - - - -  - - - - 
Corn and corn c h y  ........ 1 28.3 bus. 
Oil .................. .U3 
Horse forage .................. ................. 
I- I___-__- 
Corn and oat chop ........... 
Bran .................................. 
Oil-cake ............................ 
Hay ................................... 
Stover 
lcorwe bcets ...................................... 
~ n s i c ~ g e  ............................................. 
Salt ..................................................... 
\Vheat ............................. 
Peas 
Total labor ...................... / .................. $ 2.491 .................. / $ 3.161 .................. / J 2.2'7 
-- - - -- 
8 13.13 
.09 
2.44 
4.27 
3.G1 
..................................................................................................... 
.12 
.03 
.03 
' .3 
6.1 " 
7.6 
.(i ton 
4.1bus 
Average number of dafs fed 152 171 215 ' 
- - -- - - - 
- - 
$ 7.19 
2.17 
1 . 9  
1.67 
.63 
1.34 
.05 
.03 
..................................................... 
................................... 
-
40.7 bus. 
l(.6 2.2 " 
3.7 " 
.4 ton 
.................. 
.................. 
.................. 
Ri~rley .................................................................. 
gain, 
marketecl. fed. , t1e2;:,ee,re- t l e  a t  market. lbs. 
- - 
69.1 bus. 
.2 - 
2.3 " 
.7 " 
.7 tien 
1.1 
............. .,. .. 
.................. 
.................. 
7 bus. 
2.13 1 
........................................................................................................................... 1 
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TABLE SHOWING THE COST OF FOOD AmD LABOR PER HEAD, ARD ~ O S T  
OF GRATN PER HUXDRED, AND COBN PER BUSHEL, 
F O R  ESTIMATING PROBABLE COST. 
11. 31. -$I,LES, 
J1g.r Stantlartl Cattle Co. 
KO. S. SORGIIIW HAS FOIZ STEERS: "Sorg4111um i-4, lny n ~ o i t  profit,~ble crop in 
quantity and quality of cattle food produced. T give cattle on corn all they will 
ea t  of it, \\-it11 prairie 1 1 a ~  and i~iill~et for a change. and 11i.e i t  \!-it11 millet for 
wintering. Judging from what I hear and >ee, alfalfa is n very good crop. Rat- , 
ing prairie hap as \~-orth $2 pel. ton for feeding t n  fattening rattle wit11 grain. 
alfalfa and red clover are ~vorth  $4; alfalfa straw, $2: millet, sorghum or Jiaffir 
oorn hay, anlci sorghum or Icaffir corn with seed on, are  each worth about $3 per 
ton; oat straw, $2, and \vllelat sPra\v, $1.'' 
Augusta, Iinusas. I .  HAMMORD. 
No. 9. S o ~ a ~ r u a r  FOR WISTERISG CATTLE: "Sorghi~111 ]~rocllire~ for me the 
best alllc1 largest quantity of cattle food per 3cre. and cattle (t~esterner.;) win- 
tered on i t  csclnsirelp increaslpd in weight. I consicier i t  an tlsc~llent 'rough' 
, 
feed. The sweet sorghums are best for early winter use, but la te ;  heavy freezing 
seems to  rob the ,stalks of a great deal of their nutriment." 
Blacl; Tlrolf, Ii\-cc?zsn.s. E. S. ROOT. 
No. 10. REST VARLETY OF SORGHUM : "The experience of farmers in this sec- 
tion this year s h o ~ ~ ~ s  the great \-due and nece.;.;ity of putting out each year a t  
least a few acres of sorghum orKaffir corn. and in the event of a dry season, quch 
a s  the palst 1x1s been, they -will both do well, ancl they can be fed to advantage 
to all kind3 of stock. We farmers do not feel the loss of a corn crop nearly so 
much if we have a, crop of either sorghum or Raffir corn. I s~o\ved the 'Collier,' 
t o  b~ n~owed and put up for hay, and 'Folger' and 'Gdman.' put in with a drill, 
cultivated, ancl put in shock like corn. My field corn is light, but my sorghums 
all a r e  v e y  henvy and as fine a3 Lever s,aw; also my Kaffir corn." 
Thra 1 7 ,  Iiaiwns. J?. G.  THRALL. 
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STATION RESULTS O F  FEEDING STEERS 019 COTTON SEED, HULLS AETD 
MEAL. 
Daily Rations Used. 
I. TEXAS STATION E S P E R I I I E N T S .  !-I-[ 
( a . )  3 and 4-Ireor Old Texas S t ~ e r s .  1 1 1  
1. 8.09 lbs.  h a y ,  16.39 e a r  c o r n  (c71ec71: r a t i o r ~ )  ................................. 
2. 16.35 11)s. h u l l s ,  6.34 lbs.  C. P. m e a l  .............................................. 
3. "2.7 
(71.) 2 and 3-Year Old Gradc Sliort Horns. I I I 
1. 7.97 bo i led  c o t t o n  seccl, 9.18 c o r n  G l a r e ,  3.11 c o r n  f o d d e r ,  31 
lhs .  h a y  (clreclr ration) .............................................................................. 
2. 17.38lbs.l1ulls,5.!~3C.F.meal .................................................... 90 4 
3. 1 6 . 5  1 ' 4.07 :: " 4.97 113s. c o r n  a n d  c o b  m e a l  ....... 90 4 
4. 13.83 11)s. " 5.91 " t i . : l l l l ) s . l~ :~y  ............................... 90 8 
...................... 5. lQ.62 Ills. " (i.22 *' " 0.57 p i n t  m o l a s s e s  90 7 
(c.)  2 and 3-Year Old Te.ccrs Steers. I I I 
.................. 1. 5.39 Ibs  H a y ,  13 O:! c o r n  a n d  c o b  meirl  'clieck ra t ion)  
2. 4.78 111;: U. S.  teal. 7.81 l lul ls .  17.81 lbs: c o r n  s i l a g e  ................... 
(cl.) 10 Nattive Steers and 3 Grades pcr Pen. 
1. 13.31 lbs.  hu l l s ,  5.56 C. S. m e a l ,  20.52 c o r n  s i l a g e  ......................... 
(e.) 3 and 4-Yea,. Olrl G m d e  Short Horns. I 131 
............................................. 1. 15.52 I bs.  h u l l s ,  6.34 1 bs. C. S. meal* 1.20 
2. 1 7 .  I .  ' 5.S8 113s. " " ......................................... l20 
3. 10.77 lns.  1: 5.98 lbs.  " " ........................................... 120 $. 19.0.2 11)s. 4.00 lbs .  :: :: ........................................... 120 
.I. 16.61 lhs.  " 5.16 11)s. ......................................... i O  $. 18.90 1 bs. :: 5.S.i 11)s. " " ........................................... 70 
r .  10.73 11)s. (i.(i7 1 bs. " " ........................................... 70 
a. 20.54 lbs .  " 4 lbs .  " " . ........................................... 70 
(f .) &Year Old Nntiar: Stee1.s. 1 1 1  
........................................... 1. 14. lbs.  h'ylls. 9.38 lbs. C;, S m e a l  120 3 
2. 24.e.5 I ~ S .  2.80 I ~ S .  ......................................... 1::o 3 
3. 21.67 111s. :[ . 1 .  " ........................................... 1% 3 4. 14.98 lbs.  l ? . r l  111s. " " ........................................... 8) 3 
J. 3 .72  1bs. " J.80 lbs.  " " .......................................... SO 3 
ti. 22.11 Ihs. " 7.12 111s. " " .......................................... 80 Y 
(8 . )  2-Ycar Old Grarle Shotat Horns. 1 1 1  
.............................................. 1. 22.26 lbs .  h u l l s ,  4.06 lbs.  C. S. m e a l  
2. 14.40 1hs. " 4.19 lhs.  " " 5.9(; s o r q  h a y  ....................... 
3. IcJ.G:! 1 bs. " 4.SB lbs .  " " 1.98 16s: c o r n  a n d  c o b  
c h o p s  ...................................................................................... 
4. 19.10 lbs. hu l l s ,  3.73 lbs .  C. P.. m e a l ,  3.81 Ibs.  c o r n  a n d  c o b  
....................................................................................... c h o p s  
5.  18.78 lbs .  hu l l s ,  4.45 lbs .  C:. P. m e a l .  1.13 Ibs. c o r n  a n d  c o b  
chops ,  1.13 Ibs.  o a t s  ............................................................... 
6. 18.20 lhs.  hu l l s .  2.21 11)s. C. P. m e a l ,  2.21 111s. c o r n  a n d  c o b  
m e d .  3.21 lbs.  o a t s  .................................................................. 
7. 20.06 lbs.  hu l l s ,  4.1 1bs. O;?. m:i~l, 1.8 111s. c o r n  a z d  c o b  c h o p s  -? 
S. 17.5 Ihs. " 4.4 Ibs. 1.8 1 hs. " 6. $. .p 
-  
.................................................................... 7.4 111s. so rg .  h i ty  
9. 19.8 111s. hy!ls, !.l 111s. C;'S. m e a l ,  2. lbs .  c q f n  a c d  c?'b c h y s ,  
10. 19. lbs.  4.7 I hs. * '  3.7 11)s. 
11.1:). lbs.  " 4.51bs. " " 1 . l l b s .  " " " I 
.............................................................................. 1.1 lbs.  o a t s  
12. 18.4 111s. hu l l s .  2.2 lbs.  C. S. m e a l .  2.2 lbs.  c o r n  a n d  c o b  c h o p s .  
"2 o a t s  .................................................................................. 
*This  p e n  f e d  l i g h t  m e a l  r a t i o n  f i r s t  70 d a y s  a n d  t h e n  h e a v y  m e a l  r a t i o n .  
+ T h e  c h o p s  m e n t i o n e a  wa.s f e d  f r o m  t h e  100tth t o  140th d a y .  
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Daily Rations Used. 
2. YORTH CAROLINA STATION RXPERIhIENTS.  
(n.) 3 -Ycar  Old Native Steers. 
1. 1P.99 lbs. hulls. 4.4 lbs. C. S. meal ............................................... 
(b.)  2-Yenr 'o ld  Steers. 1 
1. 17.34 lhs. hulls, 3.97 lbs. U. S. meal ............................................. 
2. lS.!)2lbq. " 4.6cilbs. " " .............................................. 
(c.) .*lfltztre Steers. I 
1. 16.44 lbs. hulls. 8.71 lbs. C. S. meal 
(d . )  2 1-2 to 3 1-2-Year Old S t c e r ~ .  
1. 1:3.45 lbs. hulls. 9.08 Ibs. C. S. meal ............................................. 
5. ALABAMA STATION EXPERIMENTS.  
( a , )  18- 17mr Old TVor7c Oxen. I 
1. 20.78 lbs. hulls, 4.95 lbs. U. S. meal ............................................ 
(h . )  2 1-2-17enr Old Grade  Ho1. Stecrs. 
1. 18.47 lbs. hulls, 4.50 lbs. C. S. meal ............................................. 
4. ARKANSAS STATION EXPERIMENTS.  
( a , )  2 a n d  2 1-2- Y e a r  Old Steers. 
1. 19.24 lbs. hulls, 5.75 lbs. C. S. meal .............................................. 
(b . )  Fed to Steers (age  not given).  
1. 6.44 lbs. hulls. 4.86 lbs. C. S. meal, 13.9 lbs. cow pea hay ........... 
1 5. hIISSISSIPPT STATION EXPERIfiIENTS. 
(cc.) Wintering 23 ~ o t o s  a n d  I B U ~ Z  (Beef) .  i 
1. 9.7.5 lbs. bulls, 3.75 lbs. C. S. meal ..................................... . . . . . . . . . I  
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RESULTS OF FEEDING COTTOW SEED BIYTEAL WITH 'FEEDS OTmER THAN 
HULLS. 
.r( 
Daily Rations Used. 
I 1. TEXAS STATION EXPERIMENTS.  
I (a.) 3 and 4-Year Old Texas Steers. ............ 1. 5.97 lbs. C;'S. m::il, 27.70 lbs. cozn silzge. 3.07 lbs. hag  2. 4.39 lbs. 20.76 lbs. 1.89 lbs. " 8.63 lbs. corncobmeal  .................................................................... .................................. 3. 5.85 Ibs. C. S. me:~l,- 12.93 lbs. corn silage 
........................... I 4. 16.39 lrjs. ea r  corn, 8.09 lbs. hay (check ration) (h.) 2 and 3-Year Old Short Horn and Hereford Gmdes. 1. 3.59 lbs. U. 8. meal. 23.99 lbs. corn silage. 4.22 Ibs. corn and ................................................................................ cob meal 
.... 2 .  5.64 lbs. (:. S. meal, 37.79 ibs. corn silage, 0.32 pts. molasses 
(c.) 2-Year Old Steers. 
- I. 3 lbs. C. P. meal. 7 lbs. corn meal, 4.36 lbs. hag, 1-20 corn 
................................................................................... 
.................. 
, I fodder 2. 12 111s. corn meal. 4.36 lbs. ha,y. 1.12 lbs corn fodder (d. )  3-Year Old Steers. 1. 4.50 lbs. C. S. meal, 10.50 lbs. corn meal, 6.48 lbs. hay, 1.52 lbs. 
........................................................................... corn fodder 
.................. i :!. 17 Ibs. corn meal, 8.48 lbs hay, 1.58 11)s. corn fodder (e.) 4- Year Old Steers. 2 I .  18 lhs. corn meill. 7.27 ha.y. 1.63 corn fodder .......................... 
2 ,  i.8 lbs. O 9. meal, 11.19 lbs. corn meal, 7.37 lbs. hay, 1.72 lbs. 
............................................................................ corn fodder 
(f.) 2 and .?-Year Old Grade Short Horiz Steers (@st period). 
4 I. 2.90 Ibs. C. S. meal, 6.09 corn meal, 6.60 corn fodder ................ 
.................................. 2. 11.73 lbs. corn meal, 5.11 lbs. corn fodder 
(Second period.) 
3. ?.R? lbs. O. S. meal, 5.27 Lbs. corn meal, 8.68 ibs. hay  ................ 
4. 10.46 lbs. corn mea,l, 7.117 lbs. hay ................................................ 
2. PENN. STATION EXPERIMENTS.  
@5 (a,.) Westem Steers. 
$3 
83 
80 
$3 
----- 
(i 
6 
6 
11 
- I. :I.95 lbs. C .  S. mea,l 935 lbs. corn meal 6.27 lbs. corn fodder .. 97 
2. 1 lbs. corn m e d ,  6.15 Ibs. corn focldAr (check mt ion)  ........... 97 
3 4.12 1 s .  C . .  m e ,  10.37 1 s .  o r  1 0 1 s .  corn f o c i  9 
.............. 4. 4.12 lbs. U. S. meal, 10.37 lbs. corn fodder. 8 lbs. hay 
48, (h.) Pennsylvania Steers. 
1. 4 lbs. C. S. meal. 8 lbs. corn meal, 8.5 corn fodder ............... I 84 
2. 15 6,? lbs corn meal 5 lbs. corn fodder (clbeck ration) ............... 84 
1. :I' 111s: C;'S. meal: I lbs. corn meal. 3.88 lbs. corn fodder ...... 18 
1. 3 lbs. 6 lhs. 10 Ibs. hay  ..................... 28 
. 1 lbs. corn meal, 9.77 lbs. hay (checlr ration) ........................ 2s 
3. MAINE STATTON EXPEZIMENTS.  
(n . )  5 to 8-Month Short Horn and Ho1. Steers. 
(One of each in each experiment.) * 1 
1. 1.16 lbs. C. S. meal. 1.16 10s. wheat bran, 1.16 lbs. ground os t s /  
9.5ti lbs hay, 8 03 lbs. silage ................................................... 
2. 1.16 Lbs. corn rneni. 1.16 lbs. wheat  bran, 1.16 lbs. ground oat.s,/ 
CI.ii:l lbs. hay, 7.85 lhs. siliige ................................................ 
781 
906 
810 
$34 
2 
2 
; 
. 2 
3 
1 
4 
4 
1214 1.94 
r314 I.:<; 
1525 1 1.4:~ 
1:3:?7 2.y; 
2.05 
3.37 
2.20 
2.  
4 
90 4 
-1 
1035 
961 
953 
1070 
1053 
7 7  1.82 
831 1 2 . 3  
I 
I 
7 7  1 %.; 82 
I 
I 
I 
133" 1 1.8s 
1270 i 1.S 
I 
1334 ::.lo 
1335 1 1.14 
. I  
! 
- ,  
I ;  
353 1 1.0fi 
i 
979 / 1 . ~ 3  
9 :  . 1-24 
77 
( (  
77 
77 
19% 
9 
41% 
BIIx  
I.% 
1-01 
1.74 
:;.@> 
1.47 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
4 
4 
4 
4 
1 9 3  TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATIONS. 
RESULTS OF FEEDING COTTOH SEED MEAL WITH FEEDS OTHER THAN [ 
Daily Rations Used. 
( I ) . )  1 S - N o n t h  Old Steers. I- 
.................................................. 1. 3.50 Ibs. corn ~ne:tl, 12 1 bs. hay 
........................ 2. 1.55 lbs. C. S. meal, 2 1 bs. corn meal, 12 Ibs. hag 
.................................................... 2. 3.50 lhs. corn meal, 12 lbs. hay 
.......................... 4. 2 lbs. C. S. meal, ; lbs. c q p  meal, 10 Ibs. hay 
5. 3 lbs. " " J lbs. " 12 lbs. oiit straw .................. 
4. WOBIJRN (ESGLASD) STATIOX EXPERIMENTS.  I 
1 
(n.) F%eding B?dloclrs. I 
....................... 1. 6 Ibs. C. S. m$, 6 lbs. w h p t  bran, !.07 lbs. h ; ~ y  33' 2 1273 ' 
2- 6 lbs. " 6 lbs. r.43 lbs. " 10 lbs. sil;~ge. :XI . 1:?27 1 
................... :<. 4 lbs. ' " 6 lbs. :: 15. lbs. roots .I 1 2 7 7  
4. 6 1 bs. corn meal, 6 lbs. 4. lbs. hay. ..................... I.2S:I 
J 
1887-S. (Coarse fodder, str:tm. chaff, and roots) alike to all. / 
1. :j 111s. decorticateti cotton seed calte. 3 Ihs. linseed c:tlte, 31 
....................................................................................................... 
................................................... 2. I 11x5. bean meal, 3 lbs. oats, 3 I bs. barley .............., 
1Pti9-'90. . 
1 .  4.33 lbs. decorticated C. 6. c:tlte, 4.34 lbs. linseecl calre. 13.73 
................................................................................ - Ibs. h:tg chaff. $.I8 lbs. roots ~ 
2. 2.12 111s. decortic:~ted C. S. calte. 3.17 113s. linseed cake, 15.401 
lbs. 1 1 : ~ ~  chaff, 41.27 111s. roots ........................................................ ......... .............. I 
18e8-'89. 
1. 2 3  Ibs. decorticated S. C. cake. 2.88 lhs. linseed c:~.ltc, 1 111s. 
! 
....................................................................................................... bi~,rley 1 .............. 1 
2. 3.3 111s. unc1ecortic:tted C. S. cake, 2.88 lbs. linseed cnlte, 4 
lbs. barley 
1890-'9l. (Co:~rse fodder. h:iy, chap, and roots) itlilre to all. 
1. 5.03 lbs. decort,ic:~ted C'. 8. calcc. 3 lhs. linseecl c:~lit., 1 lh.1 
barley .............. 
:!. 5.07 Ills. undecorticated C .  S. cake, :3 Ibs. linseed r:llie, 1 111. I 
.............................................................................................. b;~rley 1 .........!.... ......... 
18:s-9. (Coarse fodder. roots and ~ v l ~ e a t  chaff, alilre t80 :ill.) 
1. 1.69 111s. drcorticr~ted C .  S. cake, 7.88 lbs. corn rne:tl ............... .j ..... 1 ......... 1 .............., 
2. 13.92 lbs. l!qseed meal (check) 1 ........./ ......... 1 .,.! ..................................................... .......... 1880. (C!orn toilcla, hay. cha.tf, wheat clratf, r.oot,s), ; l l i l i~ to :tll. 
............................. 1. 7.7 1 bs. decortieated C.  S. cake. 7.7 11)s. corn me;il ........................ 
..................................................... 2. 15.4 lhs. linseed c:~lie (check ) .............. (
1880-1. (Corn fodder, hay chaff, and m~ngle-~vo~~zels )  n l i l t~  to i~11.1 
............. ................ 1 .  9.18 11)s. decorticated C. S. cillre, 0.48 lbs. corn me:iI ! 17.1s lbs. linseed c:~,lie ..............I ,-. 
5.  PtlARYLAND STATION ESPERIbIESTS.  
(n.) 3-Year Old G m d e  Short E1f)riu. 
I I I 
1. lbs. C. 8. nleal 12.20 lbs. corn fodda, 9.36 lbs. corn a n d '  
cob me;tl, 0.50 6t.s. mol:~ssos, 1." lbs. corn mo;tl, 9.3:: 111s. 
.................................................................................... 
~ O I J ~ S  / 00) 4 1118 ; 
9. 11.5() l?:,s. corn fodd:~, 10.90 lbs. corn :tnd cob meal. 0.27 pts. 
....................................................... molasses, 9.33 lbs. foots. 
6. ~I I sSOURI  STATION EXPERIMEXTS. I 
('n.) 2-Year Old Short Hor??s. 
1. 1.36 lbs. C. s. me:tl, 2.66 lbs. wheat bran, :2.,3:3 lbs. h:~y, 53.2 111s.I 1 silage, 0.0!) lbs. str:t\v ............................................................ 3 XU I 
.' 1-36 11,s. C. S. meal 2.65 ibs. wheiit bmn. 1 Ibs. b:~y. ? lbs. 1 
str:tm, 1 : z . t ~  fodder ...................................................... I I 9 $ 1 !  
I I 
7. VIRGINIA STATION ESPERJAZENTS. I I 
I 
(n.) 3 I-?-Year Old Steers. ! 
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STAT1024 RESULTS OF FEEDIlqG STEERS ON COTTOR SEED WITH OTPIEE 
FEEDS. 
1. TEXAS S T A T I O S  EXPERIMENTS. 
(0.)  Oltl Cozcs. 
1. 4.74 lhs. boiled cotton seed, 4.0? Ibs. C. 8. me:tl. 11.!):1 lbs. sil- 
........................................................... :ice, fi lhs. corn fodder 
( I ) . )  :1 n ncl 4- ITe:rr 01tE Texnv Sleets. I 
1. 9.19 I bs. hniled cotton sred. 20.19 lhs. sil:bge. 2.30 11)s. hay ......... 
2. 7.15 Ibs. r a w  cotton st?ecl, lS.80 corn sil:~ge, 2.36 lbs. hay ........... 
................................................. :I. l(i.::tl Ibs. e;tr corn. H.09 lbs. 11i~y 1 
(c.) 4 ct~t t i  G - I ~ F , ~ T  old T P , X C ~ R  Steers. i 
1. 5.4.7 11)s. raw cotton seecl, ll.ti8 111s. corn silage, l(i.15 Ibs. corn 
:tnd cob me:{ 1 ......................................................................... 
2. 4.33 lbs, boiled cotton seecl, 15.33 11)s. corn itncl cob meal, C.4!1 
................................................................................. 11)s. hay 
( (2. )  2 m1(1 2 - l k n r  Old Texas Steers. I 
1. (;.ti8 lbs. ro:~sted cotton seed, 4.06 Ibs. corn and cob meal, 3.71 
lhs. 11a.y .............................................................................. 
?. 7.89 lhs. holled cotton seed. ,i.10 Ihs. corn and cob meal, 3.38 
lhs. hay ........................................................................... 
:!. 5..70 11,s. ~ ; L W  cotton seed. 3.07 Ibs. c,rn and cob meal, 4.26 
11)s. hay ................................................................................. 
........ 4. 1:I.C'7 11)s. corn and cob meal, 3 31) lbs. hay (check mtzorl).. 
( c . )  2 m.td 5-I'enr OTrZ Short Horn and Hereford Grades. 
1. 3.89 lbs. C .  S. meal. 23.99 111s. corn silage, 4.22 lbs. corn and 
....................................................... cob meal (clreck mtion)  
2 .  .>.fi.l 11)s. ( '. P. meal. 37.79 lbs. corn silage, .:Y! pints molasses .... 
(a ) 2 1-.?-Few Old S t e e ~ s .  I 
............... 1. 3.40 Ihs. raw cottc~tt seed. 14.4s lbs. cow pea v i ~ i e  hay 
2. 3.44 lhs. raw C'. S.. 31.31.5 111s. C' P. hulls, 8.07 lhs. cow pea r ine 
hay.. ...................................................................................... 
(h .  ) 3-Year  Old Grade Steers. I 
1. 11.? lhs. raw cotton seed, 16.8 lbs. pea vine hay ........................ 
(e . )  Fed to C:?,cttEe Stcers. Age ?tot Given. 
1. 10.3 Ihs. raw cotton se~cl. 1.46 lhs. cow pea vine hay  ................. I 
?. IfJ.:l Ibs. ground cotturi seecl. 14.5 111s. cow pea vine h:iy ........... (
3. XISSISSIPPI STATION EXPERIMENTS. 
(n.) Feedii~u Cfllres. 
I .  l.fil lbs. C. S. me:& 13.9 lbs. skim milk ...................................... 
2. 4.:3.', lhs. crushed cotton seed ...................................................... 
3. i.23 lbs. boiled cot)ton setxl ........................................................ 
4. :!5.01 11,s. skim mill< (clteclr t'ntion) ............................................... 
TEXAS A(:RICULTURAI, E S P E R Z ? ~ ~ I * : ~ T  STATIONS. 
2.-FEEDING HOGS COTTON SEED AND ITS PRODUCTS. 
JIany conflicting reports have reached the Experiment Station with reference 
to the profits and the losses in feeding cotton seed (raw, boiled, crushed, and 
rotted) to hogs, and allso on feeding the cotton seed meal. The Texas Experiment 
Station was the fii~st to conduct carefully planned experiments to  test the effect 
of cotrton seed and its products upon the health of the (hog. Other stations have 
verified the results obtained, which indicate that  af ter  t h e  end of the  fort.iet71 
day, some deaths nlay lje expected in all of t h e  pens where cotton, seed or its 
products are used. 
These experiments, conducted in  1891, did not, however, include a trial  of rotted 
or fermented seed land, according to recent trials by this Station, i t  has been 
found possible to feed this material wit11 flairly good results, but i t  must be 
borne in  mind that  a few successful attempts made in feeding partially rotted 
seed do not prove that  under all conditions this method of treatment renders the 
seed entirely safe. 
The composition of the seed, when rotted, undergo a peculiar change, due to 
partial decomposition, and is noted especially in the increase of the percentage of 
crude protein, which changed from 23.48% in the sotuld seed to 30% in .the rotte3 
seed, and this change is made regardless of the fact tha t  the water coatent of 
the partly rotted seed has materially increased. The following analysis, made 
under the directian of Prof. Harrington, in the Chemical Section of the Station. 
is presented: 
Rotted Seed. Sound Seed. 
Water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  30.00 '7.64% 
Ash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4.16 5.06 
Ether extract . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  12.74 18.20 
{Crudefibre . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  19.47 30.1 1 
Crude protein . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  30.00 23.48 
Nitrogen free extract . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.G3 15.42 
I n  answer to inquiries upon the s~rlsject of using (cotton seed, the following reply 
has been sent from this station: "Wet seed Omre not safe unleqs they are  allowed 
to stay wet until they are partly rotted. Experiments have shown us that hogs 
would freely eat soaked seed (which had been in this condition two weeks), but 
would not eat a sufficient amount alone to  cause them to fatten, but if corn me.31 
im supplied in  addition lto the cotton seed, hogs will fatten flairly well and there 
is little danger in  feeding such rations. 
"The question of roasted seed for hogs is out of date. Experiments conducted 
by this Station some years ,since proved tha t  there was no money 60 be made in 
roasting (seed for hogs and that  roasted seed were not any better than boiled seed, 
either as  cow o r  hog feed, and i t  i s  therefore unneces~s~ary to expend money to 
buy roasters when seed can as well be treated in a cheaper may." 
The letters here presented from practical feeders are  divided ( a )  into those 
who have used cottor1 seed successfully with hogs, and (ib) with thoqe who have 
met with more or less failure. 
A.-SUCCESSFUL FEEDERS. 
No. 1. FEEEDING COTTON SEED TO HOGS IN THE '60s: "1 have h,ad much exper- 
ience in  cotton seed feeding. I n  the '60 I ran a horse gin. No seed was hauled 
home by the farmers except for seed. My gin was in *a pasture. I would have 
them hauled out  to  them t o  ea t  a t  leisrure (grass was of the best). Evening and 
night, cattle would be !all round eating them. I would have a t  the creek (close 
by the pasture) wagon after wagon loads hauled and thrown in the pools of 
water. The hogs kept f a t  and I could kill when the house needed fresh meat. 
The hogs were f a t  all the time. I heard nothing of cottoln seed killing hogs, but 
when they ate 'the (seed thrown out  sound aad kept dry (except for the little rain 
t h a t  fell upon them) it  would kill during t h e  first warm days hhat came, espe2- 
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ially before vegetation put  forth. I have fed to calves and milk colws, always with 1 best results, except the butter will be white. I have plowed oxen a life time and 
always feed on cotton seed, shucks, fodder, or hay mixed, when I could get them." 
1 Noclccnzl I .  H. S. HASTINGS. 
I No. 2. COTTON SEED COMCIXED WITH VARIOUS. CROPS: "My limited experi- 
ence in feeding cotton seed is all mith the hull on, mith turnip tops, cabbage, 
potatoes, pumpkins, kershaw, or melons-with bran, corn, or corn meaJ (mixed 
: and cooked). This made a very good feed for fattening hogs with no bad results; 
the seed composing f ~ o m  1/3 to 1/4 of the feed." 
LS'U two. J. L. DURHAM. 
No. 3. MUST BE COMRIXED WITH OTIIER FEEDS: "I enclose Mr. X ' s  letter to 
Parn~ and Ranch, as  a elample of many letters from different ssotionls of hhjs 
and sevieral other States which I have received of late in regard t o  the matter 
therein !mentioned, and shall endeavor to give him and others what information 
I have gathered on ,this subject from actual experience and close observation. 
While I am but 38 years of age, I can remember when cotton seed were throw3 
out on lthe gin yards by the ginners, and except a slmall quantity for seed, they 
were never hauled away by the farmers who grew them. They were looked upon 
as being, as Mr. M. says, 'certain death to hogs,' (worth nothing as a raltion for 
cattle, and, to put  oln land, certain destruotion to any crop, becaulse of the dis- 
position 'to fire' any lplant under which they might be put. But  men commenced 
to experiment, and lthis once useless and dangerous appendage of the fleecy staple 
is now considered tihe most valuable product of the plant. 
"It ia fact that  hogs thlat remain'around a gin house and eat nothing except 
cotton seed for any considerable length of time usudlg. become diseased, and 
many die. But I am of the opinion, nor am I alone in this conclusion, tha t  dust, 
vermin, lack of pnre water, no change of diet, and filthy quarters and other evils 
attending those unwholesome sursoundings and conditions cause the swine to 
becoiine diseased and die, and not cotton seed. 
"Around the old-fashioned horse-gins, where there was no water, and dust and 
filth IVR? knee deep, a dead hog was a common sight, but around our more modern 
gins, where plenty of good water is always accessible, and there is comparatively 
little chance or space for the accumulation of filth, a dead hog is the exception 
and not the rule " "" ". 
"The first time I ever saw raw cotton seed fed to hogs, with no other ration, 
mas by Mr. J. C. Boon, of Navarro county, in 1896. He had six large hogs, which 
he put in a close pen and fed on cotton seed alone till t'hey were ready for the 
block, and I have never seen finer hogs, considering age, time of feeding and single 
diet, than these were. With the exaption of the slops which came from the 
kitchen, and fed to them each day, with a n  ample allowance of water, their sole 
diet was cobton seed. 
''Mr. Boon dug a hole in the grounld near his pen, and filled i t  with the amount 
of seed he allowed his hogs, and then put  in  sufficient water to  thocroughly wet 
the entire mass. Then he took a common weeding hoe and worked the seed and 
water together t i l l  all the dust was absorbed by Ithe water, and the loose l int  
uslually left on seed was well moistened and clinging close to  %he hull. When 
thus manipulated, he transferred them to a trough in the pen, and the meal mas 
prepared, and greedily eaten by the hungry swine. Like M,r. M., I was somewhat 
surprised, and expeated to see the hogs become diseased and begin t o  lose flesh 
in a short time, but to  my surprise just the opposite was true. 
"When killed, the only objection he mentioned to his cotton seed pork was the 
decided flavor of the seed imparlted by the feeding of seed alone, unmixed with 
any other feed. Mr. Boone informed me that  he could fatten hogs eheaper on a t -  
ton seed than on corn, when the latter is most abundant and the former is selling 
at 10 cents per bushel. 
3-Rull. 53 
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"I saw o'ther farmers on the prairies of Texas feeding rations of raw seed and I 1 
bran, cooked seed and bran, seed and turnips, cotton seed, oats and corn, and in 
every instance the cotton seed were thoroughly soaked in  water before feeding, 
and I have yet to  see la hog die from feeding bhis now common diet for hogs among 
the farmers of Texas. I 
"Mr. 31. mentions the feeding of cotton seed meal to hogs, and ask3 for my 
olpinion thereon. Inasmuch as ' I  have never seen the meal fed to hogs, I csn not 
speak fmm experience, and tkerefore prefer to remain silent, as nzy unsuppolrted I 
opinion might lead to disastrous results. But  if I lived where I could obtain the 
meal in sufficient quantity, and cheap enough, I should sacrifice a pig or two in 
trying to  learn something about feeding the meal. I can =sure any ,readers of 
Farm and Ranch that  cotton seed thoroughly moistened can be safely and with 
profit fed to hogs, alone OT with other food, and during the present scarcity of 
corn, none should fail t o  take advantage of this useful bit of lcnowledge and 
make preparation to  put  i t  into practice, rat'her than sell the seed to oil mills 
and pay exorbitant prices for lard and bacon. 
"If seed are  fed raw and dry to hogs. I am informed that  the a i r  passages of 
the lungs become clogged wibLi dust and lint, circulation is obstructed, and the 
animal becomes diseased, and finally pines away ancl dies, not from any poisonous 
element obtained from the seed, 'but from the very causes that  would produce 
disease ancl death if obtained through the agency of any other food. Almoet 
every ,disease tihalt hogs *are heir tto results from lack of water, exposure to 
inclemenlt weather, and filthy surroundings, and ~dhiIe thei'k conditions may be 
varied without !serious 1olss, their natures cannot be changed to suit  all con!- 
ditions and surroundings. 
"Mr. 31., ancl no other farmer who attempts to  feed cotton seed to hogs, should 
fail to use plenty of water, whether fed with bran, turnips, corn, or alone, and 
when this is done, good and not evil results will follow." 
Caledonicr. H. P. WEBB. 
( I n  Parrn and Ranch, Dal1as.j 
X r .  H. P. Webb, Caledonin, Texas: 
I mas much interested in your communication in Farm and Ranch of Sept. 2, on the feed- 
ins value of turnips, and have nothing but approval for all yon s i~y in that regard. But 
your incidental mention of feedinu cotton seed to hogs, without intimatinc any danger 
in  so doing, is somemhxt curious innview of the fact that cotton seed is considered almost 
certain c1c:~th when fecl to hogs. I have myself l~illecl a poocl mxny hogs in trying to solve 
the problem of converting cotton seed and cotton seed meal into porlc and lard, without 
success. I have not altogtther lost hope in that regards. and would like very much to 
learn all about your method of feeding hogs on cotton seed, if  you have seen and ];now of 
the same being done for some time without bad results. 
Yours very truly. 
S. J. MATHETI'S. 
No. 4. A MIXED EXPERIENCE: I n  regard to cotlton ,seed meal as feed for hogs, 
how fed, etc., I herewith send you statement'of experience with said feed. L 
fed about twenty head of pigs, shoats, and hogs cotton seed meal 'made into slop, 
with about ten per cent. corn Chops added to same; fed about lthlree gallons per 
day to  bunch. All came through the winter in fine condition. Not hjaving any 
mast in m y  hog pasture, a neighbor kindly rtendered me  the use of his mast 
grounds. I took ten head of fine shoats and pIaced them uTon pecan and scorn 
mast. I n  less than a (week had lost nine. I believe that  had (the eholats remained 
/ in the ~ a s t u r e  they would have been all right, as those kept a t  home did well. 
My belief from experience is  that i t  wlll not do to change a t  once fr'om this 
feed b another. Lf any change is made to  anather, i t  should lessen the one as the 
ather increases, until the  system is thoroughly cleansed of above feed. I have 
fed the meal in  all stages, sweet and sour ma~sh, and hogs sis well until above 
change. 
I think the above per cent. of corn chops, or other mixed feed with this, should 
be greater-say 20 *per cent. 
Gunsight. T. G. COLEMAN. 
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No. 5. COTTON SEED, CORN, AND TURPENTINE: "I have fed cotton seed to my 
hogs for four seasons. The first I ever fed to any extent -was ithe winter of '94. 
I had two large sows that I wished to fatten and Itill. Being short of corn, I put  
bhe two sows in a pen, separated from my killing hogs, and gave k(hem a small feed 
of corn a t  night and put  in fresh cotton seed every morning. Seed was kept before 
them all of the time, and they got big !and fat. Since then, I have given my fat- 
tening hogs, after putting then1 up to  fatten, as  much as they would eat once a 
day, a t  tiwelve o'clock. Ever since, I have been feeding the seed to my hogs. I 
give each of them a few drops of turpentine two o r  three times a week. I think 
the turpentine is an antidote for cotton seed. But  I have never made up my mind 
to risk feeding seed to hags or  pigs that  I expect to keep lover for anolther year. 
I  would rather my pigs mould eat cotton seed than sleep in dust;  dust is sure 
death, in my experience, i f  they sleep in iit long enough, and I have found no rem- 
edy for it-the dust cough-though I have used turpentine for it. I think tur- 
pentine and copperas ai.e good hog medicines; no worm can stay where they are 
used." 
No. 6. USE OF COOKED SEED: ''xi experience in feeding cottoin qeed is not ex- 
tensive, but I have learned something by my experience mith cotton seed as a hog 
feed. Last spring, for want of corn, I was forced to t ry  cotton seed, but befure 
doing so, I allowed my hogs ( in  dry lot)  to become q u ~ t e  thin-trying to keep 
them alive till 'sorghum time' with a very limited amount of damaged sheaf oats. 
I began cooking cotton seed and added it, a t  first, in small quantities, to the oat  
ration, gradually increasing the amount of cooked seed until I had found the 
amount the hogs would eat up clean. To my surprise, my hogs began to  fatten 
and squeal folr their ration of cooked seed. As soon as my early sorghum )began 
to ripen, I discontinued the oats and began feeding sorghum-all Lhat my hogs 
would clean up, but they continued to eait heartily of the cooked cotton seed, and 
I continued feeding the cooked seed until my new corn came in, a t  which time my 
hogs were f a t  emugh to butcher, and had made a 'splendid growth. Shsortly 
after beginning (the cotton seed ration, I told my neighbors about it, and how well 
my hogs were doing. Many of them said my hogs mould die when the hot weather 
came, but not one of them died until I butchered them this winter, and nicer, 
sweeter, tenderer pork I never saw. I sold lone hog t h a t  weighed 389 pounds, 
and the purchaser told me that  the metat nvas as tender as chicken. Now as to 
what I have learned: ( 1 )  Cotton seed (cooked) will nlot kill hogs, but when 
mixed mith otiher rations is a most excellent, healthy and cheap feed. ( 2 )  One 
bushel of cotton seed is q u a 1  to about ,two bushels of corn as a hog feed, when 
cotton seed is iselling a t  110~. per bushel and corn a t  40c. ( the  price last  summer) 
i t  stands as 10:8, in favor of cotton seed (trouble of cooking not counted). 
Have also learned that  I can grow hogs and make g'ood pork out of cotton seed 
and s'orghum. Have also learned that  I had better keep my cotton seed (or  buy 
them) a t  $7 per ton and sell my corn a t  23c. per bushel (present price of each). 
Then one-half bushel 'of cotton seed eat about 53c. and corn a t  23c. is a saving of 
about 174~ .  per bushel on the corn." 
Near Alvarado. J. JAMES. 
No. 7. COOKED SEED AND ALFALFA PASTURE: "Having no oil mill in this lo- 
cality, of course we can only use the whole seed. During the winter of '97-'98, 
other feed being very costly, I bought some 24 tons of cotton seed. These were 
boiled, very thoroughly ( a  most important matter in feeding hogs) until they 
would mash very easily between one's thumb and finger. So far as possible, they 
were fed warm, and were used in~to daily feeds to winter 06 stock hogs, which, 
besides, had tlhe run of some 30 acres of alf,alfa pasture-of course very short a t  
that time of the year. Most of the bunch went through the winter very well; had 
a loss of about 10%-mostly 'the smaller pigs. The spring crop of pigs from these 
sows was unnsually thrifty and good. Where fuel is cheap, i t  is obvious that, at 
the price I plaid for the seed ($5 to $6 pel. ton) that  this is a very cheap feed. 
I do not consider cotton seed alone a good slation far a. hog, but to help out short 
pasture, or to save more costly food, they will serve a good purpose." 
Pec08 City. 1 1 7 ~ ~ 3 ~ ~ ~ ~  H. DEXIS. 1 
I 
No. 12. FEEDS ONLY LIMITED ~ I O U X T  0; SEED TO STOCK: "I have fed cotton 
seed some to hogs. but, generally, with bad results. I would not feed to hogs, 
cooked or raw, with corn meal, or any other way. I would feed n little meal and 
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hulls to 111y milk cows, cornbilled with plenty of other feed-such as hay, oats, 
and corn, and find that  these give better results than plain seed-nor will I feed 
meal and hulls exclusively to fatten stock." 
I Mil f  orcl. E. C. WILLIAMS. 
No. 13. COSTLY $>':SPERIJ[ESTS: "I have never used sotton seed or i ts products 
with anything but illilk cattle. I have used the seed and the meal and consider I the lat~ter the best feed I have ever ni;ed. Several farmers have tried cotton seed 
for fattening hogs, but have lost more than half of them.'' 
rY7~ovel Alount. IV. GIESECKE. 
So. 14. Loss oF HOGS: "I have been all my life on a farm; am now past fifty 
years old. Now, if. cotton seed will not kill hogs in any wvay they are given them 
--1.a~~~, cooked, soaked, or in meal after the oil is pressed out-I would pay a good 
price to find out hcow to feed them-provided the other man furnishes the hogs. 
34s. Editor, knowing you are an old Texan, and that you were raised in South 
Texas, and on a farm a ~ t  hat, I believe i t  would not be out of place to ask you 
something about hogs and cotton seed and the benefit or loss in feeding them. 
Cotton seed has killed hogs for me every time." 
:llcLennar~ courtt?~. IV. J. D ~ F E L ,  
Tn Pnrnz and Ranch, Dallas. 
No. 13. FEEDIXG COTTON SEED TO HOGS: "In 1897 some experiments were made 
in feeding aotton seed and cotton seed meal, both raw and cooked, to hogs and pigs. 
The feeding trial with grown hogs estendecl over a period of twelve weeks. Eight 
Berkshire 111ogs were selected and divided into four lots of two hogs each. 
"Tlot 1 received cooked cotton seed meal and corn meal. 
"Lot 2 received raw cotton seed meal and corn meal. 
"T~ot 3 received cooked cotton seed and corn meal. 
"Lot 4 received cooked cotton seed meal and whole' corn., 
"All four lots made their largest gain the second week of the trial. Taking the 
experiment as a whole, t h e  gain made by the lots was neither satisfactory nor 
profitable. The hogs began to  die fi,rslt in the lot getting rlaw cotton seed meal. 
The firstl hog died a t  end of the fourth week, and a t  the end !of the eighth 
meek the remaining hogs in same lot died. While the hogs getting (the cooked 
seed and meal did not die, some were very sick and refused to  eat, and would 
get better and begin eating again after being allowed to run in  an  oat and clover 
patah for several days. a f t e r  the fourth ~yeek, most of the 'hogs began to lose 
flesh. and after sixth or eighth week, none of lots made gains. 
"Twenty-three pigs, four months old, were selected and fed a ration of cooked 
cotkon seed, corn meal, shorts, and skim milk. They ne re  fed forty-six days, and 
for the first two weeks made an average daily gain of one pound, but after (the 
f i r ~ t  wo weeks the gain was small. The pi& continued to eat 'with great relish, 
leaving no waste. At  the end of forty days the pigs began to die, and when the 
esperiment closed four pigs had died and several others mere sick, but were turned 
into a clover lot and were apparently well in a 'week. Some of these pigs were 
kept until grown, and put on feed to fatten for market. The cotton seed pigs were 
pmr feeders, and were never gotten in good condition. 
"We do not publish the result of these experiments in detail, for the reason 
that, until .morn6 method is devised by which t%e poisonous element in the feed 
can be cheaply and completely extracted, cotton seed and i ts  products cannot be 
considered as a feed for hogs." 
(Extracted from Bulletin No. 60, Mississippi Experiment Station.) 
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3. FEEDING COTTON SEED AND ITS PRODUCTS TO SHEEP. 
Fe\v careful esperin~ents have been made ,by the sheep Inen of the State in the  
use of cotton seed, i ts  meal, or hulls, for fattening nbutton. Very generally, this 
feed is used only for.carrying flocks through the winter season, when, if skillfully 
fed, a slightly larger amount of feed could be used and fatten tbe lambs for 
for market. 
i 
market. The lambs ,are now generally shipped to other States and there prepared , 
I 
No. 1. FEEDING E A N G ~  AXD JIUTTOX SHEEP: "In the Stockman and P a r n t e ~  of
December 14th) I gave an  aocount of my espel-ience in feeding cotton seed, and 
refer you to same. On the range, cotton seed is the best and easiest way to feed, 
as the sheep get, in addition, what grass tihey require, but where there is but 
little or no grass, meal and hulls are the best. I am this winter feeding one flock 
of ewes and fall lambs and one flock of spring lambs cotton seed, and they are do- 
ing well. 
"We cannot rely upon gram alone to  fatten sheep, and cotton seed and cotton 
seed meal and hulls mill ,  1 think, be extensively uwcl in the future." 
Rtctndcivt. C. W. STANDART. 
(E'rom Texas Stoclcman nttd E'crrmer San Antonio.) 
"In m opinion. cotton seed is the best and cheapest food grown in Texas for feeding 
sheep. b i l e  cotton seed meal may do 21s well for :L feed, i t  is not as eonvcnient to 11 ~ n d l t s  
as cotton seed. for the reason that in wet we,tther it is difficult to use the feeding troug-115 
unless under cover. My method is to feed the sheep on the range and feed them in tile 
morninq a.; they !eave the corral. and when want of grass requires a chanqe of likrlqe rnalce 
:L new corral and move the troughs, and do this as often : ~ s  required. I pack tllc cotton 
seed in old wool sacks, being more convenient to handle. and when properly p:tcl;ed wet t 
weather does not injure the reed. L use troughs made out of six-inch boards, I:! feet long. 
T uncle~stand there are a good many sl~eep in Tex:ts now being fed on cotton seecl meal :ind 
hulls, and the result will be known in the spring. C. \V. S. I 
No. 2. HULLS AND MEAL FOR EWES: "In reply to yours of 20th instant will ' 
say that  1/3 coctton seed and 2/3 cotton seed meal is the 'best ration I have ever 
u5ed for suckling ewes. My experience is not very estensive in fattening sheep." 
Burnet. D. G. SHERARD. 
No. 3. SEED PREFERRED TO COTTON SEED MEAL: "I have never fed any but the 
whole seed, and I believe i t  to be trhe most economical. because i t  does not waste 
as the meal. Though I have only fed milk eows and on an #average of 125 sheep. 
Whole seed can .be bought from near-by gins, but meal has to be bought from the 1 
oil mills a t  long distance or from retail dealers. The experience of sheep men is 
all in f a v o ~  'of the  whole seed, as i t .can be fecl on the ground, whereas the meal 
must be fed in troughs that  have to be cleaned after eacll feecling because of the 
, 
droppings from the sheep." 
Rouncl Rock. H. L. RAVEN. 
t 
No. 4. FEEDIKG 6,000 MUTTOES : "Tesns being one of the best cotton growing 
States in the Union, and full  of cotton seed mills, I do n'ot think there is any kind 
of feed that  will give better results, nor do I think there is any better feed for 
sheep ,than cotton seed meal and hulls. I hare G,000 mutbons now in the feed 
pens; I am well pleased witrh the results so far. This is my first tr ial  a t  feeding, 
and later on I can give fuller details as to feeding sheep. Tesas raises good sheep 
for the feed pen." 
A'peetscatw. J. C. KING. I 
( I n  Texas ~Ytoc7cnzaia aizd Fai-nzer, San Antonio.) 
No. 5. HSLLS ASD NEAL ENDORSED: "Sheep, like other stock, relish a variety 
of food. Cotton seed meal and hnlls a r e  good: corn. biwn, and oats, with good 
bright hay, or sheaf oats, is good. Sheep are often neglected as to watering facil- 
ities. 'Cey ~shoold have good clean water m ~ d  plenty of trough room and dry 
footing. 
Bono~a.  I tos  BARRY. 
( I n  7'exas X t o c l ~ ~ ~ z n ~ z  a~lclFmetner, San Antdnio.) 
KO. 6. -4 M~ISCOXSIN T E S ~ :  The following sta.tement from the Wisconsin Sta- 
tion shows clearly the high value of cotton seed meal for feecling young lambs. 
The "oil meal" mentioned is linseed meal. The resulting gain,, were f,zrol.able, 
hut not so good as when linseed meal iva.3 used: 
Y i G *  + + To compare the effect of feeding linseed meal and cotton seed 
meal to young lambs, two lots of five lambs each, Shropshire grades of good qual- 
ity and a4bout three months old, were used. Both lots were pastured in the same 
pastnre and f~lom July  16th to September 24t%, ten weeks, received all they would 
eat of ,the following grain mixtures: lot 1, 1 par t  by weight of linseed meal and 
2 parts of coirn meal; and lot 2, 1 par t  of cotton seed meal and 2 parts of corn 
meal. During tAhs esperiment, one of t he  lambs in lot 2 died. The $average weekly 
gain per lamb was 3.3 pounds for the lot receiving linseed meal, and 2.95 pounds 
for the lot receiving cotton seed meal. The value in  corn meal a t  $14, linseed 
meal a t  $20 and cotton seed meal a t  $25 per ton, the cost of feed per pound of gain 
in live weight was 2c. for the linseed meal lot and 34c. for the cotton seed meal lot. 
"The result of this trial show: 
" ( 1 )  For feeding lambs a grain mixture of )oil meal and corn meal gave better 
~.esults than a grain mixture of cotton seed meal and corn meal. 
" ( 2 )  m e  lambs fed the oil meal made a greater gain ~tlian those receiving 
the cotton seed mixture. During the ten weeks trial, the lambs1 fed the  oil meal 
ration each made a weekly gain of 3.3 pounds, while those getting the cotton seed 
ration each made a weekly gain of 2.95 pounds. 
" ( 3 )  The oil meal ration was in addition cheaper ; for the lambs so fed made 
100 pounds gain a t  a cost of $2, or 2c. per pound, while those getting the cotton 
seed ration made 100 pounds gain a t  a cost of $3.30, or  33c. per pound." 
(Vl7isconsin Station Bulletin No. 32.) 
FEEDISB COTTOS SEED JIEAL I N  COMBINATIOX WITH OTHER FEEDS TO SHEEP. 
NEW ronli CORXELL STLITION 
EXPERIMEX TS. 
6-nzonths-old Cotswold and S i n ~ t l ~ d ~ w n  lu~nbs. I 
( I )  0.21 pound cotton seed meal, 0.46 pound 
linseed meal, 0.291 pound wheat bran, 1.205 
pounds hay, 0.45 gound roots ............................ 
(2) 0.684 pound corn or corn meal, 0.992 
pound hay, 0.45 pound roots .............................. 
EKGLISH EXPERIMENTS: "Experiments were made a t  Woburn, England, with 
sheep a t  pasture upon 4 acres divided into four 1-acre lots. The sheep in two of 
the lots received no additional food, and the average gain made was taken as that 
clue to pasturage alone. The sheep in the other two lots received additional food?, 
as  shown in the table below, and the increase in live weight on each of these over 
that  on pasturage alone is considered as gain due to the additional food. This as- 
sumes tha t  the pasturage on the different acres was uniform, which is an element 
of uncertainty. The results are summarized by pears in the following table: 
166 
166 
(1) 0.788 pound corn or  corn meal, 0.754 
pound hay, 0.735 nound roots ............................ 
(2) 0.351 pound cotton seed meal, 0.771 
pound wheat  bran, 1.033 pounds hay, 0.662 
........................................................ pound roots 
(3) 0.205 pound cot,ton seed meal, 0.675 pound 
corn or  corn meal, 0.205 pound wheat bran, 
.................... 0.844 pound hay, O.@Ol pound roots 
(4) 0.205 pound cotton seed meal, 0.689 pound 
corn or corn meal, 0.205 pound wheat bran, 
0.775 pound hay.. .............................................. 
*From "The Cotton Plamt." U. P. Dep:~rtment of Agriculture. 
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Woburn (England) Experiments with Sheep at Pasture with and. without Ad- 
ditional Foods 
Pasture. 
Total addi- 
tional foocls. 
1877. 
.Clover and rye grass ........................... 
L L  b L  L L  i L  
........................... 
1879. 
4. COTTON SEED AND ITS PRODUCTS FOR MILK PRODUCTION AND 
GR0W7TH. 
- 
The importance and value of cotton seed for production of milk is very generally 
understood by both farmers and dairymen, but the best possible rations contain- 
ing either cotton seed or its meal have not yet been established. The suggestions 
contained in the following letters are therefore important: 
Clover and rye grass ........................... 
b b  i L  . L  L L  
........................... 
1881. 
............................ Dutc l~  clover: (a).. 
L  < L  L  
............................... 
1883. 
....................................... 1)utctl clover 
b .  L  
i 
....................................... 
No. 1. VALUE OF SEED IN IIOT WEATHER: "1 have fed cabout eight hundred 
bushels s year. It is my chief feed. I give each cow from four to  six pounds at 
a feed twice a ,day, for my milk cows 1 add a l i t t le bran or oorn chops to  make 
them relish it. I n  the winter I give them hay, in summer I give them pasturage. 
I have milked seven cows this year, and fed as stated, and have sold 2,051 pounds 
of butter. I t  sold for $354.25 after giving my meircrhanlt 15% for selling it. I 
can make good, firm butter the hottest day in summer without ice. Cotton seed 
helps to make i t  so, but makes i t  harder to churn and hurts the flavor some. I 
spent fourteen years as a da.iryman in England, and have had a small d&iry 
a t  thic. place thirteen years, and have fed many things, but I find that  cotton seed. 
is the cheapest foa me, as I live close to  a gin. I find $hat cot4ton seed will kill 
pigs if they are fat,butis not so dangerous to  po~or ones. I have just lost five out 
of seven through being too careless. 
Trinity. H. 4. MOLDRAM. 
No. 2. RATIOX OF SEED, BRAX AND CORN XEAL: "I have fed both cotton seed 
and cotton seed meal, and find that tho seed is better for cows 'than the meal. The 
rations I use xre: ( 1 ) five pounds of cotton seed meal, four pounds of bran, with 
cane foldder : ( 2 )  five pounds of coltton seed meal, four pounds of corn meal, with 
cane fodder; ( 3 )  ten pounds of coltton seed, three pounds of corn meal, with cane 
fodder. I find thnt No. 3 will make one-fifbh more milk and butter. I have also 
tried all three with corn fodder, but falls off one-sixth with this material." 
R o ~ u ~ d  Rocl;. F R X ~ K  L. -%TEN. 
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No. 3. SEEI) COMBINED WITII FODDER: "I am feeding cotton seed \vhole, colll- 
bined with hay, corn fodder, olr other roughll~ei~s, for milk stock, and i t  has given 
satisfaction." 
me xi^. 31. A. DEPUY. 
KO. 4. COTTON SEED, OATS AXD Sor ,~~rrr~t :  "I have used the following feed 
for years, and find i t  satisfactory: one gallon of seed per head bob11 nnlorning and 
night, combined with half bunc'h of oats and as much sorghum ]lay as mill be eaten 
through the night. When grass is plentiful I feed little or no hay, but continue 
cotton seed and *oatls to  a greater or less extent throughout the season. Cows 
tied in  stalls a t  night the yeair around. I never sell ally seed, anti never plant 
cotton two years in quccession on the same piece of land." 
7'lzor.n toit. -A. RANI). 
No. 5 .  SEED, BRAN AND CORX MEAL: "1 feed wllole seed to nothing but cattle. 
f dto not lilte the meal and hulls. I use four to six quarts of cotton seed twice per 
day for each feed: with a little wlleat bran or corn meal. I like the bran best." 
Eqznis. L. 31. RICI~I~OND. 
-- 
NO. 6. COTTON SEED FOR COWS; COTTON SEED AND HAY FOR MILK PRO~)UCTIGR: 
"According t,o my experience there is no better feed for milk cows than whole seed 
combined with a little hay, nor do I have any trouble with feeding seed only 
because I see there is a full  feed of hay o~r fodder u3ed. It is prepomsterolus in the  
extreme to feed horses upon cotton seed productls. N,o well fed horse will eait 
any 'of i t  a t  all." 
A l e ~ a n d e r .  .T. I" BROYLES. i 
)No. 7. PREFER OATS COMBISED I ~ I T I I  SEED: "I do not consider cotton seed 
in trheir natural state a good feed to be used alone. I combine i t  with fresh oats 
and wheat bran, *and obtain better results from the mixture of seed )and oats than 
from seed and bran for milk co~vq." 
Kemp. W. H. BOWLBY. 
NO. S. SEED, 'CHOPS A N D  BRAX: "I am feeding on an average twelve head of 
mi1k corns, and for a period of four years \best results have been secured from n. 
mixture of say four bushels of cotton seed, one bushel of corn fantl cab meal with 
one bushel of bran, combined with abundance of hay. J l y  cattle eat lthis regularly 
and do  moderately well. Care must be taken to not over feed. ,1 cow will eat 
one-fourth to one-third of a hushel of this mixture daily." 
Comanche. I W. T. LEE. . I 
No. 9. FEEDS SJLAIL RATION OF COTTON SEED NEAL: "I have fed a smiall 
ration of cotton seed meal to dairy cattle for the last five years bhe whole year 
through, alone and mixed in various proportions with bran, corn, and meal, and 
c,rushed wheat, and rye. The amount of cotton seed meal varied from 6 pounds 
daily to 2 pounds. I found tha t  the larger ration invaria3ly produced disturb- 
ance-, in the udder, though tihe gensral health of the cow did not suffer. Since 1 
have reduced the rotton seed meal to 2 pounds daily, all trouble with gargetty 
udders disappeared. 
"Whenever I left the cotton seed ou t  of the ration for only a few days. i3he cows 
immediately shrinli in milk an'd butter." 
TT7ari?zg. DR. IV. D. ALBINT. 
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No. 10. COTTON SEED WHITENS BUTTER : "Have fed some milk cows on cotton 
seed a,t the rate of one-half gallon twice per day, mixed with bran and other feed, 
and i t  makes butter perceptibly whiter and inferior in  quality. 
"From 20 to  GO years ago, linseed cake was largely used in England in conjunc- 
tion with turnips and hay for feeding cattle sucoessfully, and there is no reason 
mhy cotton seed might not be similarly used in combination with these materials 
as well." 
Lanzpasas. War. -4. ROSS: 
No. 11. HULLS AND MEAL FOR MILK STOCK: "I have fed no stock other than 
cattle wit'h oottm s d  or meal. I made an experiment three years ago. During 
the *winter I fed meal and hulls almost exclusively, using $three qr  three and 
one-half pounds of meal oombined with as much hulls as the stock would ea t  mell, 
and kept up a good flow of milk. I received a little over one pound of butter per 
day, feedling 30 head of registered Jersey cows. I n  the spring following I lost 
nearly half &he calves. Two came dead, and other*s died wibhin one to three 
weeks. I fed the same amount of- meal ,with chopped oats and sorghum hay with 
good results. 
"Am now feeding 6 to 7 pounds of cotton seed twice per day, with as much 
bailed oats and sorghum hay as eaten clean, and average a fraction over a pound 
of butter." 
Riesel. H .  SCHARLACH. 
No. 12. FEEDING RAW- FEED: "I only feed seed in the summer, using 'about 3 
gallons per day to each cow, which gives satisfaction in the flow of milk and in 
flesh. I did not feed any seed in winter, because my pea crop keeps my stock very 
fat. 
"Have let pigs run where they could get cotton 'seed, and they eat well when 
fed plenty of w r n  in ,addition. I n  '96 I saw hogs feeding  round a gin and seed 
was bheir only food; ,while they remained in thin order they fattened well, when 
in a pen and fed corn. I use peas because of their fertilizing value in oultivating 
sandy land." 
Comanche. F .  T .  EKIERT. 
No. 13. FEEDING SEED TO CATTLE AXD GOATS: "I am feeding rawr seed to  goat^ 
and milk cows ,as a par t  of their ration, and th'ey are  doing well. The method used 
is ,ralther slovenly, but I do not consider the seed masted when tramped under 
foot, as I careiklly save the manure and return to the field." 
Cttrtis. J .  H.  BURKETT. 
No. 14. COTTON SEED TO CALVES AND YEARLINGS: "I use only cotton seed'in 
winter to feed calves and yearlings, or corns that  come early with calves. I use 
in connect.ion with the seed isorghum hay, corn fodder or  shucks. I consider cotton 
seed, on account of i ts  laxative quality,  to be of very great value when fed in oon- 
nection with such d ry  feed as we farmers usually have." 
Bracken. ALBERT NICHOLS. 
No. 15. CORN AND COB CHOPS FOR YEARLINGS ; ALFALFA FOR HOGS: "I am at 
present feeding two hundred head of yearling cattle upon corn cobs and shuck 
(crushed) combined with p ~ s i r i e  hay, and give each five pounds of the crushed 
mrn to five pounds of hay. They are thriving and growing well. I sun hogs with 
them, and also feed my hogs alfalfa hay, of mhich t l ey  are very fond." 
Bon ham. ~QILL LANIUS. 
No. 16. WASTE\ IN HANDLING SEED: "I will mention a few channels where 
waste exists in feeding cotton seed and its products. The largest sort of waste is 
generally a t  gins, because some gins fail to have good buildings, and this occa- . 
sions loss. Then seed haulers are very careless in loading and unloading. Farm- 
ers, in many instanlces, have no seed houses to store seed in, and they are  put on 
losses, and in many cases cause poor cattle. 
I the ground without shelter and exposed to weather until fed out. Again, many 1 
small feeders throw tiheir seed on the ground, and allow their stock to eat some 
and tramp some ]in the ground. These small wastes in the seed supply make big ' 
"Now, as a remedy, I would suggest that  ginners furnish receptacles to pre- 
vent any waste, 'and compel their seed haulers to pick up all that  may be spilled 
in loading. The farmers should build good seed houses and feed in roomy troughs. 
I never ssw cotton seed fed to horses and mules, but I have seen some that  seen1 
to relish this feed, and believe that i t  tvould $be of value to horses if eaten." 
Jonah. U. T. KILLGORE. 
Snmmary of Trials Feeding Milk Cows Cotton Seed and its  Products 
by Texas Station. 
fi lbs. alfalfa, 7.9 lbs. corn meal, 7.9 C. S. meal ... 
8.64 lbs. C. S. hulls, 7.09 lbs. corn meal, 7.09 Ibs. 
C. 8. meal .................................................. 
4.03 lbs. Iiay, 7.14 lbs. silage, 7.99 lbs. corn meal, 
..................................... 7.99 I bs. C. S. meal.. 
7.19 Ibs. common hay, 8.17 lbs corn meal, 8.17 
............................................. lbs. C. S. meal 
9.78 Ibs. alfalfa, 3.75 113s. corn meal, 2.25 lbs. C. 
S. meal ........................................................ 
13.16 lbs. cotton seed hulls, 3.75 lbs. corn meal, 
....................................... 2.25 lbs. C. S. meal 
5 lbs. choice prairie hay, 4.57 lbs. silage, 3.75 lbs. 
corn meal, 2.23 C. S. meal ............................ 
9.6 lbs. choice prairie hay, 3.75 lbs. corn meal, 
2.25 lbs. C. S. meal ....................................... 
10.9 lbs. cotton seed hulls, 11.57 lbs. C. S. meal ... 
11.961bs. L L  L L  " 20.1 lbs. corn meal ... 
5.9 lbs. alfalfa, 15.33 lbs. (3. S. meal .................... 
12.7 lbs. common hay, 13.33 lbs. C. S. meal ........ 
.......... 9 lbs. common hay, 16.78 lbs. corn (boileclj 
..... 9.39 lbs. cotton seed hulls, 8.87 lbs. C. S. meal 
5.3 lbs. :: " " 20 lbs. C. S. meal ........ 
5.16 lbs. " " 11.32 lbs. C. S. meal .... 
8.82 lbs. " 9.66 lbs. " " ..... 
......... 4.3 lbs. common hay, 9.73 lbs. corn (boiledj 
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Daily ratior~ used. 
............ 1. 7Ibs. c. s. m.; 161bs. c. s. h.; 281bs. silage 
................................. 2. 10lbs. c. s. m.; 201bs. c. s. h 
3. 10 lbs. c. s. m.; 20 lbs. sorglium hay ..................... 
.......... 4. 10 lbs. c. s. m.; 16 lbs. c. s. h.; 33 lbs. silage 
5.  6 lbs. c. s. m; 4 lbs. B.; 16 lbs. c. s. h.; 33 Ibs. silage. 
6, ti lbs. c.s.m.; 4 lbs. c.m.; 16 1bs.c.s.h.; 33 Ibs. silage. 
7 .  6 lbs. c.s.m.; 41hs.O.: 16 lbs. c.s.h.; 33 lbs. silage ... 
................................... 8. b:lbs.c.s.m.;25Ibs.c s. h 
........................ 9. 8 lbs. c. s. m.: 30 lbs. sorghum hay 
10. 8 Ibs. c. s. m.: 18 Ihs. c. s. 11.; 35 lbs. silage ............ 
11. 4 Ibs. c.s.m.; 6 lbs. H.; 18 Ibs. c.s.h.; 36 lbs. silage. 
12. 4 lbs. c.s.m.: 61bs. c.m.; 181bs. c.s.h.; 351bs.silage. 
13. 4 Ibs. c.s.m.; ti Ibs. oats; 18 lbs. c.s.11.; 35 lbs, silage. 
14. Glbs. c. s. m., 251bs. c. s. 11 .................................. 
15. 61bs. c. s. m.: 30 lbs. sorghum hay ........................ 
16. 6 lbs. c. s. m.; 18 lbs. c. s. h.; 35 1bs. silage ............ 
17. 2 Ibs. c.s.m.: 8 lbs. bran; 18 lbs. c.s.11.; 35 1 bs. silage. 
18. 2Ibs. c.3.m.: 8lbs. cam.; 181bs. c.s.h.; 35Ibs. silage. 
19. 2 Ibs. c.s.m.: 8 lbs. oats: 18 lbs. c.s.h.; 35 Ibs. silage. 
5 .  FEEDIlNG COTTON SEED AND ITS MEAL TO HORSES. 
The variable results obtained i n  feeding cotton seed or cotton seed meal to 
horses or mules are  hard to reconcile, unless we assume that  the difference in 
composition in seed (which causes a difference in the composition of meal made 
therefrom) arises from difference in varieties of cotton, variable clirnatic condi- 
tions and difference in coils upon which seed has been grown-all of which tend 
to  change the flavor and alter the quality, so that  where stock mill eat and bhrive 
upon feed given by bne person, other feeders report tha t  .the stock refuse the feed, 
or when freely eaten some derangement of the digestive organs ensue. 
In other States and in ,some foreign countries cotton seed meal has been used 
to some extent regularly, without bad results, and i t  is tvorbl~y of espeoial notice 
that aorne high bred stock hare been fed mlltinuously on the meal as a par t  of the 
grain ration. 
The writer hbas induced work stock to  eat the meal by introducing i t  in very 
small quantities to mules and horses and so accustom them to i ts taste and odor. 
In this may a large per cent. of work stock can be induced to eat i t  regularly in  
small amounts, though some refuse i t  entirely. Have known large amounts to 
be eaten safely by mules. 
No. 1. EUCCESSFUL USE OF MEAL: "I came to Texas twenty-one years q o ,  
aild having fed horses on linseed meal in the N o r a  concluded I mould t r y  cotton 
seed meal here. We had three fine bred stallions. I folund that  cotton seed meal 
mas the equal of linseed. During one winter we fed four horses and two inules on 
sweet potatoes with one quart  of cotton seed meal and one quar t  of bran mixed. 
We put one quart  of the mixture on the potatoes, and worked the mules and horses 
hard and they were f a t  and remained in fine condition. The next year we fed corm, 
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meal, bran and cotton seed in equal proportions, resulting in fa t  horses, and ever 
since this we 'have fed cotton seed meal mixed with other feeds, and find that i t  
is most valuable. As a feed for milk cows i t  has no superior. I feed one part  of 
bran, one par t  corn meal and one park ootton seed meal, and as long as I continue 
to feed horses, mules and milk cows will continue to feed cotton seed meal. 
"I have fed cows four quarts of cotton seed meal per day, combined with cotton 
seed hulls. I know of no feed so good as cotton seed meal." 
A Zvi?~. L. H. ROWAN. 
No. 2. SEED FED TO ~IULES: "I once fed ootston seed mixed with corn to a pair 
of mules,-one quar t  of seed to two quarts of corn to each mule twice a day for 
about three months." 
Ft. dlch'avitt.  C.  G. BURBANK. 
No. 3. SEED CAN BE USED: "AS a feed for horses, where they can be induced 
to eat i t  voluntary, a small amount of cotton seed and its products can be used to 
advantage." 
Blackln~zcl. M. & IC. ZELLNER. 
No. 4. HORSES REFUSE %ED: "I have tried to feed horses on cotton seed, but 
could not make them eat it." 
I'hu ir. H. J. I~LORRES. 
No. 5. FINAL RESULTS w~~~ BAD: "Horses and hogs $both do well on cotton 
seed and i ts  products for a time, but i t  ultimately has bad effects." . 
TVharton. B. W .  MARTIN. 
The following statements hewing on this subject have been taken from "Feeds 
and Feeding" by Henry: 
No. 6. "Baron E. d?Allinges, agriculturist of the Biltmore estates, Biltmore, 
N. C., writes ' that he has fed working horses and mules during G days of the week 
for 3 years on the following ration: 13 t o  15 pounds of cut hay and corn fodder, 
4 pounds of wheat bran, 2 pounds of ootton seed meal, and six pounds of corn meal, 
On Sundays he gives whole corn and oats and uncut hay." 
No. 7. "At the North Carolina Station 2 old horses were fed for 2 periods of 
12 and 18 days on 2 and 24 pounds of cotton seed meal, respectively, with 4 pounds 
each of corn meal and ship stuff and clover land timothy hay. The animals ate 
the rations well and gained weight." 
No. 8. "Gebek states that  ,draft horses do well on 2 poundr of cotton seed meal 
daily in their rations." 
6. COTTON .SEED AND COTTON SEED 3f\IEL4L FOR POULTRY, HOGS, 
,SHEEP, REEF CATTLE, AND HORSES. 
A number of letters received from corlespondents give in a single letter the 
results of experience wirth several classes of stock, and the subsbance of these is 
presented below, because they cannot be easily classified. 
I n  addition to the valuable facts brought out in these letters, i t  is  evident that 
much stock has been lost in experimental feeding hy ,private individuals. 
No. 1. COTTON s ~ E D  FOR SHEEP, CATTLE, AND T~RIZEYS: "I consider a bushel 
of cotton seed fully equal ,to a bushel .of corn as  a feed for sheep, and find that  such 
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a s~nall  amount as two quarts of cotton seed per day will enable a calf to thrive, 
or will keep a poor cow alive upon very scanty pasture during winter season. 
"I have never known chickem to eat cotton seed, but a t  one time had turkeys 
that did eat it, 'but i t  made their flesh taste so much like cobton seed that i t  made 
it unpzlatable. The tzzrlteys tllrove upon it ,  however, ae shown by their growth 
and glosbqy fentliers." 
Port JlcXawitt. C. G. BURBANK. 
No. 2. WINTERING CATTLE AND FEEDIKG HOGS: "I find tha t  I can keep cattle 
very well for a few months on seed alone (with light pasture),  but by adding one 
pound of corn meal or chops +to four pounds of seed, I find they do much better. 
I consicler cotton seed meal fed i'n connection with turnips a cheap feed folr sheep, 
and by adding meal or chops, or by alltowing corn a t  lambing time, you have a 
model feed, provided the sheep have tihe run of paslture. 
As a feed for hogs, cotton seed mill not do. My experience has been tha t  they 
will kill hogs sooner or later in any way you can feed them, although I have fed 
them a short time with some profilt with turnips or chops or eorn, fed in the form 
of slop. 
"Thc besit may to feed cotton seed to sttoc1.r is to feed in troughs,  but I do not 
col~,idc~- i t  wasteful to feed on ground, provided the party owns the land upon 
which the feeding is ,done nnd does not feed upon the same ground too long. I n  
following this practice, 1 place the seed in small piles containing about one pound 
cac3." 
. 
1[00lis. R. M. H ~ O K S .  
SO. 3. FEEDIXG SEED FOR FATTEXING STEERS AXD HOGS: "My experience has 
1)een confined to feeding (seed. Bave triecl tlo fatten old stocli: on cotton seed, 
hut the experiment proved a failure. One !of my neighbors also tried to  fatten a 
bunch of the same claiss of stac1.r on cotton seed land cane fodder; the result was 
un-tatisfactory. I have fa,ttened hogs by cooking the seed, and have also fed the 
seed to stoc1.r h o w  by wetting them and scattering on the ground, but  have 
loct  Eome hogs by t h z r  eating dry seed." 
]'on tot oc. E. W . MARSHALL. 
S o .  4. FEEDIKG SEED ON PASTURE AND TO HOGS: "I feed my own cattle the 
seed that grow on my own farm, as I think it the best possible may to save labor 
and seed. I take what ram seed I think necessary in a wagon and drive around 
the pnsbure, throwing ,a shovelfnl ,on the ground, and the cattle gather the seed 
quite clean. 
"I once pdaced equal quantities of #seed and corn where hogs could feed on it 
and eat as  much of either or both as they pleased. The result mas +hat all my  
hogs died." 
1-0 l k y  Af i l l .~ .  N. E. EIGLEHART. 
So. 5.  SEED FOR FARM CATTLE AND SHEEP: "My experience in feeding cotdon 
~eeil and its products has shoilvn that  as a hog feed i t  is dangerous and nnprofit- 
able; in fact, me oonsider that  it is  worthless. 
"For cattle and (sheep, ceed and it6 products a re  recognized a s  a good feed. 
The meal and ~hulls. me all know can be used very profitably in fattening cattle 
by feeding during the last thirty dlays equal parts of chopped corn with meal and 
hulls. and dsuring the last ten days feeding chopped corn fed with hay and hulls. 
Seed fed on the farm with good eare is worth per hundred pounds tnvice as much 
ac meal and 11~11,s fed c~re~lessly. Ram seed fed on t'he f a i n ,  properly proportioned 
to each an imJ ,  embles the farmer ,to use his rougl~ness to advantage. I n  addition 
to this fa.&. the droppings are far superior as a fertilizer than where meal and 
hulls are fed. 
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"We also find that  for milk cows ootton seed mixed with oats is the greatest 
milk and butter producer in existence." 
Blackland. 31. &. C. ZELLSER. 
No. 6. SEED FOR MILK CATTLE: "Thou~h  I have had little experience in stock 
feeding, I: give 'my milk cows a bucket of cotton seed twice a day during the feed- 
ing season. They soon t i re  of i t  so that  they do not eat i t  clean." 
Phair. H .  J .  I~LORRES. 
No. 7.  VALUE OF COTTON SEED ON THE FARM: "I hlave fed cottlon seed to cattle 
for twenty-five years, land consider them worth half as much a s  corn. 
"I have never fad them to horses, mules or sheep, and think them worth nothing 
to hogs, as I: have never been able to get them to eat enough of the seed to do any 
good, except when used in a raw state, and then they will kill shotes and pigs. 
"I think that  all of the seed should be saved land fed on the farm, which will, 
in part, compensate for the  low price of the lint. I would not sell the seed a t  
twenty cents per bushel where I have cattle to consume them." 
Boonsville. D. P. NEWSOX. 
No. 8. SEED AKD MEAL C*OOD FOR CATTLE O ~ L Y :  "I regard both cotton seed 
and its products good for cattle, but I d'o not reco~nmend .the meal for horses, 
hogs or'poultry. I have had long experience in feeding i t  t o  hogs, horses and 
poultry, $as I #operated a mill for two or three years, and I regard i t  as a failure for 
all except cattle. Horses and hogs do well on i t  for a time, but ilt ultimately has 
bad effects." 
T'Plzarto~z. B. TV. MARTIN. 
No. 9. ESCHANGIXG SEED FOR MEAL; ROTTED SEED FOR Ilocs: "I have been 
feeding cotton seed to my cattle for a long time, and think i t  the best of feeds. I 
have only fed the seed straight. I once tried a plan of eschanging seed for cotton 
seed meal when cottlon seed s'old for fifteen dollars per ton. I sold a few tuns of 
seed and took the same money and bought meal a t  two dolllas per hundred pounds, 
and proved t o  my satisfactilon a t  that  time that  i t  did not pay to  make the es- 
change. The raw seed went the fartherest. 
"I think hulls (a good substitute for cheap bay, but  I (have bad no experience in 
feeding them. Cotton seed for hogs have a1rvays been dangerous, khough I have 
seen as  nice pigs that  have fed on rotted seed as  when fed anything else." 
. Luliny. J. D. ANDERSOX. 
No. 10. COTTOX SEED XEAL, SI-IORTS AND WHEAT BRAN FOR CIIICICESS: "* * * 
After a preliminary feeding trial  of 25 days, the hens and  chicken^ were each 
sepanated in the t\vo lots of five each, and were fed 125 days. Lot 1 of both hens 
and chickens were fed nitrogenous ration consisting of 1/3 par t  wheat bran, 1/3 
! 
par t  -wheat shorts, ~ 1 / 3  par t  cotton seed meal, and 2 parts skim milk. Lot 2 
were fed a carbonaceous ration of cracked corn and corn dough. Both lots were 
i 
given a small amount of green clover as long as i t  lasted, a4nd afterwards oabbsge. 
The details of the experiment are  given in notes and tables. 
"The chickens fed on nitrogenous food (cotton seed meal rati,on) just about 1 
doubled in weight. lwllile those fed carbonaceous food only ,added ,about 1/3 of 
their weight. 
"At the end of the experiment, little difference oould be seen in the hens of the 
I 
two groups, but the two Zots of chickens were in striking contrast. While the L 
chickens fed on nitrogenous food were large. plump, healthy, active, and well 
feathered, the chickens fed on carbonaceous ration were, in general much smaller, 
sickly, and, in several cares, almost destitute of feathers. Two of them had per- 
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fectly bare backs, and so ravenous Iwere they for flesh and blood that  they began 
eating one another. 
"The eggs laid by the nitrogenous fed hens mere of small size, hlad a disagree- 
able flavol., and red, ~vatery  albumin, and aspecially small, #dark colored yolk, 
with a 'tender vitaline membrane which turned black after being kept several 
weeks; \vliile the eggs of .the earboniaceous fed *hens were large, of fine flavor, of 
naitufial smell, large normal albumin, and especially large, rich, yellow yolk, with 
strong v i t l i n e  membrane, which was perfectly preserved several ,weeks in the 
same brine with the other eggs. 
"The flesh of each group was 'submitted to a number of persons for a cooking 
test, land the almost unanimous verdict was tba t  the flesh of the  fowls fed a nitro- 
genous ration nTas darker colored, mlore s~ucculent, more tender, and better ,fla- 
vored, though of this last  there was some difference of opi.nion." 
(I .  P. Roberts and J. E. Rice in ~Cornell [N. Y.] Bulletin.) 
No. )1. GOOD FOR SEYERAL CLASSES OF STOCK: "In reference to meal and 
hulls being fed to stock, I can t ite you to several parties who have fed i t  here with 
very eatisfactory results; ancl the horses with which hulls are .hauled from .the 
hull-house, are just ravenous after i t  while the wagons are being loaded. 1 
have (had some practical experience feeding to some young stock, especially colts, 
and have hlad  the very best results. Have also seen colbr fed small nations, say 
1/10 of their food should 'be meal. It is shown by the Government anaJlysis that  
this kind of feed will produce the greatest amount of muscle and flesh. 
"Henry Exall, of Dalllas, who is one of the nlost famous breeders of the Stake, 
feeds one-tenth of all his feed cotton seed mkal; and he hias produced tlhe finest 
trotting and running honses in Texas. He has also received the highest price 
for one year old col'ts that  ever lef t  Texas. Our farmers here a t  one time, when 
i corn was scarce, fed this meal 'and hulls to t,heir stock very satisfactoi~ily, and 
found i t  a great friend, as  i t  is  veryanuch cheaper and ha19 no bad effects. 
"Mr. Goodwin, who is cashier of the Firs t  National Bank here, tells us that  
his buggy and saddle animal will quit  his corn and oats t'o eat meal and hullr. 
"ln many instances I have seen meal and hulls fed to stock horses; to their ' 
owner's and every one else's surprise. they came out rliek and fat. I do not hesi- 
( tate to say that  this feed can be easily .and succesefully mixed with other feeds 
[ . for lwork stack. I am inclined to think tha t  the work  and exercise t h a t  these horses get, counteracts any bad effects that  might be caused by over-feeding. 
To illustrate: 
"You can feed oxen in the piney woods where they haul lumber, on meal and 
- hulls. and i t  will hare  no ibad effects to give them this feed the year round. Upon 
the other hiand, fleeding cattle in pens where t~hey get no exercise, from 110 to 
I50 days is as  long as they can be fed. I ~vould say feed cotton seed meal to the 
%mount of one-tenth of the rations, sand do avr1ay with t-he prejudice that  now ex- 
ists, would be one of the greatest benefits our people could Illare in the way of 
1 horqe feed, especially when Texas is shoi-% on corn." 
i Tl'axctlt crch ic.. R. I<. ERWIN, Sec'y and Gen. Nanager TTTaxali~achie C'otton Oil Co. 
7.-HOW COTTON SEED PRODUCTS J19Y -4FFECT THE HEALTH OF 
I ANT3IALS. 
I 
:!lthough cotton seed meal h4ao been ucecl successfully to a limited extent as ' n Lsmnn food. nmd i q  rich in t l io~e  elewents necezmrly to the b d y  of man and 
iq not  unp~la ta \ ) le .  i t  will never come into current use as a (human foo'd stuff 1 until  the occilsional bad effect npon lire itoek ha9 been prevented. It is therefore 
, R matter ~vortliy of the widest stndp and investigation, and one upon which the at- 
trntion of  agriculturist^ and scientific investigators may be properly centered, 
ti-Hnll. 5.5. 
for up to this time we have hesitfated to use cotton seed ~nea l  for bread ~naking 
ptupo'esin this country. 
The injurious effects of the meal upon the liealtll of domestic animals has 
been noted in many interesting cases. I t  sometimes affects cattle by causing 
parti.11 blindness, lameness, sluggish movements, 105s of lappetite, inflammation of 
the vulvu.; ( in  heifeis) and inflammation of the eye. I n  hogs, loss of appetite , 
has been noticed, laborecl breathing, and the ab5ence of blood in the extremities 
when suffering severely. 
The causes of these troubles hare been suggested in four forms: 
( 1 )  The possible presence of an active poison in the seed or the meal. ( 2 )  The development of b'pton~laii~es'y cluring the proce53 of digestion in the 1 
body. 
( 3 )  The developiilent of microscopic germs (bacteria) in dalnaged cotton seed 
nieal and parts of~fermented rations left in troughs and about feeding places. 
( 4 )  The trouble arising from feeding the entire seed, or  cotton seed hulls, i 
has been attributed to the indigestibility of the hull, because of its tough and im- 1 pel-vious nature, together with the harmful effect of l int  lodged in tlie'lung~ of 
the ,animal. 
The following instances are taken from "The Cotton Plant," published by the 
U. S. Department of Agriculture (Rilgore) , pages 420-481 : "Nathusius observed 
for several years that  the vulvus of the ewes wv~llich had been fed considerable 
quantities of cotton seed meal imn~ediately after lambing, became 'highly inflamed, 
and the sheep soon died. I t  is stated that  only those animals eating Smerican 
cotton seed meal were affected, and when the use of the meal was stopped khe 
trouble disappea~red. Relief was found in the use of carbolic acid wash. 
.'Gnutier reports sickness in calves. and Bongarc1 injuries to calves and sheep 
fl.om feeding cotton seed meal. Gips reports the death of three out of eight cattle 
made sick from the eating of moulded cotton seed cake. 
"l?sser reports the death of about 100 fattening lambs after a few days feeding 
an 250 grammes cotton seed meal a s  a u s l i a r y  food. The meal seemed of good 
quality, and was often fed to oxen without injury. S.chwanefeldt reports the 
death of calves from the eating of cotton seed meal, and Peschel of cows dying 
of fever attributed to the effects of cotton seed cake. 
"I<!ein fed cotton seed cake to 12 rabbits and to carp. &411 the animals, escept 
one ra1bbi.t) died in a short time of inflammation of the  bowel^. hfarcker oherved 
in feeding cotton seed meal to sheep, that \vhile ewes could not be affected* male 
sheep sickened on a much smaller ration. Post-mortem examinlat5on showkd 
magnesium,. ammonium, phosphate, calculi in the bladder, which probably caused 
irritation and could not be expelled so easily from the males as from the females. 
"Emery, of the North Carolina Station, stated that  three milk oows of different 
Binds had disturbances of the nervous system from eating cotton seed meal, and 
one died from ealing old cotton seed meal. 
"T'oelcker mentions the death of 5,006 sheep and lambs and serious injury to 
inariy others, alleged to have been caused (by eating deoorticated cotton seed cake. 
The cake was of good quality, and the sickness and death are ascribed to over- 
eating. He also reports injuries to the health of cattle, and one death, from 
eating cotton seed cake of good quality, in which no poison could be found, and 
abates that  the injury whioh the cake undoubtedly did ' m s  clearly traced to the 
coarse condition and consequent indigestibility of $he ootton seed husks in them.' 
The same authority states that 'Instances in which very mouldy feeding cakes 
have injured or killed cattle are too nunierons to lenve any room for doubt of 
the injurious properties of damaged or monldy linseed or other mouldy feeding 
cakes.' Insltances of death, or injury to health of animals, resulting from eat- 
ing n~ouldy cakes, oats, and other foods are numerous, and have been 'ascribed to 
a mouldy (a,spergillus spp.) known to be poisonous to animals. Zopf found i n  
cotton seed meal several organisms, particularly Bacterizcm ~ ~ e r n i c o s u n ~ ,  which 
exercise poisonous powers." 
By the courtesy of Dr. 9. C. True, of Washington, D. C..  and the assistance of 
Prof. H. Ness, of t h i s  place, n tra~lrlwtirn of the import,ant poiationc: of the report 
( i n  (kl.11li1n) by Zopf, above referred to, has  been i i ~ ~ a d e  ancl i t  i s  e~riclent t h ~ t  
thl.ougllot~t t h e  t r ial3 with the fission fungi  selected an'd tested, nothing b u t  nega- 
tive re-inlts were obtained. ni; indicnted by t h e  following extvacts t r a n ~ l a t e c i  from 
the original : 
"IKFOR.IIATTOS CONCERSISC: TIIE ORGASJSJIS I S  TI3E AMERICAX COTTOS SEED MEAT2. 
"In order to solve the  problem with certainty. or  even to elucidt~te it. namely. t h a t  in tlle 
meal c~ncernecl no infectious fission fungi were ge11erall.y present, i t  woulcl be necessary 
t,o investigate each species of :L great  number selxtrately, and especially t o  t r y  it,s capa- 
bili1,y for infection; :L problem wliicll, esbch one acquainted wit11 the subject \rill own. 
woulcl l)e impossible tjo solve for one man cverl in  the  clecades of years." 
"Accordi~igly, thereis  nothino left except to make  a selectZion from among these bacteria. 
In mlrat way shoulcl such seleztion l ~ e  pursuecl without 11eina entirely i~rbi trary? There 
mas. as  t l ~ e  nearest.. only one clew to the answer of this queztion, namely, the discovery 
:~lready macle by Mr. vorl Nathusius Using this  for :L basis, I sought among the fission 
fungi. separttted by me, t o  find a species wl~ich showed t#he greatest, similarity in form t o  
the one sent me in colored preparatioo by the :thove .mentioned vent1em:~n. I n  fact, there 
WiLS :I. species :Lmong them (it is in the following designated3as bacterium u e t n , i c n s t ~ m )  
which corresponclcd with the  above so completely t h a t  the identity of both seemecl very 
pr-obable. This fission fungus mils then studied with reg:trd t o  i ts  morpholoay and phy. 
siolozy. ant1 i ~ t  last, from pure culture. inoculated as  well as  fecl t o  sheep & ~ r o f e s s b r  
I'netz. Yet. in spite of the use of large qui~nt#ities of this organism, t h e  experiments upon 
the animals tur~leci ou t  completely in the neqatire." 
.'\\Tc tried next to make tile sheep sick by feedina t,hem large quantities of.the American 
cotton seed mei~ l  sent me by Nr,  von ~ ; L t l l u s i u s " l ~ u n c l i s b ~ ,  along with the  written in- 
formi~.tion tha t  i t  h;~d shown itself very hi~rnifnl to  sheep upon his est:tt,e. The experiment, 
rcmainecl, however, witlrout the results mishecl for." 
'.lnoculi~tion of sheep 11:~d already heen rn:ide before this from such other fission fungi 
from the Icuntze me:tl, :ts by their entire physiologicit1 behaviour was suspected of c:r.p:L- 
bility of infection, yet  these experiments o*:Lve no positive results." 
'.In ~onsiclerat~ion of these things. especinily the  results of the  feeding experiments car- 
riecl on with the meal. which wt~s  reputed t o  h a r e  shown clecidedly harmful effects. it. 
seemed t o  I'rofessor Puetz and myself t h a t  i L  fur ther  continuation of t h e  inquiry would 
bct frnit,less. i ~ n d  i t  was in this sense so reported t o  the  minister." 
* * * * b e  
"The consideration of t h e  facts tlxtt bac ter ium .r~arnicoaz~m, in regard t o  form and size in 
its vegc.t,able st:rt,e, correspond completely t o  one of the  bacteria which the  counsel of 
rur:tl ecollomy, Mr. \V.. r o n  N:~thusius, founcl to be so amply present in fresh blood of 
sllcep tha t  siclteried and died af ter  beinw fed on Americt~n cotton seed meal; as  well 
as  the consideri~tion of the  circumstan"ce t,hat this fungus is able t o  thr ive a t  body 
ternl~erature (its optimum being 5 degrees t o  52 degrees C.), and furthermore, t h a t  it; 
possesses it peptonizing action. lea? us t o  suppose t h a t  i t  would exer,t diverse patho- 
genical effects on the ilnimal body. 
"Accordingly, inoculation ancl feedinv experiments on sheep were undertaken by Pro- 
fessor l'uetz :tnd myself. I cultirated:f;r this purpose. thr if ty colonies upon nu i r i t i re  
gelatin. and swam them moderately in sterilized water (for injection), o r  picked the 
slimy mass up with a sterilized scalpel and put  i t  into pieces of turnip, made hollow for  
the purpose with a knife 11e:sted t80 reel heat  (for feeding experiments)." 
"In spite of t>he fact tl.lat, the masses of fission fungi inoculated as  well as  fed. t811c' 
results remikinecl negative." 
Thiq subject is  of internat ional  importance, though it chiefly concerns t h e  fa rm-  
ers, +tockmen, and  t h e  oil mil ls  of Texas, lbecause th i s  ,State  produces qu i te  one- 
bhi1.d of the  cotton grown i n  the  United S ta tes  a n d  feeds more  l ive stock t h a n  a n y  
other. Much impor tan t  d a t a  have been secured by  t h e  Veterinarian a n d  ather 
official- of this  is tat ion bearing upon the subject, b u t  furt l ier  scientific investiga- 
tion ii neces4;tl-y in  p l~p~io log ica l ,  chemical. ancl bacteri,ological fielclq before po=i- 
t i r e  r e w l t -  may be expected. 
TEXAS AGRTCUI. TURAL EXPERIMENT STATIONS . 
ANALYSES OF FEED STUFFS . 
N1lmerorls i n y ~ ~ i r i e s  are received by the Station officers asking f o r  in- 
formation as to the  relative values of various feeds. ant1 in t h o  table 
pscsetltecl below there will be found  the  analyses of the rnost common 
feed stuffs peculiar to the S o u t h ~ ~ e s t  . 
The  data show the \$rates content of each feed stuff together with its 
indicated feeding and fertilizing values . These are arranged for grains. 
hays and green feeds . 
(1.) GRAINS. ETC . 
1 Digestible SuLrients 
P 
. 
in 100 1 bs . uents i n  1000 Ibs . 
Ibs . 1 Ins . 1 1 s  1 . l n l  1 lbs . ins . 
I 
Corn (all analyses) .................. 
Dent Corn ................................ 
Flint  Corn ............................... 
.................. Corn and Cob Meal 
Wheat .................................... 
Wheat. bfan ............................ 
Wheat bran (wicter wheat) ..... 
........................... . Wheat shorts 
Wheat middlings .................... 
Ky e ........................................ 
Barley ..................................... 
Malt Sprouts ........................... 
Brewers' grains (wet) ............. 
Brewers' grains (dried) ............ 
Oats ........................................ 
Rice ......................................... 
Rice hulls ................................ 
Rice bran ................................ 
.............................. Rice polish 
Sorgllutn seed .......................... 
Broorn-corn seed ...................... 
Kaffir corn ............................. 
Millet ..................................... 
Linseed meal (old process) ....... 
Linseed meal (new process) ...... 
Cotton seed .............................. 
..................... Cotton seed meal 
Peas ....................................... 
......................... Soja (soy) bean 
Cow-pea .......................... ! ........ 
Home bean .............................. 
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(2.) HAYS, ETC. 
Timot t~ y  ............. : ................... 
Mixed grasses .......................... 
Sago bean hay .......................... 
0 a t h a . y  ................................... 
Cow pea hay 
Foddacorn,green .................... 
F'odda corn (field cured) ........... 
Fodda corn above ear  ............... 
......... Kaffir corn stover ......... .:. 
Kalfir corn fodda ..................... 
I<afir corn heads ..................... 
Sorghum hay ........................... 
Cotton seed hulls ..................... 
........................... Wheat straw 
........................ Rye straw ....... : 
................................ O a t s t r a w  
Barley straw.. ........................ 
Red clover (medium) ............... 
........................... White  clover 
Crimson clover.. ...................... 
Alfalfa ................................... 
Cowpea ................................... 
Peavine st,raw .......................... 
v; 
3 
i 
C 
4 .3
Fertilizing Constit- 
uents  i n  1 0  lbs. 
Digestible Nutrients 
in 100 Ibs. 
8 -  
4 
____ 
lbs. 
9.0 
15.5 
10.8 
3.3 
8.9 
....... ., 
10.2 
5.1 
7.9 
12.4 
20.9 
22. 
18.1 
13.1 
16.8 
14.7 
10.2 
fo 
- 
lbs. 
12.6 
14.1 
23.2 
4.1 
17.6 
.................................... 
.................................... 
..........................
6.9 
5.9 
4.6 
6.2 
31.1 
20.7 
27.5 
20.5 
21.9 
19.5 
14.3 
9 
2 
0 
.* 
d k  8 g o $  
E 8  
- 
Ibs. 
5.3 
2.7 
6.7 
.......................... 
1.5 
6.4 
........................... 
........................... 
2.5 
1.2 
2.8 
2. 
3. 
3.8 
5.2 
4. 
5.1 
5.2 
3.5 
! I g  
g 
4 2  
i e 
2 
9 
- 
lbs. 
43.4 
40.9 
38.7 
46.4 
........................................................................................... 
11.6 
34.6 
25.99 
43.78 
53.49 
21.53 
40.6: 
33.1 
36.3 
40.6 
38.6 
41.2 
35.8 
42.2 
34.9 
39.6 
38.6 
32.3 
G 
-
Ibs 
86.8 
71.01 
88.7 
91.1 
20.7 
57.8 
50.3 
80.82 
90.35 
78.37 
82.04 
88.9 
90.4 
92.9 
9.8 
85.8 
84.7 
90.3 
90.4 
91.6 
89.3 
86.4 
4 i  
cj 
$ 5  
+ , g  
u 
2 
G 
- 
Ibs. 
1.4 
1.2 
1.5 
1.5 
.4 
1.2 
1.62 
1.2 
1.7 
.4 
.4 
.8 
.6 
1.7 
1.5 
1.2 
1.2 
1.1 
.8 
- 
Ibs. 
2.8 
5.9 
10.8 
4.3 
1.0 
2.5 
3.08 
-1.48 
2.15 
1.03 
2.4 
.3 
.4 
.6 
1.2 
.. '.7 
6.8 
11.5 
10.5 
11. 
10.8 
4.3 
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1 
(3.) GREEN FEEDS, ETC. 
Sorghum ................................. 
PasLure grasses (mixed) .......... 
...... Tinlotlly (cliff erent sta,ges). 
Oat fodda ................................ 
Rye foclcler ............................... 
Green barley ........................... 
.... 
Crimson clover.. ........ ....,. ......... 
Alfalfa ..................................... 
Cow geas 
Bed clover (different stages) 1 
.................................. 
................................. Sa.ja bean 
Corn sila.ge .............................. 
Sorgliurn silage ........................ 
Alfalfa silage. .......................... 
Cow peavine silage. ................. 
Soja bean silage ....................... 
13eet: sugar .............................. I Flat  turnip .............................. 
I t  11 tabaga.. .............................. 
Artichoke.. .............................. 
Pumpkin, field.. ...................... 
Rape ......................................... 
Acorns, fresh.. ......................... 
.............................. Cow's milk 
Cow's milk (colostrum) ............. 
Skim milk (gravity).. ............... 
Skim milk (centrifugal) ........... 
Buttermilk ............................... 
Whey ..................................... 
h - 
Digestible Nutzients  Fertil izing Const i t -  
i n  1001bs. I I uen t s  in 1000 113s. 
